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Summary

This thesis aims to compare the strength of logit models and neural networks on a specific
mode choice problem. More specifically, for a well-established vehicle leasing company it is
researched which type of model is most accurate in predicting lessees’ choice of vehicle make,
given contract renewal. The provided data consist of terminated and operational/newly
activated contracts. For the data to be used for modeling, these contracts need to be
matched first. Since the leasing company only keeps track of customer IDs rather than driver
IDs, this seemingly trivial task becomes nearly impossible to do flawlessly. Elaborating, a
customer of the vehicle leasing company could be a company, whereas the employees of this
company are considered drivers. The Norwegian branch of the leasing company provided
contracts stating the previously driven vehicle, allowing for exact contract matching. Based
on the characteristics of the Norwegian data an algorithm is created to match contracts of
the remaining branches of the company. This algorithm matches contracts based on the
number of days between termination of the ending contract and activation of the operational
contract, the difference between driven mileage and agreed upon mileage per month. If all
are equal, the algorithm compares the previous choice of make with the make of vehicle
stated in the new contract. Since roughly 45% of drivers remain loyal to their previous
make, the contract stating the same make as the previous contract is determined to be the
matched contract. In addition to not being able to exactly match contracts, the absence
of driver IDs causes individual-specific explanatory variables to be lost. Variables such
as age, income etc. typically prove important when predicting mode choice. When all
contracts are matched, these matches comprise the modeling data and are considered a
valid representation of true lessee switch behavior.

The models addressed in this thesis originate from two families of model, discrete choice
models and (artificial) neural networks. Regarding discrete choice models, three different
logit models are used for prediction. Firstly, a multinomial logistic regression model is fit
on the data. To fit this model, assumptions on the distribution of error terms are made
which might limit the predictive power of this model. Nested multinomial logistic regression
relaxes these assumptions by dividing alternatives of the choice set into nests, allowing for
correlations across alternatives. However, correlations across alternatives sharing a nest are
still not taken into account. To do so, a cross-nested model is introduced further relaxing
the error term distribution assumptions, hence allowing for correlations across alternatives.
Discrete choice models are the typical family of models used for analyzing and prediction of
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mode choice problems. The assumptions made on linearly independent input variables and
error term distribution potentially limit the predictive capability of discrete choice models.
The successful history of neural networks in many different fields give rise to applying these
techniques to mode choice problems.

In this research, an infused feedforward neural network is fit on the vehicle leasing data.
The structure of the network is solely determined by an evolutionary optimization algorithm.
This technique tries to optimize a set of interrelated parameters, by applying variation and
selection procedures inspired by Darwin’s principles of evolution (1859). Creating a pop-
ulation of individuals all fighting for the same resources, survival of the fittest will cause
individuals of the population to evolve and converge towards the ideal network structure.
In addition, embedding layers are added to the network to map categorical variables onto
continuous space. These layers map each state of a categorical variable to a fixed size
continuous vector revealing the intrinsic properties of the concerned variable. A network
containing such layers not only provides a measure of similarity for unique states of a cat-
egorical variable, it reduces training time of the network significantly since less parameters
need to be estimated.

Performance of models indicate that (infused) feedforward neural networks are better
able to accurately predict lessees’ choice of vehicle. Not only do such models achieve a
higher overall accuracy on test data, these models are also better able to predict minority
classes. Regarding logit models, adding a nesting structure did prove helpful. However,
allocation of makes across these nests should be reconsidered. The numerical explanatory
variables proved most useful for prediction for all three logit models. No significant differ-
ence in importance of variables was observed between the three models. Comparing the
embedding network with a standard (one-hot) network, the embedding network achieves
highest accuracy on unseen data and significantly reduces training time. The embedding
network is able to reveal the intrinsic properties of categorical variables, hence creating
a notion of similarity. The learning curves of the networks illustrate that the provided
data is not fit for modeling. Not only does the possibility exist that these data are not
a valid representation of true switch behavior, the lack of individual-specific explanatory
variables makes prediction a difficult task. Nonetheless, the predictive power of embedding
neural networks of which the structure is determined by evolutionary optimization proves
promising for future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modeling individual’s choices in selecting transportation modes has been a large area of
research. However, predicting and analyzing individuals’ evaluation of mode alternatives,
and their corresponding decision of mode among a set of interrelated choices, remains com-
plex. In the past, discrete choice models have been the typical family of models used to
analyze and predict an individual’s choice of one alternative from a set of mutually exclu-
sive and collectively exhaustive alternatives (Koppelman and Bhat, 2006). These types of
models are widely discussed in literature, and rose to fame when Daniel McFadden won the
Nobel Prize in economics for his development of theory and methods for analyzing discrete
choice (McFadden, 2001). Discrete choice models have had considerable influence on the
growth of the mode choice modeling field, by trying to accommodate for both observed
and unobserved effects on an individual’s choice. In such models, it is assumed that an
individual’s preference for an alternative is captured by a value, called utility, and selects
the alternative with highest utility. Concurrently, the assumption is made that the analyst
does not have complete information, and therefore a factor of uncertainty must be taken
into account (Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire, 2003). Discrete choice models are widely used due
to the extent of literature available, and the relative ease of interpretation of such models.

Over the last decade however, the amount of research in the field of intelligent systems
has significantly increased, and the field in which (artificial) neural networks are applied
has greatly expanded. These types of networks have revolutionized the field of speech
recognition, and natural language processing to name a few. Neural networks can in prin-
ciple approximate any continuous function and piece-wise continuous function, and have
therefore been able to produce state-of-the-art results in several different fields of research
(Cybenko, 1989; Llanas et al., 2008). Neural networks are composed of many neurons and
are usually represented by composing together multiple different functions. Due to this
composition of functions, neural networks are able to capture complex relationships be-
tween features, and generally adapt well to unseen data. On the downside, the continuous
nature of neural networks limits their capability to process categorical variables, which are
often contained in discrete choice data, causing neural networks to be less frequently used
in mode choice modeling. A recent article proposes a new way of overcoming the limitation
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of neural networks to work with categorical variables. This limitation is overcome by using
an entity embedding method to automatically learn the representation of such variables in
multi-dimensional spaces, which puts states with similar effect on the loss function close
to each other, and thereby reveals the intrinsic continuity of the data (Guo and Berkhahn,
2016). In addition, finding optimal network hyper-parameters is a far from trivial task,
hence these are generally found by trial and error. To avoid a trial-and-error procedure
for finding optimal hyper-parameters, evolutionary optimization algorithms are introduced
to assist in this need. These types of optimization techniques combine aspects of greedy
search with a stochastic component inspired by Darwin’s theories on evolution (1859). By
randomly initializing a population of neural networks, this optimization technique iterates
through generations to find the optimal hyper-parameters.

This thesis aims to compare the performance of the two aforementioned families of mod-
els by applying each model to a specific use case related to mode choice. Several types of
discrete choice models have focused on mode choice analysis (Vovsha, 1997; Bhat and Sarde-
sai, 2006; Chu, 2009). This thesis revolves around logit models, a branch of the discrete
choice family. Logit models are well-represented in literature and most used for modeling
mode choice (De Jong et al., 2003; Hess et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2014). Even though logit
choice models have historically been most prominent in the field of mode choice model-
ing, such models preserve a linear relationship requiring independent explanatory variables,
which is generally not a proper assumption. Neural networks are able to handle the non-
linear behavior and inter-dependence of variables. Several articles comparing performance
of discrete choice models and neural networks on mode choice problems exits. As early as
1996, Nijkamp et al. noted the potential of neural networks in modeling inter-urban trans-
port flows in Italy, with such models slightly outperforming the more traditional discrete
choice models. In the following years, several of such studies were conducted, all acknowl-
edging the predictive potential of neural networks (Hensher and Ton, 2000; Vythoulkas and
Koutsopoulos, 2003; Dia and Panwai, 2010; Pulugurta et al., 2013). Due to the success
of neural networks in recent years, such comparison studies are more widely conducted, all
having similar findings. Omrani found that neural networks slightly outperform multinomial
logistic regression on a travel mode choice prediction problem of individuals in Luxembourg
(2015). Roquel and Fillone found that neural networks are better able to predict minority
classes, which is often considered to be a bottleneck of discrete choice models. When evo-
lutionary algorithms are applied to neural networks, this typically corresponds to updating
the network’s weights through evolutionary optimization procedures, rather than standard
gradient-based techniques (Montana and Davis, 1989; Mahajan and Kaur, 2013; David and
Greental, 2014). Although less frequent, determination of the optimal structure of neural
networks through evolutionary optimization has been researched and successfully applied
(Lam et al., 2001; Castillo et al., 2003; Bahnsen and Gonzalez, 2011).

Research in this thesis is conducted for a leasing company with establishments through-
out the world. This company is considered to be one of the leaders in the field of fleet
management. The leasing company approached PwC to gain better understanding of its
fleet data. The obtained insights should lead to improved alignment of separate entities
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within the company. For instance, buying, selling, and leasing of vehicles are all related,
and should therefore be aligned to maximize profit. To understand customer behavior,
and to provide tailored offers to these customers, it could prove greatly advantageous to
model switch behavior of the company’s lessees. A switch can be thought of as the choice
of vehicle, given the customer has had a leasing contract with the company. That is to
say, upon termination of the customer’s current contract, the leasing company would like
to know, what make of vehicle the customer will most likely lease next. It will be checked
if the highly successful neural networks can outperform the more classical and widely used
logit models on this particular case. Each constructed model should predict what make of
vehicle a lessee is most likely to lease post termination of his contract. The main research
question of the thesis can therefore be formulated as follows:

Which family of models prove most accurate for predicting lessees choice of vehicle, logit
models or feedforward neural networks?

It is expected that the ability of neural networks to capture non-linear relationships across
input variables will outweigh the long and successful history of logit models in mode choice
analysis. Especially, the infused network containing embedding layers to learn continuous
representation of categorical variables, with the network structure determined by an evolu-
tionary optimization algorithm, will capture most unobserved non-linear input relations.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2 the data provided
by the leasing company is examined in detail. The main focus of this chapter revolves
around addressing the difficulties encountered whilst processing the original data. Chapter
3 discusses the three types of discrete choice models used in this research. Multinomial
logistic regression is the main variant of discrete choice model used for prediction. Two
direct extensions of this model, nested and cross-nested multinomial logistic regression are
addressed. Both these models relax the assumptions made by the multinomial logistic
regression model, and should in principle allow for improved prediction accuracy. Chapter
4 discusses feedforward neural networks. The mathematical foundation of these networks
is provided, the strengths and weaknesses are discussed, the mapping from categorical to
continuous variables is addressed, and an evolutionary algorithm to optimize the network
parameters is addressed. In chapter 5, the results of fitting all models on the provided
data are discussed. In addition, the outcome of the optimization algorithm is addressed.
Lastly, the thesis is concluded in chapter 6, with a discussion of the obtained results and
the performance of all used methods.
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Chapter 2

Data

This chapter discusses the data used to compare the performance all constructed models.
As discussed in chapter 1, the data are provided by a vehicle leasing company with estab-
lishments throughout the world. By approaching PwC, the lease company would like to
better understand customer behavior, and align entities within the company. Predicting
customer switch behavior is part of this improved understanding, and the topic of this the-
sis. To predict these switches, a thorough understanding of the provided data is essential
and is provided in this chapter. In addition, the difficulty of obtaining the desired switches
by matching terminated and operational contracts, is addressed in this chapter as well.

2.1 Data Construction

The provided data consist of two types of vehicle leasing contracts: terminated and op-
erational/newly activated contracts. Each contract depicts a driver that either is or has
been a client of the leasing company. Each contract contains several contract and vehicle
characteristics which are used as input variables for the constructed models. To construct
a data set suitable for modeling purposes, all terminated and operational contracts need
to be correctly matched. Namely, for each current driver of the leasing company, the cor-
rect previous contract need be found. This presumably trivial task turned out to be one
of the most challenging tasks of the conducted research. The leasing company assigns a
unique driver ID to each driver, even for contract renewals. That is, if a driver renews
his contract, the driver ID stated in the new contract will be different from the driver ID
stated in the terminated contract. A direct and severe consequence is that matching of
terminated and operational contracts becomes nearly impossible to do completely flawless.
Luckily however, the leasing company does keep track of which client each driver belongs
to. The distinction between a driver and a client of the company is as follows. If PwC
would be a client of this company, the employees of PwC leasing a vehicle, are considered
to be drivers. Therefore, for each vehicle in the company’s fleet, one can only determine to
which client a driver belongs. The larger the number of drivers per client, the more complex
it becomes to determine the previous vehicle a driver drove. All clients of the company are
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divided into four different client segments: Corporate, International, Private and SME. By
definition, a driver can never switch from one client segment to another. Table 2.1 displays
some statistics on each client segment. The first column states the client segment, whilst
the subsequent columns portray the total number of clients per client segment, the total
number of drivers within that client segment, the average number of drivers per client in
that particular client segment, the standard deviation of the number of drivers per client
in that particular client segment, and the maximum number of drivers per client in that
particular client segment. Note that the average number of drivers per client for the Private
and SME segments are low, whereas this average lies much higher for the Corporate and
International segments. In addition, note that the statistics on the Private segment are
heavily influenced by one client having more than 14.000 drivers.

Client Seg. #Clients #Drivers µdrivers/client σdrivers/client Maxdrivers/client

Corporate 18446 657104 35.6 221.8 15461
International 8040 319026 39.7 150.6 6699
Private 10949 40784 3.7 137.5 14258
SME 140924 319415 2.3 6.0 690

Table 2.1: Statistics on each client segment present in the raw data.

Of all branches of the company of which contracts are made available, the Norwegian branch
provided data in which it is possible to match contracts with 100% accuracy. The concerned
data contain an additional variable: previous license plate. This variable states the
license plate of the vehicle the driver drove prior to his or her current vehicle. By matching
the current and previous license plates, accurate switch determination can ensue. A couple
interesting observations are found. One would be reasonable to assume that new contracts
commence post termination of previous contracts. To investigate this claim, the number of
days between commencement of the new contract, and termination of the old is calculated
and shown in Figure 2.1a. The x-axis portrays the number of days between these two dates.
A negative number on the x-axis means that the previous contract had not terminated upon
enrollment of the new contract. Note from this Figure and Table A.1 (located in Appendix
A), that the aforementioned claim is immediately refuted. Over 90% of contracts commence
prior to termination of the previous contract. Additionally, roughly 30% of new contracts
commence on the termination date of the old contract. Another noteworthy observation
relates to the agreed upon mileage stated in each contract. When comparing both the true
driven mileage of a driver whose contract had terminated, and the agreed upon mileage
for the new contract, significant fluctuations occur. However, when calculating the true
driven mileage per month for the terminated contracts, and the agreed upon mileage per
month for the operational contract, it is noted that the majority of drivers’ estimated
mileage per month remains equal (approximately 21%). In addition, the remaining data
follow a distribution inhabiting some normal distribution characteristics. Note from Figure
2.1b, that both tails of the distribution are roughly similar, with a slightly smaller left tail.
Additionally, the data portraying the mileage differences for the true Norwegian branch
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data, can be found in Table A.2, located in Appendix A.

(a) Histogram showing the distribution of the
number of days between operational and termi-
nated contracts.

(b) Histogram showing the distribution of the
percentage of increase or decrease between
driven mileage per month of terminated con-
tracts, and agreed upon mileage per month for
operational contracts.

Figure 2.1: Histograms describing characteristics of the true Norwegian branch data.

Lastly, observe from Table 2.2 that the majority of drivers remains loyal to the make they
drove. This table shows the total number and the percentage of drivers remaining loyal to
their make, for all makes. The second column states the total number of drivers remaining
loyal to their make, whilst the last column shows the percentage this number relates to. On
average, approximately 44% of drivers remain loyal to their make. A percentage assumed
to be representative for loyalty in all branches.

To match terminated and operational contracts for branches of which previous license

plate is not provided, the observations made when examining the Norwegian branch data
are used. The methodology created to perform this matching is based on the aforemen-
tioned observations and has as goal to accurately match as many contracts as possible. The
methodology can be found in Algorithm 1, and will now be explained in words thoroughly.

The matching algorithm takes as input two sets of contracts T and O, denoting ter-
minated and operational contracts respectively. In addition, integer values for both lbday
and ubday need to be specified. The use of these variables will become apparent shortly.
The algorithm commences by performing an inner-join procedure between sets T and O
on the variable clientID, depicted on line 1. This step returns all entries of T which have
matching client IDs in set O, and concatenates the matching entries of O to the correspond-
ing entries of T. This procedure creates a set D denoting all possible switches within a
particular client. Of course, most of these switches are infeasible and should not be taken
into account. To deem a switch feasible, three feasibility measures are computed which
are depicted on lines 2, 3 and 4. Firstly, the number of days between the start date of
the operational contract and the end date of the terminated contract is computed, and is
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Make #Occurrences Percentage

Audi 216 60.00
BMW 195 42.67
Citroen 22 4.47
Ford 678 65.89
Mercedes-Benz 83 20.24
Nissan 37 12.63
Opel 77 52.38
Other 342 40.17
Peugeot 229 13.58
Renault 19 5.81
Skoda 242 34.82
Volkswagen 2504 65.69
Volvo 203 58.17

Table 2.2: Table showing the loyalty of drivers to a make. The leftmost column shows a
particular make. The middle column states the number of drivers which kept driving the
same make of vehicle when agreeing on a new contract. The rightmost column shows the
percentage of drivers remaining loyal to their make.

depicted by the variable dday difference. Thereafter, the variable dmileage difference is calculated,
depicting the increase or decrease of the to be driven mileage per month. More specifically,
this value depicts the percentage of mileage per month the new agreed upon mileage per
month differs from the true driven mileage per month stated in the terminated contract.
The last feasibility measure acts as a Boolean value stating if the new vehicle is of the
same make as the previously driven vehicle. The variable d same make is equal to 1 if the new
vehicle is of the same make, and equal to 2 otherwise. Note that this is true since a union
of two sets removes duplicates by definition. Next, all matched contracts (d ∈ D) of which
the variable dday difference does not lie within the interval [lbday, ubday], are deleted. These
bounds, provided as input variables, therefore depict the boundaries of which matches are
potentially deemed feasible. For instance, if lbday and ubday are set to -2 and 3 respectively,
matches of which the start date of the operational contract lies 5 days after the end date of
the terminated contract are considered infeasible. Subsequently, all driver IDs stated in the
terminated contracts (driverIDterminated) are extracted and stored in set Driversterminated.
Again, note that this set only contains unique values by definition. Additionally, observe
that each terminated contract can potentially be matched to multiple operational contract
due to the join procedure performed on line 1. Lastly, prior to the core procedure of the
matching algorithm, the output is initialized as an empty set, S = ∅. Matched contracts
deemed feasible are iteratively added to this set.

The core procedure of the algorithm has as goal to find the best possible match for all
terminated contracts, and commences on line 8. The procedure runs until set D is exhausted.
That is, all matched contracts portrayed in this set, are either deemed feasible or infeasible.
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At first, a set temp, depicting all matched contracts of which driverIDterminated is present
in Driversterminated, is created. It will become evident shortly why it is not possible to simply
use set D. Then, for each driverIDterminated, a subset containing all these IDs present in
temp is created. This subset subset is then sorted on the absolute value of the three above-
mentioned feasibility measures, in ascending order. Consequently, for all three feasibility
measures, a low absolute value of the measure is considered to be important. Additionally,
dday difference = | − 1| is considered to be less than dday difference = |1|. This decision was
made due to the distribution portrayed in Figure 2.1a. In similar fashion, albeit reversed,
dmileage difference = |10| is considered to be less than dmileage difference = | − 10|. Again, this
decision was made due to the distribution displayed in Figure 2.1b. For illustrating purposes,
the list dday difference = [0, 1, -1, 2, 0 ,-1 , -2] will be returned as [0, 0, -1, -1, 1, -2, 2] by
the sorting procedure. Post sorting, the first element of subset is considered to be the most
likely switch for that particular driverIDterminated, and is added to set S.

Now, set D has been reduced to only contain unique values of driverIDterminated, and
all terminated contracts have been matched to an operational contract. Note however, that
this matching has not restricted set D to only contain unique values of driverIDoperational.
Consequently, operational contracts are potentially matched to multiple terminated con-
tracts. To ensure unique matching of contracts, matches of which driverIDoperational is
not unique, need to be reexamined. To do so, the procedures described above (lines 10 -
14), are repeated, provided some slight alterations.

Whereas the previously discussed procedures were all based on driverIDterminated, these
procedures are based on driverIDoperational to ensure only unique values for driverIDoperational.
Note that lines 15 and 16 are just a compressed version of lines 10 - 14. In short, for each
driverIDoperational present in set S, the most likely driverIDterminated is found based on the
aforementioned feasibility measures. Line 16, removes all matches of which driverIDoperational
is not unique, and which are not considered to be the most likely match, from S. Next,
Driversterminated is updated to contain all driverIDterminated which have not been matched
with an operational contract yet. Lastly, the best possible match for each driverIDterminated
is deleted from set D. This is done, since the best possible match is either stored in set S,
or it is deemed infeasible since it has been matched to another driverIDterminated. The
matching procedure is concluded when set D is exhausted. Note that it is also possible for
terminated contracts to not be matched with any operational contract. Of course, a driver
of the company is free to decide not to renew his contract.

To determine the optimal value for the parameters lbday and ubday, the accuracy of
the matching procedure is measured on the true switching data of the Norwegian branch.
Accuracy is chosen over recall as a performance measure, since one would like the matched
data to accurately represent the true switch behavior, rather than having more data of which
one cannot be certain of the accuracy of matching. Nonetheless, the trade-off between
accuracy and enough data for prediction purposes need be balanced. In Figure 2.2, the
trade-off between the accuracy of prediction of the matching algorithm, the number of
matched contracts, and the length of the range [lbday, ubday] is portrayed for the true
Norwegian data. The x -axis displays the length of [lbday, ubday]. Note that this length can
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Algorithm 1: Heuristic Contract Matching

input : T =
(
t1, ..., tm

)
=
(
{τ1, ..., τn}1, ..., {τ1, ..., τn}m

)
∈ Rm×n

O =
(
o1, ..., ok

)
=
(
{σ1, ..., σn}1, ..., {σ1, ..., σn}k

)
∈ Rk×n

lbday

ubday

output: S =
(
s1, ..., sl

)
=
(
{χ1, ..., χ2n+2}1, ..., {χ1, ..., χ2n+2}l

)
∈ Rl×(2n+2)

1 D = T ontClient ID = oClient ID
O

2 ∀d ∈ D, dday difference = dstart date operational − dend date terminated

3 ∀d ∈ D, dmileage difference =
dmileage/month operational−dtrue mileage/month terminated

dtrue mileage/month terminated

4 ∀d ∈ D, dsame make = |dmake terminated
⋃
dmake operational|

5 D = {d ∈ D | dday difference ∈ [lbday, ubday]}
6 Driversterminated = {ddriver ID terminated ∀d ∈ D}
7 S = ∅
8 while D 6= ∅ do
9 temp = {d ∈ D | ddriver ID terminated ∈ Driversterminated}

10 for driverIDterminated ∈ Driversterminated do
11 subset = {t ∈ temp | tdriver ID terminated = driverIDterminated}
12 sort(subset, |tday difference|, |tmileage difference|, |tsame make|, ascending)
13 match = subset(1)
14 S = S

⋃
match

15 sort(S, sdriver ID operational, |sday difference|, |smileage difference|, |ssame make|, ascending)
16 remove duplicates(S, sdriver ID operational)
17 Driversterminated = {ddriver ID terminated ∀d ∈ D} − {sdriver ID terminated ∀s ∈ S}
18 keep duplicates(D, ddriver ID terminated)

19 return S

be established by multiple combinations of lbday and ubday. Therefore, the combination of
values achieving the highest accuracy was chosen to be portrayed. The y-axis portrays the
accuracy of matching achieved by the algorithm. The labels correspond to the percentage
of matched contracts that were found with respect to the actual number of switches. As
expected, the accuracy of the matching algorithm decreases as the length of the interval
[lbday, ubday] increases.

Due to the abundance of contracts available from branches that cannot flawlessly be
matched, it is chosen to set both lbday and ubday equal to 0. First of all, the highest
possible accuracy of matching is achieved. Secondly, one does not have to deal with the
uncertainty of new contracts commencing prior to termination of previous contracts. All
data from the remaining branches of the company are modeled using the procedure described
in Algorithm 1. The following section describes statistics on the resulting data from the
matching procedure. For the remaining of this thesis, these data are assumed to correctly
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reflect true lessee switch behavior.

Figure 2.2: Scatter plot illustrating the trade-off between accuracy and the percentage of
matched contracts found. The x -axis shows the length of the range [lbday, ubday]. The
y-axis shows the accuracy achieved by the matching algorithm. The percentages shown
in the plot, depict the percentage of matched contracts found by the matching algorithm.
Note that a higher percentage does not imply a higher accuracy. It solely states the number
of matched contracts found.

2.2 Data Processing

After completion of the previously discussed matching algorithm, the resulting data consist
of 68,952 matched contracts or switches. The provided contracts originate from ten different
branches of the company, with each branch depicting a different country. The company
considers each client to belong to a particular client segment: Corporate, International,
Private or SME. By definition of the matching procedure described in the previous section,
it is not possible to switch client segments. In addition, each vehicle of the company’s
fleet is placed within different segments. To be more precise, all vehicles are associated
with the following segments: brand classification, vehicle segment, OEM group, make
and model. For instance, an Italian driver working for a corporate association, driving a
Volkswagen Passat is classified as is portrayed in Table 2.3. All these labels are predefined
by the leasing company and are stated within each provided contract. Note that most
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segments depend on the higher-level segment. That is, if the variable model is known, one
knows the variables make, OEM group, vehicle segment and brand classification by
definition. Recall that it is possible that a vehicle is present in multiple client segments
and countries. Additionally, if only the variable make is known, one does know the variable
OEM group by definition. Knowing the make does not necessarily imply the vehicle segment
to be known. Since vehicles are classified to be part of different vehicle segments based
on the model of vehicle, it is possible for makes to belong to multiple vehicle segments.
This property proves extremely convenient when subdividing makes into nests, described
in section 3.3, and will be touched upon in this section.

Country Client Seg. Brand Class. Vehicle Seg. OEM Make Model

Italy Corporate Mainstream D VAG Volkswagen Passat

Table 2.3: Example of segmentation of a client of the leasing company.

Aside from variables segmenting the vehicles of the fleet, each contract provides the following
information: customer ID, vehicle ID, fuel type, vehicle type, body style, lease

type, catalogue price, commercial discount amount, standard discount percentage,
total accessories amount, total options amount, ufwt amount, start mileage, end
mileage, contract mileage, intro date model, end date model, sale date, sale amount,
termination info, start date contract, end date contract and contract duration.
The variables mileage per month and switch quarter are extracted during and after
completion of the matching algorithm. Not all variables are used for prediction purposes.
Some variables are either too highly correlated, or variables are omitted due to a lack of
descriptive quality.

To use variables provided alongside the matched contracts, these need be processed
prior modeling. Processing of data can be separated in two parts: processing of numerical
variables, and processing of categorical variables. First, processing of numerical variables is
discussed. All missing values of numerical variables contained in contracts are replaced with
the mean value of the concerned variable after grouping by the variables country, client
segment and make. To illustrate the matter, if the variable catalogue price is missing for
a Volkswagen Golf of a driver stemming from the SME segment of the Spanish branch, it
is replaced with the mean value of the catalogue price for that particular vehicle in those
segments. In addition, outliers are set to either the determined lower or upper boundary of
the concerned variable. Some statistics on the numerical variables used for prediction can
be found in Table 2.4.

To use numerical variables for prediction, these need be scaled. The need for scaling of
numerical parameters becomes apparent when discussing gradient based optimization meth-
ods, provided in section 4.4. Prior to this procedure, all variables depicting a monetary value
are transformed using the natural logarithmic function. The variables catalogue price,
commercial discount amount, total accessories amount, total options amount, and
ufwt amount are transformed by taking the natural log of the original value. In addition,
all zero values for which the natural log is not defined, are replaced with the minimum value
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µ σ Median Min Max

catalogue price 45051.68 83363.76 23829.43 5575 1440000
commercial discount amount 6765.62 7835.72 4956.86 0 125760
standard discount percentage 10.68 7.96 10 0 35
total accessories amount 270.93 712.85 0 0 9877
total options amount 3299.08 6525.14 1000.86 0 49984
ufwt amount 613.26 1115.05 250 0 10000
mileage per month 2639.57 1248.30 2500 500 10000
contract duration 42.10 10.70 42 6 96

Table 2.4: Summary of all numerical variables used for modeling purposes. The rows
indicate the numerical variable. The columns portray the mean, standard deviation, median,
minimum value, and the maximum value of the concerned variable respectively.

for which the natural log is defined. The idea of using the natural logarithmic function for
variable transformation, is to push the variable towards being normally distributed. Af-
ter the logarithmic transform, the monetary variables are treated as any other numerical
variable. Next, all numerical variables are standardized to have zero mean, and standard
deviation of 1. This transformation refrains functions present in both discrete choice mod-
els and neural network from saturating. Again, the need for this pre-processing becomes
evident when reading section 4.3 and 4.4.

Processing of categorical variables occurs in slight different fashion. No missing values
occur in the data. The provided data does contain values such as unknown, or country
did not supply a value. These values rarely occur and therefore do not form a significant
problem. States of categorical variables that rarely occur, are either set to the state Other,
or are merged with an already-existing state. For instance, the variable client segment is
reduced to contain three states, since Private is merged with SME. A brief summary of the
categorical variables can be found in Table 2.5.

Lastly, the provided vehicle leasing data is split into training and test data. These data
are identical for all models used in this thesis. The most recent 10% of data are considered
to be test data. Data are classified as most recent based on the date a switch occurred.
Providing test data allows for models to predict on data that are seen as most presentable
of the current situation. Prior to splitting data into train and test data, all data are shuffled
to avoid dis-balanced data. When predicting switches using feedforward neural networks,
the topic of chapter 4, training data are further processed. To train a network, 10-fold
cross-validation is used. This means that the network is trained on 9 folds, whilst the
remaining fold is used to validate the network’s performance. In the training process, each
fold functions as validation data once. So, the network is effectively trained 10 times, in
which the validation data is different on each iteration.
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#States Max State Min State Min State (orig)

country 8 (10) France Other Austria
client segment 3 (4) Corporate SME Private
fuel type 2 (6) Diesel Petrol Unknown
vehicle type 2 (2) Vehicle Van Van
vehicle segment 8 (12) D Other F
body style 8 (17) Stationwagon Vehicle/Van Unknown
lease type 2 (2) Operational lease Financial lease Financial lease
switch quarter 4 (4) 1 2 2
make 13 (41) Volkswagen Nissan Chrysler

Table 2.5: Summary of all categorical variables used for modeling purposes. The rows
indicate the categorical variable. The first column portrays the number of unique states
per variable, with the number in parenthesis stating the number of unique variables prior
processing. The remaining columns depict the most occurring state per variable, the least
occurring state per variable, and the least occurring state per variable prior to processing.
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Chapter 3

Discrete Choice Models

This chapter discusses the first family of models used to model the vehicle leasing data,
discrete choice models. More precisely, this chapter discusses logit models, a branch of the
discrete choice model family. These types of models are widely used to model mode choice.
Section 3.1 describes the properties common to all discrete choice models. The general
framework of such models is introduced and elaborated on. The subsequent sections dive
into the three types of logit models used in this thesis. The models addressed in sections
3.3 and 3.4, relax the assumptions made for standard multinomial logistic regression models
(section 3.2). The chapter is concluded with a section describing the applicability of these
models on the provided vehicle leasing data. Note that almost all mathematical derivations
and formulae are derived from Train (2009). Text, derivations and formulae not originating
from this source are cited accordingly.

3.1 General Properties

Discrete choice models analyze and predict individual’s choices among a set of alternatives.
This set of alternatives, the choice set, needs to contain three characteristics. The alter-
natives of the choice set need be mutually exclusive, and the choice set must be exhaustive
and finite. The first two properties are not restrictive, since data can be modeled in such
ways that these properties are met. However, finity of the choice set is a restrictive property
and the defining characteristic of discrete choice models. Typically, these models are de-
rived under the assumption of utility maximization. Models derived under this assumption
are referred to as random utility models. In random utility models, it is assumed that the
decision maker assigns a preference value, called utility, to each alternative in the choice
set. The decision maker is assumed to have perfect discrimination capability and therefore
chooses the alternative possessing the highest utility value. In addition however, the ana-
lyst is assumed to have incomplete information, hence a factor of uncertainty needs to be
taken into account. Such models can be defined as follows. If decision maker n chooses an
alternative from a choice set C of size J elements, each element is assigned a utility value
U . Then alternative i is chosen if and only if Uni > Unj ∀j 6= i.
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Each utility value is composed of a deterministic and random part: Uni = Vni + εni.
The deterministic part Vni, or the representative utility, portrays the attributes of both the
decision maker and the alternative, and is often specified to be linear in parameters. The
random part, or error term of utility, εni, captures the factors that affect utility but are not
included in Vni. The value of εni ∀i is not known a priori, hence these terms are treated
as random. Assuming a joint density function f(εn) of the vector containing all random
terms, the probability of individual n choosing alternative i is defined as

Pni = P(Uni > Unj ∀j 6= i) =

P(Vni + εni > Vnj + εnj ∀j 6= i) =

P(εnj − εni < Vni − Vnj ∀j 6= i) =

F (εnj − εni < Vni − Vnj ∀j 6= i) =∫
ε
I(εnj − εni < Vni − Vnj ∀j 6= i)f(εn)dεn,

(3.1)

in which I(·) denotes the indicator function, equaling one when true, and zero otherwise.
Note from equation 3.1 that different types of discrete choice models arise from different
distributions of f(εn). The models used in this thesis cause the integral of equation 3.1 to
be of closed form due to the specification of f(εn); hence these models do not need to be
evaluated numerically. The choice of distribution of the random terms, and the motivation
for these different assumptions will be discussed in the following sections.

In addition, from equation 3.1 note that only the signs of the differences of utilities
matter in choosing an alternative, rather than their absolute values. Consequently, this
means that the only parameters able to be estimated are those capturing differences across
alternatives. Due to this fact, the deterministic part of utility is often specified to be linear
in parameters with a constant added. This constant captures the average effect of all factors
not included in the model, on utility, and is referred to as the alternative specific constant.
Including these constants produces the convenient property that the mean of the error terms
can be assumed to equal any constant, typically zero. The deterministic part of utility is
then defined as Vni = xniβ + ki, where vector xni depicts the attributes of alternative i
and individual n, β is the vector of coefficients of these variables to be estimated, and ki
denotes the alternative specific constant. Including alternative specific constants results in
the random part of utility having zero mean by construction. If εni has a nonzero mean,
adding the alternative specific constants result in the remaining error term having zero
mean. Therefore, without loss of generality, it can be assumed that the mean of the error
terms is equal to zero by including alternative specific constants in the deterministic part
of utility.

Another consequence of the fact that only the signs of differences between utilities
matter, is that this property also holds for the alternative specific constants. A direct
result is that it is impossible to estimate all alternative specific constants, since there are
infinitely many possibilities for a and b when a − b is equal to some constant. Hence
one of the constants is typically normalized to zero. It does not matter which alternative
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specific constants is normalized, since all other constants are interpreted as being relative
to whichever constant is normalized.

In addition to normalizing one of the alternative specific constants, the scale of utility
must be normalized too. The necessity of this normalization can be observed from the
fact that the alternative with highest utility does not change regardless of the scale of
utility: the models Uni = Vni + εni ∀i, and Uni = λVni + λεni ∀i are equivalent. Generally,
normalizing the scale of utility corresponds to normalizing the variance of the error terms.
Observe that the scale of utility and the variance of the error terms are related by definition,
since Var(aX) = a2Var(X). Therefore multiplying utility by λ corresponds to the variance
of each εni changing by a factor λ2. The models explained in the subsequent sections
assume that the error terms are independently, identically distributed (i.i.d). When the
i.i.d assumption is imposed, normalization is quite simple; the error variance is normalized
to some convenient value. Since the i.i.d assumption causes all error terms to have equal
variance, normalizing the variance of any of the error terms sets the variance for all error
terms. In addition, note that the i.i.d. assumption causes the integral of equation 3.1 to be
of closed form.

3.2 Multinomial Logistic Regression

Multinomial logistic regression is the most straightforward and widely used discrete choice
model since modeling is quite straightforward, and results of the model are easily inter-
pretable. The derivation of the model is based on the framework specified in section 3.1,
and the choice of distribution of unobserved utility f(εn). The multinomial logistic regres-
sion model assumes that the random parts of utility are independently, identically extreme
value distributed. This distribution is generally referred to as Gumbel. The density function
and cumulative distribution of the Gumbel distribution are stated in equations 3.2 and 3.3
respectively.

f(εni) = e−εnie−e
−εni (3.2)

F (εni) = e−e
−εni (3.3)

The variance of this distribution is equal to π2

6 . Recall from section 3.1 that assuming a
variance value implies normalizing the scale of utility. The mean of the Gumbel distribution
is not equal to zero. However, since only the differences in utility values matter, this is
irrelevant. Note that the mean of the difference of two random terms with equal mean is
equal to zero by definition, hence all prerequisites are met.

To derive the choice probabilities of the multinomial logistic regression model, the as-
sumption of independent error terms becomes significant. Using the property that the
cumulative distribution becomes the product of individual cumulative distributions for in-
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dependent error terms, equation 3.1 can be written as:

Pni =

∫ (∏
j 6=i

e−e
−(εni+Vni−Vnj)

)
e−εnie−e

−εnidεni (3.4)

Some algebraic alterations of equation 3.4, result in the final specification of the choice
probabilities of the multinomial logistic regression model, stated in equation 3.5. For the
derivation of this equation, the reader is referred to Train (2009).

Pni =
eVni∑
j e

Vnj
(3.5)

Two important properties arise from these choice probabilities. Firstly, McFadden et al.
(1973) showed that the log-likelihood function of these probabilities has a global maxi-
mum, guaranteeing convergence of the maximization procedures. This property becomes
extremely convenient when estimating the models discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4, and
will be touched upon in these sections. Secondly, the assumption of independence of error
terms creates the notion of independence from irrelevant alternatives (IIA). This property
states that for any two alternatives i and k, the ratio of probabilities remains equal when
alternatives are added to the choice set.

Pni
Pnk

=

eVni∑
j e
Vnj

eVnk∑
j e
Vnj

=
eVni

eVnk
= eVni−Vnk . (3.6)

Note from equation 3.6 that the ratio of probabilities only depends on the alternatives i
and k, and is therefore independent of any other alternatives present in the choice set. This
property can impose severe limitations to the multinomial logistic regression model. These
limitations are best illustrated with the famous red bus, blue bus paradox. Imagine that
the decision maker has two alternatives to choose from when commuting to work: go by
car, or take a blue bus. Assuming Pcar = Pblue bus = 1

2 , equation 3.6 becomes equal to one.
Adding a red bus to the choice set should intuitively not matter to the decision maker.
That is, taking a red bus or blue bus is most likely irrelevant, and therefore the assumption
that Pblue bus = Pred bus = 1

4 , and Pcar = 1
2 is reasonable. However the IIA property states

that, the ratio of probabilities of the alternatives car and blue bus remains the same. This
implies that Pblue bus = Pred bus = Pcar = 1

3 . In other words, in such a model correlation
across alternatives is not possible. The data used in this thesis could potentially inhabit
such correlations. To overcome the limitation of standard multinomial logistic regression,
nested multinomial logistic regression models are introduced next.

3.3 Nested Multinomial Logistic Regression

As discussed in section 3.2, using the multinomial logistic regression model implies that
correlations across alternatives cannot be modeled. This section introduces a methodology
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that partly overcomes this limitation: nested multinomial logistic regression. These types
of models can be placed in a more general framework of models: generalized extreme value
models (GEV). The main property defining these models is that the error terms of utility
for all alternatives are jointly distributed as generalized extreme value. This property allows
for correlation across alternatives. It will be shown that the multinomial logistic regression
model provided in section 3.2 is an instance of this family of models as well. When all
correlations across alternatives are equal to zero, the GEV distribution becomes the product
of independent extreme value distributions, as is the case for multinomial logistic regression.

Nested multinomial logistic regression is deemed an appropriate modeling structure
when the choice set can be divided into subsets of alternatives: nests. Two properties hold
when dividing the choice set into nests. Firstly, the IIA assumption holds for alternatives
within the same nest. That is, for two alternatives in the same nest, the ratio of probabilities
is independent of the remaining alternatives within that nest. Secondly, the IIA assumption
does not hold for alternatives across nests, allowing for correlations across alternatives of
different nests. In general, nests are visualized using a tree structure, in which each branch
denotes a nest of alternatives. Within those nests, the IIA assumption holds. The leafs of
the tree depict the alternatives of the choice set.

Concerning the derivation of the probabilities for the nested logistic regression model,
McFadden (1978) showed that the model is consistent with the utility maximization theory
provided in section 3.1. To derive these probabilities, suppose the choice set C consisting
of J alternatives is to be divided into K nests Bk such that B =

⋃K
k=1Bk and Bk ∩ Bk′ =

∅ ∀k 6= k′. Then, the nested model is obtained by assuming that error vector εn has a type
of GEV cumulative distribution stated below.

F (εn) = exp
(
−

K∑
k=1

( ∑
i∈Bk

e−εni/λk
)λk) (3.7)

It can immediately be observed that equation 3.7 collapses to the product of independent
extreme value distributions provided in equation 3.3 when λk = 1 ∀k; hence the model is
reduced to the standard multinomial logistic regression model. This parameter measures
the degree of independence of the error terms in utility among the alternatives in nest k.
The higher the value of λk the less the correlation across alternatives in nest k. In equation
3.7, the marginal distribution of each εnj is still univariate extreme value, however the εnj ’s
are correlated within nests. For any two variables in different nests, the error terms are still
uncorrelated.

McFadden (1978) showed that the probability of individual n choosing alternative i ∈ Bk
is defined as

Pni =
eVni/λk

(∑
j∈Bk e

Vnj/λk
)λk−1∑K

l=1

(∑
j∈Bl e

Vnj/λl
)λl (3.8)

From equation 3.8 it can be shown that the IIA assumption still holds for alternatives
sharing a nest. The fraction of probabilities of two alternatives i ∈ Bk and m ∈ Bl is
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solely defined by the numerator of the equation, since the denominator remains equal for
all alternatives:

Pni
Pnm

=
eVni/λk

(∑
j∈Bk e

Vnj/λk
)λk−1

eVnm/λl
(∑

j∈Bl e
Vnj/λl

)λl−1
(3.9)

Observe that the terms in parentheses in equation 3.9 cancel out when k = l, resulting in
the fraction of probabilities only depending on the attributes of i and m. Hence, the IIA
assumption holds for alternatives sharing the same nest. Interestingly, note that some form
of IIA still holds if k 6= l. In this case, the probability ratio only depends on all alternatives
of nests k and l: independence from irrelevant nests.

To better grasp the notion of nested logistic regression models, it is possible to decompose
equation 3.8 into two separate logistic regression models. To be precise, the probability of
individual n choosing alternative i in nest Bk can be expressed as the product of two
probabilities. Specifically, the probability of alternative i ∈ Bk being chosen times the
probability of nest Bk being chosen: Pni = Pni|Bk · PnBk . This notation allows for splitting
utility into a part depending on attributes of the nest, and a part depending on attributes
describing the alternative. The attributes describing the nest only vary over nests; they
do not vary over alternatives within the nests. The attributes describing the alternatives
vary over the alternatives within a nest. Setting Uni = Wnk + Yni + εni, in which Wnk

only depends on attributes describing nest k, and Yni depends on attributes describing
alternative j, allows to write the conditional and marginal probabilities to be expressed as
3.10 and 3.11 respectively.

Pni|Bk =
eYni/λk∑

j∈Bk e
Ynj/λk

, (3.10)

PnBk =
eWnk+λkInk∑K
l=1 e

Wnl+λlInl
(3.11)

in which

Ink = ln
∑
j∈Bk

eYnj/λk .

For the derivation of equations 3.10 and 3.11 the interested reader is referred to Train
(2009). Observe from 3.11 that the attributes varying over nests but not over alternatives
within each nest are included. The quantity λInk is considered to be the expected utility
individual n receives from the choice among alternatives within nest Bk. Quantity Ink is
referred to as the inclusive utility of nest Bk and links the upper and lower model. The
upper model refers to the choice of nest; the lower model to the choice of alternative within
the nest.

Nested logistic regression models maintain the property that the interval of equation
3.1 is of closed form. This convenient property allows for estimation of the model’s param-
eters by standard maximum likelihood techniques. However, maximization could still be
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a demanding task due to the rugged landscape of the log-likelihood function; convergence
to a global optimum is not guaranteed. To point estimation in the right direction, the
analyst could commence with estimating a standard multinomial logistic regression model.
The obtained parameters could then be used as starting values for the estimation of nested
models. This procedure ensures appropriate starting values of the nested model and poten-
tially eases the convergence to a global minimum. Note however, that convergences cannot
be guaranteed; optimization techniques are only pointed to a possible appropriate direction.

Nested models still impose some restrictions. Note that the assumption B =
⋃K
k=1Bk

and Bk∩Bk′ = ∅ ∀k 6= k′ constrain each alternative to only be part of one nest, which could
potentially be an inappropriate modeling assumption. Alternatives sharing a nest are put
together since it is assumed that they have similar unobserved characteristics. Of course, the
possibility of an alternative sharing these characteristics with multiple nests exist; therefore
it would be convenient if alternatives could belong to multiple nests. Cross-nested logistic
regression models allow for this relaxation and are discussed in the subsequent section.

3.4 Cross-Nested Multinomial Logistic Regression

Cross-nested models are roughly similar to nested models with one important difference.
The assumption of alternatives belonging to one nest is relaxed; alternatives can belong
to multiple nests. To allow for this property, allocation parameters αik ≥ 0 are added
to the model, indicating the degree to which alternative i belongs to nest k. Intuitively,
αik = 0 states that alternative i does not belong to nest k. For interpretability reasons
the allocation parameters are usually scaled to

∑
k αik = 1 ∀i. This is not a restrictive

restrictive assumption however. In the remainder of this section it is assumed that this
normalization has occurred. The parameter λk still serves the same function as in nested
models and portrays the degree of independence across alternatives within nest k. Then,
the probability that individual n chooses alternative i in a cross-nested structure is then
defined as

Pni =

∑
k(αike

Vni)1/λk
(∑

j∈Bk(αjke
Vnj )1/λk

)λk−1∑K
l=1

(∑
j∈Bl(αjle

Vnj )1/λl
)λl (3.12)

Observe that the probability specification of a cross-nested model shares many character-
istics with the probability specification of a nested structure given in equation 3.8. The
difference lies in the numerator of equation 3.12 including a summation over all nests con-
taining alternative i. The attentive reader could have observed that a cross-nested model
collapses to a nested model if all alternatives are only present in one nest: αik = 1 for i ∈ Bk.

Just as for nested models, the probability of individual n choosing alternative i can be
decomposed to a marginal probability depicting the probability of choosing nest k (equation
3.13), and a conditional probability depicting the probability of choosing alternative i given
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nest k (equation 3.14).

Pnk =

(∑
j∈Bk(αjke

Vnj )1/λk
)λk∑K

l=1

(∑
j∈Bl(αjle

Vnj )1/λl
)λl (3.13)

Pni|Bk =
(αike

Vni)1/λk∑
j∈Bk(αjkeVnj )1/λk

(3.14)

Note that the inclusive utility has dropped out of the equations due to the relaxation
that alternatives can belong to multiple nests. For the mathematical derivation of these
equations, the reader is referred to Train (2009).

Concerning optimization of the model’s parameter, convergence cannot be guaranteed.
Just as for the nested model, the rugged landscape of the log-likelihood function could pro-
duce several local optima. Again, parameters of the cross-nested model could be initialized
by first estimating either a standard or nested model and using these estimates as initial
parameter values.

3.5 Application to Vehicle Leasing Data

This section addresses how the models discussed in this chapter can be applied to the
vehicle leasing data. The section is mainly concerned with defining appropriate nests for
the nested and cross-nested models. No nests are required for a standard multinomial
logistic regression model; fitting such a model on the vehicle leasing data is straightforward.
However, as discussed in previous sections, the outcome of the standard model is very
useful. The estimates of the parameters are used as starting values for both the nested and
cross-nested models. Besides pointing the maximization procedure in the right direction,
this procedure significantly reduces computation time.

All three models use the same explanatory variables, which can be classified as numer-
ical and categorical variables. Recall from Chapter 2 that the numerical variables consist
of the variables catalogue price, commercial discount amount, standard discount

percentage, total accessories amount, ufwt amount, mileage per month and contract

duration. The remaining variables consist of the categorical variables country, client
segment, fuel type, vehicle type, vehicle segment, body style, lease type, switch
quarter and make. Regarding categorical variables, rather than estimating one β per state
of the variable, one β per state of the variable per alternative is estimated. Namely, for
state Diesel of the variable fuel type, one β per alternative is estimated (βDiesel-Audi,
βDiesel-BMW, etc.). Of course, as discussed in section 3.1, one of the βs per categorical
variable is held fixed; all other βs are estimated with respect to the fixed β. In addition,
a categorical variable with n unique states, produces n − 1 (times the number of unique
alternatives) different βs to be estimated, since the nth state is a perfect linear combination
of the previous n− 1 states. Additionally, one β per alternative for each numerical variable
is estimated (βcatalogue price-Audi, βcatalogue price -BMW, etc.).
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The multinomial logistic regression uses all these explanatory variables to analyze and
predict. As discussed in section 3.2, the IIA assumption does not allow for correlation across
alternatives. One can imagine however, that for instance adding a Fiat 500 to the choice
set should not change the decision maker’s choice when he is looking for an SUV type of
vehicle. To allow for correlations across alternatives, the alternatives are divided into nests.
This division proves relatively straightforward due to the vehicle segmentation provided
by the leasing company. Section 2.2 states that the leasing company assigns each model
of vehicle to one particular vehicle segment. Note however, that the make of vehicle can
belong to multiple vehicle segments, since a make of vehicle consists of multiple models. The
exact distribution of the target variable new make over the variable new vehicle segment is
shown in Table 3.1. Note that the variable new vehicle segment is not used for prediction.
It is solely used to divide new make into nests.

A B C D E F LCV MPV Pickup S SUV

Audi 0 167 1413 2923 1196 3 0 0 0 42 1308
BMW 0 0 789 2202 1194 10 0 525 0 2 1835
Citroen 40 316 520 73 0 0 1333 916 0 0 10
Ford 3 747 1646 926 0 0 1290 886 66 6 390
Merc-B 0 0 574 2706 1046 3 427 204 0 5 1158
Nissan 0 71 108 0 0 0 56 12 22 0 1173
Opel 2 359 1714 1121 0 0 322 251 0 0 224
Other 192 1139 1564 595 88 54 422 420 111 4 2490
Peugeot 37 616 1839 693 0 0 1190 499 0 1 1142
Renault 7 2287 1166 425 0 0 2298 864 0 0 448
Skoda 1 72 1294 752 0 0 0 1 0 0 134
Volksw. 28 312 2345 3360 24 0 1221 1476 35 0 942
Volvo 0 0 287 496 340 0 0 0 0 0 906

Total 310 6086 15259 16272 3888 70 8559 6054 234 60 12160

Table 3.1: Overview of the distribution of the target variable new make over the variable
new vehicle segment. This segmentation is provided by the leasing company. The vehicle
segment to which an alternative is assigned to most often, is stated in bold. The rows
indicate the alternatives, whilst the columns indicate the states of the variable vehicle

segment.

From Table 3.1, it becomes clear that all makes belong to multiple vehicle segments. For
the nested multinomial logistic regression model, alternatives are restricted to be part on
only one nest. To determine the nesting structure of this model, and to determine which
nest each alternative belongs to, each alternative is assigned to the vehicle segment in which
the alternative occurs most. This assignment is shown in Table 3.2. Observe from this table
that only four unique vehicle segments are assigned to be a nest: C, D, LCV and SUV.
Each nest has at least two alternatives that belong to it. A schematic representation of the
nesting structure of the model is visualized in Figure 3.1.
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Alternative Nest

Audi D
BMW D
Citroen LCV
Ford C
Mercedes-Benz D
Nissan SUV
Opel C

Alternative Nest

Other SUV
Peugeot C
Renault LCV
Skoda C
Volkswagen D
Volvo SUV

Table 3.2: Assignment of nests to each alternative of the choice set. Each nest corresponds
to the nest in which the alternative occurs most.

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the nesting structure used for the nested multinomial
logistic regression model. Each nest has its own color. In addition, each alternative is only
part of one nest.

Regarding the cross-nested multinomial logistic regression, the restriction of each alter-
native belonging to one nest is dropped. Each alternative is allowed to be contained in
multiple nests. The model estimates the allocation parameters α, indicating the degree to
which an alternative belongs to a particular nest. To determine the nests each alternative
belongs to, and the allocation parameters α corresponding to these nests, Table 3.1 is used.
First, each number of this table is divided by the total occurrences of the alternative in
the data. This procedure results in a table denoting the fraction of the number of times an
alternative is assigned to a particular vehicle segment over the total number of occurrences
of the alternative in the data. The idea is that these fractions function as starting values
for the allocation parameters α in the cross-nested multinomial logistic regression model.
All fractions less than 0.10 are considered to equal zero. For interpretability reasons, the
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allocation parameters are usually scaled to
∑

k αik = 1 ∀i, with i denoting the alternative
and k the nest. Therefore, all fractions less than 0.10, but greater than zero are added to
different α. Since these α solely function as starting values for the cross-nested model, this
should not impose a problem. Table 3.3 depicts the starting values of the allocation pa-
rameters α stemming from the above-mentioned procedures. Figure 3.2 depicts a schematic
overview of the cross-nested structure. Note that for interpretability reasons, only three
nests are depicted.

B C D E LCV MPV SUV

Audi 0.23 0.41 0.17 0.19
BMW 0.20 0.34 0.18 0.28

Citroen 0.29 0.42 0.29
Ford 0.19 0.28 0.16 0.22 0.15

Mercedes-Benz 0.64 0.17 0.19
Nissan 1.00

Opel 0.72 0.28
Other 0.41 0.22 0.37

Peugeot 0.49 0.12 0.20 0.19
Renault 0.41 0.16 0.31 0.12

Skoda 0.67 0.33
Volkswagen 0.38 0.34 0.13 0.15

Volvo 0.14 0.24 0.17 0.45

Table 3.3: Distribution of the alternatives over the different nests. Each value depicts the
starting value of the allocation parameter α associated with the alternative and the nest.
Note that the sum of each row is equal to 1, satisfying the normalization

∑
k αik = 1 ∀i.

The rows indicate the alternative, whilst the columns indicate the nests.

Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of the nesting structure used for the cross-nested multi-
nomial logistic regression model. Each nest is associated with its own color. Contrary to
the nested model, alternatives are allowed to belong to multiple nests. The color(s) of the
alternatives indicate the nest(s) they belong to. Note that for interpretability reasons, only
three nests are shown.
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Chapter 4

Feedforward Neural Networks

This chapter discusses the second family of models used to model the vehicle leasing data,
feedforward neural networks. These models are not frequently used to model mode choice.
However, due to their successful history in many fields, it is researched whether such models
can outperform discrete choice models on this particular case. Section 4.1 describes the
properties common to all feedforward neural networks. The general framework of such
models is introduced and elaborated on. The subsequent sections dive into the relevant
parts of the network. Section 4.2 discusses the output produced by such networks. In
addition, the loss function used to produce these outputs is touched upon. Section 4.3
describes the activation functions considered for this thesis, and dives into the strengths
and weaknesses of each of them. Section 4.4 addresses the methods used by which neural
networks learn the optimal parameters. Note that a significant part of this section is
readily applicable to the methods discussed in chapter 3. The next two sections describe
characteristics of the network produced for this thesis. Section 4.5 describes a methodology
used to overcome some limitations of a neural network. Section 4.6 addresses Evolutionary
Optimization. This technique is used to find the optimal hyper-parameters of the network.
The chapter is concluded with a section discussing the applicability of feedforward neural
networks on the vehicle leasing data. Note that almost all mathematical derivations and
formulae are derived from Goodfellow et al. (2016). Text, derivations and formulae not
originating from this source are cited accordingly.

4.1 General Properties

Feedforward neural networks are the best known and most widely used deep learning mod-
els. These models form the basis for many different kinds of neural networks, such as
convolutional and recurrent neural networks, which are widely used in the fields of image
recognition and natural language processing. Feedforward neural networks approximate
some function y = f∗(x), mapping input x to output y. These networks define a map-
ping y = f(x; θ) and learn the parameters θ that best approximate f∗(x). They are called
feedforward since information only flows forward within the network; no feedback connec-
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tions occur. Intermediate output of the network is only used as input of a subsequent
layer, never as input to the same or a preceding layer of the network. Neural networks
containing feedback connections are considered recurrent neural networks, and are better
able to model time dependencies. The process of mapping input x to output y typically
consists of many transformations of x performed by multiple functions contained within the
network. All functions used to map x to y define the network and perform intermediate
computations to define f . In other words, feedforward neural networks can be defined as
directed acyclic graphs, describing how all functions approximate the behavior of f∗(x). If a
network is composed of three functions f (1), f (2), and f (3), the network can be described as
f(x) = f (3)(f (2)(f (1)(x))), in which each function depicts a layer of the network. The depth
of a network is defined as the total number of layers of which the network is composed. By
definition, the first and last layer are defined as the input and output layer of the network
respectively. The behavior of the intermediate layers is defined by the data used to train
the network. Since many dependencies between layers exist, the network should figure out
how to use each layer to best approximate f∗(x). Since output of the intermediate layers
is typically only used as input to subsequent layers, and not shown to the analyst, these
layers are referred to as hidden layers.

The link with biology stems from the construction of the layers of a network. Generally,
each layer of the network is vector valued, and comprises of neurons. The neurons of a
layer mimic the behavior of the neurons of a human brain. They receive input from many
other neurons and only activate if a certain threshold is exceeded. Due to the individual
behavior of each neuron, the layers in a network can be thought of as functions representing
many individual units acting in parallel. All neurons take input x, and multiply the input
by a set of weights corresponding to the neuron. A bias or threshold value is added to this
multiplication, depicting the activation threshold of the neuron. The difference with for
instance logistic regression models discussed in chapter 3, lies in the fact that this linear
in parameter value w>x + b is then transformed using a non-linear activation function φ.
The output or activation a of a neuron can then be defined as a = φ(w>x+ b). Using this
information, the first layer of a network is then defined as

h(1) = φ(1)
(
W (1)>x+ b(1)

)
, (4.1)

in which W (1)> depicts the transpose of the weight matrix. Each column wi ∈ W (j) cor-
responds to the weight vector of neuron i of layer j. The successive layers are defined in
similar fashion:

h(j) = φ(j)
(
W (j)>h(j−1) + b(j)

)
∀j ≥ 2. (4.2)

Note that the only difference between equations 4.1 and 4.2 consists of the input the layers
receive. All layers j ≥ 2, receive the transformed output of a preceding layer as input.

Figure 4.1 portrays the structure of one neuron and a schematic overview of an entire
feedforward neural network. Figure 4.1a depicts the schematic overview of a neuron, map-
ping input x to output y, by representing the input as linear in parameter transformed by a
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non-linear activation function. Figure 4.1b depicts the general structure of a network. The
size of the input layer corresponds to the number of input features the network receives. The
number of hidden layers and the number of neurons per hidden layer are hyper-parameters
that should be set by the analyst. The size of the output layer corresponds to the number
of desired output values. Note that the output value of a neuron in layer l is used as the
input value to all neurons in layer l + 1.

(a) Schematic overview of a neuron in a neural
network. All x denote the input variables, w de-
note the weights corresponding to each input pa-
rameter, b denotes the bias value, z denotes the
linear in parameter, σ(z) portrays the activation
function associated with the neuron, and a the
final output of the neuron.

(b) Schematic overview of a neural network archi-
tecture. The network consists of an input layer
with six neurons, two hidden layers containing
four and three neurons respectively, and an out-
put layer of two neurons.

Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of a neuron (left) and of an entire network (right).

4.2 The Output Layer and Loss Functions

One of the main limitations of linear models is their restriction to being modeled by lin-
ear functions, resulting in models not able to understand the possible interaction between
two input variables. The addition of activation functions assists in tackling this problem.
Transforming the input allows for interaction between input variables, however it imposes
a different problem: optimization of model parameters becomes quite challenging. Prior to
diving into the techniques used to optimize performance of neural networks, a better under-
standing of the loss and activation functions present in these networks is paramount. The
choice of loss and activation functions are heavily intertwined and determine the strength
of the network. Most loss functions used to estimate linear models can be used when op-
timizing a neural network. In most cases, as is the case for the vehicle leasing data set,
the network defines a distribution P(y|x; θ), and maximum likelihood is used to optimize
the network’s parameters θ. The negative log-likelihood, or equivalently, the cross-entropy
between the training data and the model’s distribution is used as the loss function. The
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loss function is then given by

L(θ) = −Ex,y∼P̂data
ln(Pmodel(y|x)), (4.3)

and the estimator is the value of θ that maximizes this function. Observe that the negative
log-likelihood loss function is used to optimize all models discussed in this thesis. Recall
however that McFadden et al. (1973) showed that equation 4.3 is only globally concave for
the multinomial logistic regression model. The loss functions of the (cross-)nested models
discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4 could potentially possess more than one local maximum,
and are therefore estimated using gradient-based optimization techniques. It should be in-
tuitive that the non-linearity of a neural network causes its loss function to have a rugged
landscape. Gradient-based optimization and its applicability to neural networks are dis-
cussed in section 4.4.

The non-linear nature of neural networks creates several advantages. However, these
advantages go hand in hand with some difficulties. One of the main difficulties of con-
structing a neural network is the problem of vanishing gradients. It is imperative that the
gradient of the loss function is large and predictable enough to pose as a good measure for
the network. Functions that become very flat, or saturate, cause the gradient to become
vanishingly small, preventing the weights of the network from updating. In the worst case
scenario, the loss value becomes unidentifiable and the network is prevented from further
training. Most of the time, a vanishing gradient occurs when activation functions of neurons
saturate. Since most activation functions of neurons possess an exponential function that
has potential to saturate, negative log-likelihood is a good way of avoiding this problem.
The natural log term of equation 4.3, undoes the exponential term of the activation func-
tion, preventing neurons from saturating. For this exact reason, loss functions such as mean
absolute error and mean squared error, are typically less applicable to neural networks; they
do not contain a logarithmic term.

It should be apparent to the reader that the choice of loss function and the choice of
activation functions of each layer of the network are strongly related. A discussion of the
link between the loss function and the output neurons of a network will further ratify this
observation. Note that each output neuron of a network could be used as a hidden neuron
as well. However the choice of structure of the output neurons determines the form of the
loss function, and therefore a thorough discussion is appropriate. This discussion will focus
on output neurons used in the vehicle leasing data case: multinomial softmax neurons. For
a broader overview of all types of output neurons, the reader is referred to Goodfellow et al.
(2016).

The output layer of the network has the task of transforming the provided hidden
features h = f(x; θ) to the desired output format. When dealing with the vehicle leasing
data, the network should specify a probability distribution over all of the alternatives of
choice set C of size J . For all alternatives i = 1, ..., J , the network should predict the
probability that individual n chooses alternative i: Pni = P(y = i | x). Concatenating all
these probabilities, the output layer should predict a vector ŷ of size J , with ŷi = Pni =
P(y = i | x). To achieve this task, the output layer, as for any layer of the network, first
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transforms the input by a linear in parameter multiplication. Suppose that z = W>h + b
represents the unnormalized log probabilities. To produce the desired, valid probability
output vector, these log probabilities should be normalized. Recall from section 3.2, that
equation 3.5, the softmax function, exactly achieves this requirement by exponentiation and
normalization. Rewriting this equation to comply with the used notation, the output vector
is then calculated as follows:

ŷ =
ezi∑
j e

zj
, (4.4)

where zi = w>h + bi. Again, the exponential terms of the softmax are useful to avoid
saturation of the loss function. Taking the natural log of equation 4.4 one obtains,

lnŷ = zi − ln
∑
j

ezj (4.5)

From equation 4.5, observe the importance of the term zi. It implies both direct contribution
of the input to the loss function, and the avoidance of saturation of the loss function. The
contribution of the term ln

∑
j e

zj can roughly be interpreted as follows. This term can more
or less be approximated by the maximum value of z. Elaborating on this approximation, the
assumption is made that any ezj is deemed insignificant for any zj significantly lower than
the maximum of z. Then, one can recognize that the negative log-likelihood loss function
heavily punishes the most incorrect prediction. If the correct alternative already has the
largest input to equation 4.4, the terms of equation 4.5 will roughly cancel, and the training
example will barely contribute to the total loss value.

All properties of the output layer and the loss function described so far are common
to most machine learning algorithms using gradient based optimization. The output layer
of the multi-class classification network just described is closely related to the multinomial
logistic regression model discussed in section 3.2. The main difference consists of the input
received by the multinomial logistic regression model, and the output layer of the neural
network. The logistic regression model receives the input as specified by the user, whereas
the output layer of the network receives input consisting of hidden features generated by
the preceding layers. Although modest at first glance, the difference in received input could
potentially be substantial. The next section gives a thorough explanation of the input
received by the output layer of the network. The hidden neurons of a network, a unique
characteristic of neural networks, are discussed in detail. These neurons are considered to be
the most significant difference between models discussed in chapter 3 and neural networks;
they are able to capture unobserved and complicated relationships between input variables
affecting the loss of a model.

4.3 Hidden Neurons and Activation Functions

This section concerns the defining property of neural networks, activation functions of hid-
den neurons. It is assumed, as is the case for the vehicle leasing network, that each neuron
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accepts a vector of input values x, transforms these inputs by the linear in-parameter trans-
formation z = W>x+ b, and applies an element-wise non-linear activation function σ(z) to
produce an output vector associated with that neuron. One can imagine that the choice of
activation function σ greatly affects the output of each neuron. Some relevant and widely
used activation functions are discussed in this section. The properties and (dis)advantages
of each of these functions are addressed. The discussion of activation functions is restricted
to the functions used in this thesis. The choice of activation functions is based on an em-
pirical study and the availability of functions in the packages used for modeling (Chollet
et al., 2015). The functions discussed in this section, in respective order, are the sigmoid,
hyperbolic tangent, ReLU and ELU activation functions.

Prior to the introduction of the ReLU activation function, most networks used the
(logistic) sigmoid activation function. The attentive reader should note that this function
has already been discussed in detail. This function was first introduced in section 3.2 as
the probability distribution of the multinomial logistic regression model, and is given in
equation 3.5. In addition, this activation function is used within the network to define a
probability distribution over all output alternatives. The sigmoid activation function is one
of the main reasons why all numerical input variables are scaled to have mean zero, and
a standard deviation of one, as discussed in section 2.2. Sigmoid neurons saturate across
most of their domain. Observe from Figure 4.2a, that the sigmoid activation only does
not saturate when z is relatively close to zero. Input values significantly deviating from
zero may cause the neuron to saturate, restricting the network from converging. Scaling
of the input values, and the choice of an appropriate loss function are ways of preventing
saturation of neurons. However, other activation functions might be more applicable.

Another popular activation function, widely used before the rise of the ReLU function, is
the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function. This activation function is simply a rescaled version
of the sigmoid activation function. Whereas, the sigmoid function produces output values
in the range (0, 1), the hyperbolic tangent allows for negative output values in the range
(−1, 1). Since scaling of the numerical values evolves around zero, with standard deviation
of one, one can imagine that the hyperbolic tangent is generally a more applicable activation
function. The hyperbolic tangent is defined as

tanh(z) =
ez − e−z

ez + e−z
. (4.6)

Observe that equation 4.6 is equal to 2σ(2z)− 1, in which σ denotes the sigmoid activation
function. The slope of the hyperbolic tangent is given in Figure 4.2b. Observe that the
output of tanh-neurons indeed ranges from -1 to 1. In addition, note that the range of
values of z for which tanh saturates is even smaller than for the sigmoid function. However,
since input values are almost always scaled, this should not impose greater problems than
for the sigmoid function.

The next activation function, the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function, was
first proposed for restricted Boltzmann machines (Nair and Hinton, 2010), after which this
activation function was successfully applied to neural networks (Glorot et al., 2011). ReLU
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(a) Sigmoid activation function producing
output values in the range (0, 1).

(b) tanh activation function producing out-
put values in the range (−1, 1)

Figure 4.2: Sigmoid (left) and tanh (right) activation functions.

is one of the most frequently used activation functions, due to the fact that it remains very
close to being linear. The function is considered as a piece-wise linear function with two
linear pieces and is given by

σ(z) = max(0, z).

The near-linear nature of ReLU preserves properties that make linear models straightfor-
ward to optimize by gradient-based methods. Observe from Figure 4.3a that the only
difference with a linear neuron is that ReLU outputs zero across half its domain. A conve-
nient property is that the more active a ReLU neuron is, the larger the derivatives through
this neuron become. This property causes the gradients to be large and consistent. How-
ever, note that a ReLU neuron is not differentiable across half its domain. Intuitively, one
would assume that gradient-based optimization methods are not applicable. However, since
neural networks almost never arrive at a local minimum of the loss function, it is not ex-
pected that training reaches a point where the gradient vector is equal to zero. Therefore,
it is generally not a problem that minima of the loss function correspond to points with
an undefined gradient vector. In addition, neurons that are not differentiable at all points,
are typically differentiable across most of its domain. One possible method of avoiding
ReLU neurons to saturate, is to initialize the weights of these neurons to be small positive
numbers greater than zero. Doing so increases the chance of these neurons to be active at
initialization. In addition to the potential non-differentiablity of ReLUs, these neurons are
always non-negative and therefore have a mean activation greater than zero. Neurons with
mean activation greater than zero could potentially act as a bias for the next layer. If such
neurons do not cancel each other out, learning could cause a bias shift for neurons in the
next layer. The more correlated neurons, the higher their bias shift. Bias shifts can greatly
complicate gradient-based optimization, hence one typically aims at activation function
with activation means close to zero (Clevert et al., 2015). Even though the almost-linear
properties of ReLU cause this activation function to be widely used, generalizations dealing
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with the potential non-differentiablity of ReLUs and non-zero mean activation values do
exist.

The Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) activation function deals with both these limita-
tions. This function is defined as

σ(z) =

{
z if z > 0

αez − α if z ≤ 0,
(4.7)

and was first introduced by Clevert et al. (2015). The parameter α in equation 4.7 controls
the value to which an ELU saturates for negative input values. Contrary to ReLUs, ELUs
allow for mean activation values close to zero. Not only does this simplify the learning
procedure, this property also ensures faster learning (Clevert et al., 2015). In addition,
these neurons saturate to a smaller value with smaller input values, allowing the gradient
vector to exist. A visual representation of the ELU activation function is depicted in Figure
4.3b.

(a) ReLU activation function producing out-
put values in the range [0, z).

(b) ELU activation function producing out-
put values in the range (−1, z). The satura-
tion parameter α is set to one.

Figure 4.3: ReLU (left) and ELU (right) activation functions.

4.4 Learning in Neural Networks

The non-linear nature of neural networks cause optimization of network parameters to be
a challenging task. The optimal set of weights is usually found using iterative gradient-
based optimizers. Due to the maximum likelihood principle, optimization of this kind is
also applicable to the methodologies discussed in chapter 3. This section will mainly focus
on the methods used to train a neural network, yet the discussed gradient-based techniques
are readily applicable to the logistic regression models.

In each feedforward neural network, input x is distributed forward through the network
producing output vector ŷ. This procedure is referred to as forward-propagation and pro-
duces loss value J(θ) based on the loss function L(θ). To achieve an optimal loss value,
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this information is then distributed backwards through the network: back-propagation. This
procedure repeatedly adjusts the weights of the connections in the network so as to minimize
a measure of the difference between the output vector of the network ŷ, and the desired
output vector y (Rumelhart et al., 1986). A fundamental part of the back-propagation
algorithm consists of gradient descent, first discovered by Cauchy (1847).

Ideally, the analyst will find the lowest possible value of J(θ), the global minimum of
the loss function, thus finding the optimal weights of the network. However, the rugged
landscape of the loss function makes this nearly impossible. Besides the possibility of the
loss function containing many local minima, the loss function could also hold many saddle
points, critical points that are neither local minima nor maxima. These aspects of the
network cause optimization algorithms to seek for a significantly low value of J(θ), rather
than finding the global minimum of the loss function. Consider the minimization of loss
function L : Rn → R. Note that this example is applicable to the vehicle leasing case, since
during training the input features are mapped to one loss value. Recall from simple calculus
that at critical points of a function, all derivatives are equal to zero. The gradient of L(θ),
∇θL(θ), denotes the vector containing all partial derivatives with respect to θ. The goal
of gradient descent is therefore to arrive at a point where ∇θL(θ) = 0, and the loss value
J(θ) is significantly low. To achieve this objective, the gradient vector of L is iteratively
calculated and the weights θ are updated on each iteration. To minimize L it is imperative
to know in which direction L decreases the fastest. Suppose all weights θi ∈ θ are moved
∆θi in the θi direction. The change in L can be denoted by

∆L ≈ ∂L
∂θ1

∆θ1 + ...+
∂L
∂θn

∆θn = ∇θL(θ) ·∆θ.

Observe that decreasing L corresponds to ∆L being negative. Negativity of ∆L can be
enforced by restricting ∆θ = −ε∇θL(θ), in which ε denotes a small positive value, the step
size or learning rate. Doing so, the changes in L can be written as:

∆L ≈ −ε||∇θL(θ)||2. (4.8)

Forcing the learning rate to be positive ensures that the value of L will always be decreased.
So, by iteratively moving in the opposite direction of the gradient, L is slowly pushed
towards a minimum value. The weights are then updated as follows:

θ → θ′ = θ − ε∇θL(θ) (4.9)

When all weights are updated and the stopping criterion is not met, the same procedure is
repeated. That is, the network produces an output value J(θ) based on the updated set of
weights, after which the gradient descent algorithm is performed again. This procedure is
typically repeated until either a specific number of epochs (iterations) have been completed,
or J(θ) does not improve anymore.

In most networks, an extension of gradient descent, stochastic gradient descent is used
as optimization algorithm. As the size of the provided data grows, the time it takes to
compute the sum of all gradients can become excessively large. The underlying thought
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of stochastic gradient descent is that the gradient is an expectation, and could therefore
be approximately estimated by using a small set of samples. Stochastic gradient descent
randomly draws a mini-batch of examples from the entire data set. This mini batch is then
used to calculate an estimate of the true gradient:

g =
1

m
∇θ

m∑
i=1

L(x(i), y(i); θ),

in which m denotes the size of the mini-batch. The estimate of the gradient g is then used
to update the weights θ, in similar fashion as in equation 4.9.

One can imagine that computing the partial derivatives with respect to all weights and
biases in the network can become computationally expensive. The back-propagation algo-
rithm is a way of circumventing this computational burden. Back-propagation itself is not
used to update the parameters of the network. It is simply an effective and clever way of
computing the gradient of the loss function with respect to any weight or bias in the net-
work. Since most neural networks are composed of multiple layers, or equivalently multiple
functions, many gradient calculations need be repeated several times. Back-propagation
avoids this problem by computing the chain rule of calculus with a specific order of op-
erations that is highly efficient. To illustrate the matter, suppose that x ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rn,
g : Rm → Rn, and f : Rn → R. If y = g(x), and z = f(y), then the chain rule states that

∇xz =
(∂y
∂x

)>
∇yz, (4.10)

in which ∂y
∂x denotes the Jacobian matrix of g. The Jacobian matrix can be defined as the

matrix of all first-order partial derivatives of a vector-valued function. From equation 4.10
it becomes clear that the gradient vector of layer l − 1 of the network can be computed
by multiplying the gradient vector of layer l by the Jacobian matrix of layer l with respect
to layer l − 1. Back-propagation consist of performing equation 4.10 for each layer of the
network, and is therefore able to quickly calculate the gradients for all weights and biases
of the network.

Summarizing, at initialization of the network all weights and biases of the network are set
to small random values. Next, for each training input x, the following steps are performed.
First, x is propagated forward through the network, and the output error is captured in the
loss value J(θ). Following, for each layer contained in the network the gradient is calculated
and equation 4.10 is performed. Lastly, all weights and biases are updated using gradient
descent such that the loss function is moved to its minimum value by moving in the opposite
direction of the gradient. This process is repeated until a stopping criterion is met.

The degree to which training of a network is considered successful is dependent on the
provided training data. The non-linear hidden layers of a network allow for learning com-
plicated relations between inputs and outputs. When training data is sparse however, many
of these relationships are the results of sampling noise. These relationships will only exist
in training data, and the network will therefore not generalize well on unseen data. This
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phenomenon is better known as overfitting, and many techniques to avoid this exist. Intro-
ducing weight penalties and stopping as soon as performance on validation data worsens
are two of them. The best way of avoiding overfitting of a network of fixed structure is to
average the predictions of all possible settings of the network parameters. Of course, this is
infeasible, due to the computational power required. The technique used in this research to
prevent overfitting tries to accomplish this and is called dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014).
Dropout prevents from overfitting and offers a way of approximately combining exponen-
tially many different network structures effectively. Dropout simply refers to temporarily
removing both hidden and visible neurons from the network, along with all its incoming
and outgoing connections. If dropout is added to a layer, a fixed amount of neurons is
dropped from the layer during training. The choice of which neurons is random. During
training of the network these dropped neurons are simply ignored, and training continuous
with a thinned network. Therefore, a neural network containing n neurons can be viewed
as a collection of 2n possible thinned networks. All these networks still share weights. For
each training case, a new thinned network is sampled and trained. So, training a network
with dropout can be seen as training a collection of 2n thinned networks with extensive
weight sharing, where each thinned network gets trained very rarely, if at all (Srivastava
et al., 2014).

4.5 Entity Embeddings of Categorical Variables

As stated in earlier sections, neural networks can in principle approximate any continuous
function and piece-wise continuous function (Cybenko, 1989; Llanas et al., 2008). How-
ever, neural networks typically do not excel when approximating arbitrary non-continuous
functions; the continuous nature of neural networks limits their applicability to categorical
variables (Guo and Berkhahn, 2016). There are several possibilities of transforming cate-
gorical variables such that these can be used as input to the network. However, all these
methods possess severe weaknesses. Using integer representation for categorical variables
does not work well. For example, when mapping the categorical variable make with three
categories, Audi, BMW and Volkswagen to their integer representation 1, 2 and 3 respec-
tively, the network assumes that Audi and BMW are more similar to each other than Audi
and Volkswagen, since 1 is closer to 2, than 1 is to 3. To avoid these possible non-existing
relationships, categorical variables are typically transformed to their one-hot encoding ; each
state of the categorical variable is mapped to a dummy variable and is used as a separate
input variable of the network. This method solves the problem of non-existing relationships
between states. However, it imposes two new restrictions. Firstly, it treats different states
of categorical variables completely independent of each other and ignores the informative
relations between them (Guo and Berkhahn, 2016). Secondly, this procedure can become
computationally expensive. A categorical variable with n states, is mapped to n - 1 input
features. The larger n becomes, the more parameters the network should learn, and the
more time it takes for the network to converge.

To obtain a measure of similarity for categorical variables, and to avoid the problem
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of significant training time, embedding layers are introduced. These types of layers turn
positive integers into dense vectors of fixed size (Chollet et al., 2015). Using these layers,
allows for the network to learn the representation of categorical features in multi-dimensional
spaces which puts values with similar effect on the loss function of the network close to each
other, and thereby reveals the intrinsic continuity of the data (Guo and Berkhahn, 2016).
Embedding layers are not commonly used to map categorical features to continuous space.
Nonetheless, these layers have revolutionized the field of natural language processing (NLP).
Mikolov et al. proposed a new model architecture in which words and phrases are mapped
into a continuous distributed vector in a semantic space (2013). Doing so, significantly
reduced training time of the network, whilst concurrently outperforming state-of-the-art
NLP-methods. Interestingly enough, they showed that not only the distance between word
representations matter, the direction of the difference is also meaningful.

Next, the derivation of embeddings of categorical variables is explained. This method-
ology slightly differs from the approach of Mikolov et al. Their approach uses a sequence
of words to create embedding representations, whilst the approach used in this thesis only
uses the labeled representation of the categorical variable as input to the embedding layer.
For a thorough explanation of the word embedding methodology, the reader is referred to
Mikolov et al. (2013).

Intuitively, the goal of the network remains to approximate some arbitrary function
y = f∗(x). The only difference arises from the way categorical variables are processed by
the network. To start, suppose the goal is to map each state i of a categorical variable x
with m different states, to its embedding representation of size n:

ei : xi 7→ xi,

where i ∈ [1,m], |xi| = n, |xi| = m, and m > n. Note that the value of n is a hyper-
parameter to be set by the analyst. To achieve this mapping, each state of the categorical
variable x is first mapped to its corresponding one-hot encoding:

ui : xi 7→ δxiα. (4.11)

In equation 4.11, δxiα depicts the Kronecker-delta function, defined as,

δxiα =

{
1 if xi = α

0 otherwise,

and α spans the same range as i: α ∈ [1,m]. Then |δxiα| = m, and will only be non-zero
when α = xi. To obtain the desired embedding representations of all states, the one-hot
representations are used as input to the embedding layer. The embedding layer solely
consists of linear neurons and is therefore defined as

xi =
∑
α

wαδxiα (4.12)
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Note that the Kronecker-delta function has the useful property that
∑

i aiδij = aj . Using
this property equation 4.11 can be rewritten as

xi =
∑
α

wαδxiα = wxi .

From this property, one can observe that the learned embedding representations are simply
the weights of the embedding layer, and can be learned by the network using standard
learning techniques.

Making this methodology more concrete with an example, suppose x is a categorical
variable with m = 4 different states, and the desired size of the embeddings is n = 2.
The procedure described above is visualized in Figure 4.4 for x1 and x3 respectively. Note
that, as for any weight of the network, the weights of the embedding layer are initialized
randomly. They are updated in exact same fashion as described in section 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The embedding procedure visualized for states 1 and 3 of a categorical variable
x with m = 4 different states. All states are mapped to an embedding vector of size n = 2.

To learn these embedding vectors for each state of each categorical variable, whilst simulta-
neously training the network, the network structure is changed slightly. Prior to training of
the network, all numerical and categorical variables are split. The numerical variables are
treated as they usually are. For each categorical variable, an embedding layer is added to
the network. All embedding layers, and the hidden layer processing all numerical variables
are merged horizontally to produce a new input layer. This network structure allows for
simultaneously learning the embedding vectors and training the network. A visual repre-
sentation of the structure of the network is shown in Figure 4.5. Observe that the network
acts as any feedforward neural network after concatenation of the embedding layers and the
first hidden layer processing the numerical variables.
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Figure 4.5: Structure of an embedding network with two categorical and two numerical
input variables. For each categorical variable, an embedding layer is added to the network.
These layers act in parallel with the first hidden layer processing the numerical variables.
Note that the intermediate one-hot transformation of the categorical variables is omitted.

4.6 Evolutionary Optimization of Network Hyper-Parameters

From previous sections it has become evident that many different network topologies can
arise from different sets of hyper-parameters. Finding hyper-parameters that optimize per-
formance of the network usually occurs by means of trial and error. However, trial-and-error
procedures can almost never ensure optimal network hyper-parameters. To avoid such a
methodology, and to avoid a greedy search procedure of all possible hyper-parameters, this
section introduces evolutionary optimization algorithms. The goal of such optimization
techniques is to optimize some function f by applying principles based on Darwin’s The
Origin of Species (1859). Although known by most people, a brief recap of Darwin’s theory
of evolution will ease the introduction of algorithms inspired by his theory. Note that most
information stated in this section stems from Eiben et al. (2003). Information originating
from other sources is cited accordingly.

Darwin’s theory of evolution explains the origins of biological diversity. The principle
of natural selection plays a significant role in his theory. It is assumed that the environ-
ment can host a limited number of individuals. Since these individuals possess the instinct
to reproduce, and the population size is not to grow exponentially, selection becomes in-
evitable. The principle of natural selection favors the individuals that compete for the
given resources most effectively. This principle is better known as survival of the fittest.
The above-introduced competition-based selection is seen as the first building block of evo-
lutionary progress. The second building block identified by Darwin arises from phenotypic
variations among individuals. Phenotypic variations are defined as physical and behav-
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ioral traits of an individual affecting its response to the environment and other individuals.
This second primary force is seen as an individual’s fitness. Each individual represents a
unique mixture of these phenotypic traits that is evaluated by the environment. Or in other
words, if an individual’s fitness is evaluated positively, the individual has a greater chance
to reproduce. If individuals with high fitness reproduce, favorable traits can be inherited
by their offspring. In addition, Darwin’s understanding was that mutations, or small, ran-
dom changes, in phenotypic traits occur during reproduction. These mutations cause new
mixtures of phenotypic traits, or fitnesses, to exit and to be evaluated. Summarizing, a pop-
ulation consists of a group of individuals all competing for the same resources in some given
environment. The better these individuals adapt to the environment, the more chance they
have of producing offspring. As the population evolves, and the more successful individuals
reproduce, new phenotypic traits arise from cross-over and mutation, and their performance
is to be evaluated. Hence, as time passes, the structure of the population changes. The
population is considered to be the unit of evolution (Eiben et al., 2003).

Translating this analogy to a more visual representation, observe the adaptive landscape
(Wright, 1932) shown in Figure 4.6a. The z -dimension, or height, of this landscape portrays
the fitness of individuals of the population. The x and y-dimensions correspond to the genes
of individuals, determining their phenotypic traits. In this three-dimensional example the
xy-plane depicts all possible gene combinations. Hence, an individual is defined as a point
on the landscape, a population as a group of points located on the landscape, and each peak
of the landscape represents a combination of successful genes. Evolution is then perceived
as the process of gradual movement of the population towards high-fitness areas. This
process is empowered by variation (cross-over and mutation) and selection. Of course, it
is not guaranteed that the population moves towards a global optimum. The finite size of
the population and the stochastic nature of variation and selection procedures can trigger a
phenomenon called genetic drift, through which highly fit individuals might be lost from the
population. In addition, the population may become less diverse from a loss of some traits.
A result of genetic drift might be that populations get stuck in low-fitness valleys. Escaping
such regions is possible. According to Wright’s shifting balance theorem the maximum of a
fixed landscape can be reached (1932).

Using Darwin’s theory of evolution for automated problem solving dates back to the
late 40s of the previous century. In one of his articles, Turing proposed the notion of
“genetical or evolutionary search by which a combination of genes is looked for, the criterion
being the survival value (Turing, 1948).” In the early sixties, Bremermann was the first to
complete computer experiments based on Darwin’s principles (1962). Following, from the
sixties through the nineties of the previous century, evolutionary programming, evolution
strategies, genetic algorithms and genetic programming were introduced (Fogel et al., 1966;
Schwefel et al., 1995; Holland, 1973; Koza, 1992). All these families of algorithms inspired by
Darwin’s legacy now belong to one family of models called evolutionary algorithms (Back,
1996).

The general scheme of an evolutionary algorithm is closely related to the theory described
above. In evolutionary algorithms a candidate solution to the problem one is solving is con-
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(a) Illustration of an adaptive landscape as
perceived by Wright (1932).

(b) Schematic overview of an evolutionary al-
gorithm, taken from Eiben et al. (2003).

Figure 4.6

sidered to be an individual. In the case of finding optimal network hyper-parameters, an
individual can for instance be represented as a two-dimensional vector containing the fol-
lowing genes: number of layers and number of epochs, each representing a component
defining the structure of the network. The goal of the evolutionary algorithm is then to find
genes corresponding to optimal fitness. Fitness is a measure to be defined by the analyst and
could for instance equal the loss value achieved by the network, or the accuracy of perfor-
mance of the network on test data. A general scheme of an evolutionary algorithm is given
in Figure 4.6b. Initialization of the algorithm corresponds to creating a population of indi-
viduals of size n. Returning to the previous example, n two-dimensional vectors are created
by randomly initializing each of the dimensions. Each dimension is related to a set of values.
Randomly initializing each dimension corresponds to drawing one of these values at random
per dimension. This set of values can be either finite or infinite, depending on the corre-
sponding hyper-parameter. Of course number of layers = −2 should not be possible. The
set of possible values regarding this gene should therefore be bounded. Post initialization,
a fitness value is obtained for each member of the population. Next, based on these fitness
values, a group of individuals is selected to produce offspring. Each gene of each offspring
could potentially be mutated. Mutation of genes is associated with some mutation probabil-
ity. Again, returning to the aforementioned example, the value for number of epochs could
be subjected to mutation: number of epochs = 15→ number of epochs = 14. Mutation
of a gene typically corresponds to slight alteration of the value associated with that gene.
Post variation procedures (cross-over and mutation), survivors are selected. All offspring
are added to the already existing population. Of this population, a group of n individuals
is selected to represent the next generation. These procedures proceed until a stopping
criterion is met. The stopping criterion could for instance correspond to the mean fitness
of the population stabilizing, the best fitness value being equal for several generations, or a
fixed number of iterations being completed.
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Random initialization of individuals causes the population to be spread out over the
entire fitness landscape, as shown in Figure 4.7a. Of course, for most optimization prob-
lems, one does not know the shape of the landscape to be examined. Therefore, random
initialization and a large enough population size are crucial. Both these aspects ensure
exploration of the landscape. As time passes, the goal of the algorithm is to push the
population towards a global, or satisfactory local, optimum of the fitness landscape. The
selection and variation procedures assist in this task and are considered the two main forces
of evolutionary algorithms. Selection acts as a force increasing the mean quality of solutions
in the population, whilst recombination and mutation create the necessary diversity within
the population, and thereby facilitate novelty (Eiben et al., 2003). The balance between
quality and novelty is extremely important. An algorithm focused too much on quality can
cause the population to get stuck in a non-optimal region, as shown in Figure 4.7b. Select-
ing individuals only based on fitness values can cause fast convergence towards undesirable
regions, whilst not having explored the entire search space.

(a) Random initialization of a
population of individuals.

(b) Algorithm focused on
quality. The population is
stuck on a local optimum.

(c) Accurate balance of qual-
ity and novelty.

Figure 4.7: Populations spread out over the fitness landscape.

To avoid populations to get stuck in non-optimal regions, variation operators are indis-
pensable. It could occur that, at initialization, many individuals are located near a local
optimum. If only selection takes place, the population is deemed to converge towards this
local optimum. By introducing cross-over and mutation procedures new individuals receive
the possibility of exploring the search space. If one or more of these individuals discover
a new promising region, the population can be guided away from the local optimum and
guided towards the true optimum. An accurate balance between quality and novelty is
portrayed in Figure 4.7c. The novelty operators ensure exploration of the search space.
The quality operators push the population towards the desired region.

4.7 Application to Vehicle Leasing Data

This section addresses how the methods discussed in this chapter can be applied to the
vehicle leasing data. The section is mainly concerned with determining the structure of
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the network. The structure of the network and all the hyper-parameters involved are solely
determined by the constructed evolutionary algorithm. Hence, explanation of this algorithm
will suffice to determine the network structure. For model comparison reasons, the set of
variables used as input to the network is the same as for the models discussed in chapter
3. The ways of processing these variables remain equal too. A general outline of the
evolutionary optimization algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. Each line of the algorithm
denotes a function assisting in finding the optimal network hyper-parameters. The algorithm
will now be addressed in detail.

Algorithm 2: Evolutionary Optimization Algorithm

input : maxiteration

1 initialize population

2 evaluate population

3 while iteration 6= maxiteration do
4 select parents

5 create offspring

6 mutate offspring

7 evaluate offspring

8 select next generation

9 update best individual

10 return best individual

The start of the algorithm consists of randomly initializing a population of individuals,
denoted by the function initialize population on line 1. An individual can be thought
of as a dictionary mapping keys to values. Each key is associated with one or more values.
Keys correspond to the hyper-parameters to be tuned, values are the values associated
with these parameters. All keys composing an individual are shown in Table 4.1. In
addition, the range of possible values for each key is specified. Most keys and values are
self-explanatory. Nonetheless, all are elaborated on. Upon initialization of an individual,
the first key to be determined is hidden layers. Many of the other keys are dependent
on this key, and therefore the value associated with this key should be determined first.
To determine the value associated with the key, an integer is randomly drawn from the
specified range. To clarify, if the value 2 is drawn, the network is defined to consist of
2 + 2 = 4 layers. By definition, a network consists of an input and output layer, hence the
two additional layers. The keys neurons per layer, activation functions and dropout

ratio are all dependent on the value associated with hidden layers. Namely, for each
hidden layer it need be determined the number of neurons associated with the layer, the
activation function related to the neurons of each layer, and if dropout needs to be applied
prior to the hidden layer. The value associated with hidden layers determines the number
of values drawn for the aforementioned keys. Again, if hidden layers = 2, two integers
are randomly drawn from the specified range to determine neurons per layer for each
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layer. The same principle applies to activation functions, for which two functions are
drawn at random from the specified possible values. Lastly, two real numbers are drawn
at random to be associated with dropout ratio. In addition, two Booleans are randomly
drawn to determine the presence of dropout-layers. If for instance the values False and True
are drawn, the first drawn value associated with dropout ratio is omitted. The second
value is used to determine the ratio of dropout applied prior to the second hidden layer.

Hyper-Parameter Range

hidden layers [1, ..., 4] ∈ Z
neurons per layer [50, ..., 500] ∈ Z
activation functions Sigmoid, tanh, ReLU and ELU
epochs [5, ..., 50] ∈ Z
batch size [100, ..., 10000] ∈ Z
optimizers Adam, RMSProp and SGD
learning rate (0, ..., 0.2] ∈ R
dropout ratio (0, ..., 0.3] ∈ R
embedding size [1, 2, 3] ∈ Z

Table 4.1: All hyper-parameters to be tuned by the evolutionary optimization algorithm.
The right column specifies the ranges of possible values associated with each parameter.

The integer values related to the keys epochs and batch size are drawn in similar fash-
ion as for the key hidden layers. These values correspond to the number of training epochs
and the size of the mini-batches used for training respectively. The optimization function
used to find the optimal weights of the network is determined by randomly drawing a func-
tion from the list associated with optimizers. Both RMSProp and Adam are optimization
methodologies based on the gradient techniques discussed in section 4.4. These methods are
slight alterations of Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). For a thorough explanation of both
Adam and RMSProp, the reader is referred to Kingma and Ba (2014) and Tieleman and Hin-
ton (2012) respectively. The value for learning rate is determined by drawing a random
real number from the corresponding range of possible values. Lastly, to determine the size
of each embedding layer, n values for embedding size are drawn from the specified range,
with n corresponding to the number of categorical variables. For each categorical variable a
value is drawn, e.g. embedding sizemake = 2, and embedding sizevehicle segment = 3. Note
that the specified range only exists of three integer values. These values were chosen since
no significant improvement of performance is observed when increasing the upper bound of
this key. Categorical variables only containing two states are mapped to an embedding of
one dimension. The lower bound of embedding size is defined to equal two for categorical
variables containing more than two states. These values were chosen since embedding layers
of one, two or three dimensions are readily interpretable and easy to visualize.

Each individual of the first generation is initialized as described above. The number of
individuals initialized corresponds to the value associated with the parameter population

size specified in Table 4.2. This table shows all parameters used for the evolutionary
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algorithm. The choice of values for maxiteration and population size is related to the
provided computational power. Since training a network typically takes a significant amount
of time, and one individual corresponds to training an entire network, the analyst is limited
to the provided computational power. The choice of remaining parameter values originates
from empirical observations. These values were chosen to obtain an ideal relation between
quality and novelty, resulting in convergence towards a global optimum, as discussed in
section 4.6.

Parameter Value

maxiteration 10
population size 32
parent ratiorandom

4
population size

parent ratioquality
3
4 - parent ratiorandom

mutation probability 0.2
mutation rate 0.2
survivor ratiorandom 0.2
survivor ratioquality 0.8

Table 4.2: All parameters used for the evolutionary algorithm (left) with their corresponding
values (right).

Post initialization of the population, each individual is evaluated as portrayed on line 2 of
Algorithm 2. Evaluation of an individual is as straightforward as measuring accuracy of
prediction on test data. Recall from section 2.2 that 10% of the provided data are used for
testing purposes. In addition, these data correspond to the most recent 10% of switches.
Observe that the loss objective of the network differs from the fitness measured by the
evolutionary algorithm. Therefore, it is possible that a network performs well on training
data, whereas the network does not generalize well and does not achieve great accuracy
on test data. Accuracy is chosen as fitness measure since achieving great performance on
unseen data is seen as more valuable than performance on training data.

Next, the procedures described on lines 4 - 9 are repeated until the maximum number
of iterations is reached. First, part of the population is selected to function as parents. To
stimulate both quality and novelty, part of the parents are selected based on fitness values,
whereas the remaining parents are selected at random. Parameter parent ratioquality
determines the number of parents selected based on fitness measure. The best performing
parent ratioquality · population size are selected to be parents. Of the remaining pop-
ulation, parent ratiorandom ·population size individuals are randomly selected to create
offspring.

Following, the procedure create offspring randomly matches individuals to create
pairs of parents. Per pair of parents, a pair of children is created. Each child inherits genes
from both its parents. For both children, hidden layers is determined first. The first child
inherits hidden layers from its mother, whereas the second child inherits from its father.
Next, per layer neurons per layer is determined. For the overlapping layers, each child
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is assigned a value per layer at random. One child inherits this value from its mother, the
other child from its father. If both children (and therefore both parents) have the same
value associated with hidden layers, this procedure stops here. If hidden layerschild1 6=
hidden layerschild2 , the child of which the value for hidden layers is greatest, inherits the
remaining values of neurons per layer. Note that the remaining values must come from
one of the parents only. Genes activation functions and dropout ratio are assigned in
exact similar fashion as described above. The remaining genes of the children are determined
as follows. One of the children inherits from its mother, whilst the other child inherits this
gene from its father. To clarify the create offspring procedure, an example is illustrated
in Table 4.3.

Hyper-Parameter Parent1 Parent2 Child1 Child2

hidden layers 2 3 2 3
neurons/layer [110, 70] [354, 130, 300] [354, 130] [110, 70, 300]
activations [ReLU, ReLU] [ELU, ELU, tanh] [ReLU, ELU] [ELU, ReLU, tanh]
epochs 24 28 28 24
batch size 1500 1234 1500 1234
optimizers SGD SGD SGD SGD
learning rate 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.12
dropout ratio 0.04 0.23 0.04 0.23
embeddingmake 2 3 2 3

Table 4.3: Example of the procedure create offspring. Note that embedding size is
only shown for the categorical variable make. All other embedding sizes of categorical
variables are determined in similar fashion and are therefore omitted.

Once create offspring terminates, each produced offspring serves as input to the func-
tion mutate offspring. This function takes the parameters mutation probability and
mutation rate as input. The former denotes the probability of each gene being mutated,
whilst the latter denotes the rate by which genes mutate. Only the genes neurons per

layer, epochs batch size, learning rate and dropout ratio are affected by mutation

probability and are mutated as follows. First, per gene, a random number r ∈ R be-
tween 0 and 1 is drawn. If r < mutation probability, the gene is mutated. Mutation
corresponds to randomly drawing a value in the range [(1 − mutation rate) · v, ..., (1 +
mutation rate) · v]), in which v corresponds to the parameter value associated with the
gene in question. This range consists of either real numbers or integers, depending on
the gene to be mutated. To clarify, assume that the gene to be mutated is batch size,
r < mutation probability, v = 1234 and mutation probability = 0.1. Then, the range
of possible values for the mutated gene is [0.9 · 1234, ..., 1.1 · 1234] = [1111, ..., 1357] ∈ Z.
Mutation of the genes activation functions and optimizers happens as follows. If
r < mutation probability, a new value for the corresponding gene is drawn from the
range of possible values as specified in Table 4.1. Note that per hidden layer a value for r is
drawn. Mutation of the remaining genes hidden layers and embedding size is a mixture
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of both aforementioned mutation methods. If r < mutation probability a value of one is
either added or subtracted from the value corresponding to the gene. If, post mutation, the
value of the gene lies outside of the boundaries corresponding to the gene, the value is reset to
either the lower or upper boundary as specified in Table 4.1. Again, clarifying with an exam-
ple, suppose that the gene to be mutated is hidden layers, r < mutation probability,
v = 4 and the mutate offspring procedure determines mutation to correspond to adding
one layer. Then, v = 4 → v = 5. Since v = 5 > hidden layersupper boundary, v is reset to
equal 4.

Once mutation of all offspring has completed, each offspring is evaluated. As for mutate
population, mutate offspring corresponds to measuring accuracy of prediction of a con-
structed network. Per offspring, a network is created based on individuals’ genes. Post
training of the network, a fitness value is obtained by measuring accuracy of prediction
on test data. Following, all offspring are added to the population. The procedure select

next generation selects population size survivors to form the next generation. Selec-
tion of survivors is determined by the parameters survivor ratioquality and survivor

ratiorandom. The best survivor ratioquality · population size performing individuals
are selected to be part of the next generation. In addition, of the remaining population
survivor ratioquality · population size individuals are selected at random to be added
to the next generation. Once the next generation of individuals is determined, the individ-
ual achieving highest accuracy on the test data is selected and memorized by the algorithm.
This completes one iteration. Once maxiteration number of iterations are completed, the
algorithm terminates and returns the best performing individual. This individual is consid-
ered the final network and used for modeling the car leasing data.

This final network contains several embedding layers, all having embedding sizes deter-
mined by the network. To test the strength of networks in which categorical variables are
mapped to continuous space, a network in which these embedding layers are not present is
created. The structure of the network is nearly identical to the network the evolutionary
algorithm returned. In this network, categorical variables are transformed to their one-hot
encoding. These encodings are used as input in identical fashion as the continuous variables
are used for input. So, only one input layer exists in this network, and therefore no parallel
input layer exists. Of course, the number of neurons of the input layer increases. The
number of neurons in the remaining layers, and all other hyper-parameters, are identical to
those in the embedding-network.
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Chapter 5

Results

This chapter describes the results obtained by the models discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
Recall that all models use the exact same data as input to analyze and predict. The chapter
is structured as follows. Section 5.1 describes the results obtained by all variants of discrete
choice models discussed in chapter 3, whilst section 5.2 discusses all results obtained by
neural networks addressed in chapter 4. In addition, this section describes the results
obtained by the evolutionary algorithm, meaning the final network structure.

5.1 Discrete Choice Models

Observe from Table 5.1 the results regarding all discrete choice models. The leftmost column
states performance measures, whereas the remaining columns indicate the values associated
with these measures for the standard, nested, and cross-nested multinomial logistic regres-
sion models respectively. The statistic L(0) corresponds to the null log likelihood. The null
log likelihood is the log likelihood of the sample for a logistic regression model such that
the deterministic part of the utility function is zero for all alternatives, that is

L(0) =
∑

n∈sample

wnln
1

#Cn
,

where #Cn is the number of alternatives available to individual n and wn is the associated
weight (Bierlaire, 2015). In addition, L(c) is defined as the log likelihood of the sample
where the the deterministic part of utility of each alternative contains only the alternative
specific constants. Since all alternatives are always available, this corresponds to

L(c) =
∑
j∈C

nj ln nj − n ln n,

in which nj is the number of times alternative j has been chosen, and n =
∑

j∈C nj is

the number of observations in the sample (Bierlaire, 2015). The statistic L(β̂) denotes the
final log likelihood of the estimated model, and −2[L(0)−L(β̂)] denotes the likelihood ratio
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test. The likelihood ratio test compares the goodness of fit of two models, the null and
final model. Lastly, ρ2 and ρ̂2 are defined as the likelihood ratio index and the adjusted
likelihood ratio index respectively. The former is defined as

ρ2 = 1− L(β̂)

L(0)
,

whilst the latter is a slight adjustment of this definition by taking into account the number
of estimated parameters K:

ρ2 = 1− L(β̂)−K
L(0)

.

Summary Statistics MNL nested MNL cross-nested MNL

L(0) −159, 170.497
L(c) −152, 117.028

L(β̂) −106, 158.670 −106, 121.880 −105,995.517

−2[L(0)− L(β̂)] 106, 023.655 106, 097.235 106,349.960
ρ2 0.333 0.333 0.334
ρ̄2 0.329 0.329 0.330

Table 5.1: Performance of all Discrete Choice Models on training data. Each model was
estimated using 62, 056 observations. Values equal for all three models are only stated in
the second column and are left blank in the subsequent columns.

Observe from Table 5.1 that the cross-nested model achieves best results on all performance
measures. Of course, it is to be expected that both the nested and cross-nested models
outperform the standard multinomial logistic regression model, since estimates of this model
are taken as starting values of the nested and cross-nested models. The likelihood ratio test
indicates that all three models are significant improvements relative to the null-model.
Comparing this statistic for all three models, the more restrictive assumptions are relaxed,
the better fit the model is on training data. Only for the cross-nested model the improved
final log likelihood with respect to the other two models, results in a better (adjusted)
likelihood ratio index. Observe that the improvement of final log likelihood value of the
nested model is not significant enough to obtain a better likelihood ratio index.

Since performance of all three models is roughly similar, it need be checked if dropping
the IIA assumption is relevant. To do so, note the estimates of the nest parameters stated in
Table 5.2. Recall from section 3.3 that the nested model collapses to a standard multinomial
logistic regression model if all nest parameters are equal to one, λk = 1 ∀k. Note that both
nest D and SUV are significant irrelevant of the maintained significance level. Nest C is deemed
appropriate depending on the maintained significance level. Albeit slight, all estimated nest
parameters are greater than one, hence validating relaxing of IIA.
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Nest Estimate Std. Error t-stat p-value

C 1.24 0.124 1.92 0.05
D 1.66 0.126 5.18 0.00
LCV 1.00 fixed
SUV 1.73 0.249 2.93 0.00

Table 5.2: Relevance of nest parameters of the nested multinomial logistic regression model.

Further relaxation of assumptions leads to the cross-nested model, of which the nest and
allocation parameters are displayed in Table 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. Note that some
allocation parameters are fixed. These parameters were estimated with infinite standard
error at first. The cross-nested model was estimated again fixing these allocation parameters
at the estimated value produced on the first run. Interestingly, all nest parameters are
significant and all estimates of these parameters differ significantly from one, hence relaxing
assumptions is again validated. Observe that nest MPV has the highest estimated parameter
value. The higher the nest parameter estimate, the more correlated alternatives of this nest
are within the nest, rather than outside the nest.

Nest Estimate Std. Error t-stat p-value

B 1.75 0.319 5.490 0.00
C 1.54 0.034 45.28 0.00
D 2.08 0.066 31.46 0.00
E 1.24 0.148 8.420 0.00
LCV 1.10 fixed
MPV 2.89 0.160 18.02 0.00
SUV 1.94 0.177 10.98 0.00

Table 5.3: Relevance of nest parameters of the cross-nested multinomial logistic regression
model. Note that no statistics are displayed for nest LCV. This parameter was estimated
with an infinite standard error at first. On the second run this parameter was therefore
held fixed at the estimated value of the first run.

Even though all nest parameters of the cross-nested model are deemed significant and
relevant, Table 5.4 states some allocation parameters indicating that inclusion of the corre-
sponding alternative in the concerned nest is not strongly supported by the given data. In
other words, some allocation parameters are deemed insignificant. The third column of this
table states the starting value of the respective allocation parameters. Recall that these
estimates are solely based on the nesting structure provided by the vehicle leasing company.
Note that most estimated values do not differ much from the provided starting value of the
parameter. Interestingly enough, estimates of allocation parameters that differ much from
the corresponding starting value are typically significant. Lastly, note that for each of the
alternatives at least one of the allocation parameters is significant, indicating inclusion in
one of the nests is indicated by the data.
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Allocation Parameter Estimate Start. Value Std. Error t-stat p-value

αAudi−C 0.367 0.23 0.222 1.65 0.10
αAudi−D 0.378 0.41 0.243 1.56 0.12
αAudi−E 0.111 0.17 fixed
αAudi−SUV 0.145 0.19 fixed

αBMW−C 0.103 0.20 0.105 0.98 0.33
αBMW−D 0.665 0.34 0.0546 12.18 0.00
αBMW−E 0.0908 0.18 0.0950 0.96 0.34
αBMW−SUV 0.141 0.28 0.0421 3.35 0.00

αCitroen−C 0.147 0.29 0.109 1.35 0.18
αCitroen−LCV 0.212 0.42 fixed
αCitroen−MPV 0.641 0.29 0.165 3.88 0.00

αFord−B 0.0959 0.19 0.0714 1.34 0.18
αFord−C 0.153 0.28 0.0996 1.54 0.12
αFord−D 0.485 0.16 0.122 3.97 0.00
αFord−LCV 0.190 0.22 0.0608 3.13 0.00
αFord−MPV 0.0757 0.15 0.0186 4.08 0.00

αMercedes-Benz−D 0.685 0.64 0.0514 13.33 0.00
αMercedes-Benz−E 0.102 0.17 0.0680 1.50 0.13
αMercedes-Benz−SUV 0.213 0.19 0.0425 5.01 0.00

αNissan−SUV 1.0 1.0 fixed

αOpel−C 0.365 0.72 fixed
αOpel−D 0.635 0.28 fixed

αOther−B 0.231 0.41 0.104 2.23 0.03
αOther−C 0.111 0.22 0.0384 2.89 0.00
αOther−SUV 0.658 0.37 fixed

αPeugeot−C 0.379 0.49 fixed
αPeugeot−D 0.351 0.12 0.0741 4.74 0.00
αPeugeot−LCV 0.101 0.20 fixed
αPeugeot−SUV 0.168 0.19 0.0299 5.62 0.00

αRenault−B 0.336 0.41 0.113 2.98 0.00
αRenault−C 0.184 0.16 0.0966 1.91 0.06
αRenault−LCV 0.378 0.31 0.196 1.92 0.05
αRenault−MPV 0.102 0.12 0.0230 4.43 0.00

αSkoda−C 0.338 0.67 0.0784 4.32 0.00
αSkoda−D 0.662 0.33 0.0784 8.44 0.00

αVolkswagen−C 0.225 0.38 0.148 1.52 0.13
αVolkswagen−D 0.211 0.34 0.0680 3.11 0.00
αVolkswagen−LCV 0.206 0.13 0.0604 3.41 0.00
αVolkswagen−MPV 0.357 0.15 fixed

αVolvo−C 0.0706 0.14 fixed
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αVolvo−D 0.131 0.24 0.0773 1.70 0.09
αVolvo−E 0.0858 0.17 0.0878 0.98 0.33
αVolvo−SUV 0.712 0.45 0.0932 7.64 0.00

Table 5.4: Statistics on the allocation parameters α. In αik, i denotes the alternative and
k the corresponding nest. All values for which statistics are not displayed were fixed at
run-time. These parameters were estimated with infinite standard error at first. On the
second run they were fixed at the produced output value of the first run.

Since this research aims to construct predictive models rather than descriptive models,
performance on test data is important. Table 5.5 states the achieved accuracy of each
model on test data. Recall that the test data consist of the most recent 10% of switches. In
addition to the achieved accuracy of the aforementioned models, accuracy of a benchmark
model is stated as well. This benchmark model assumes loyalty of drivers. It assumes
that a driver chooses the same make as he or she was driving prior to his or her current
vehicle, hence this model solely copies the variable make to the choice variable new make.
Observe that, in the test data, almost 45% of drivers remain loyal to their previously driven
make. Interestingly enough, the nested model generalizes worst on unseen data, whilst best
performance of the cross-nested model on training data directly relates to best performance
on unseen data. Note that an accuracy value of 1% translates to roughly 69 correctly
predicted switches. Additionally, Table B.4 located in Appendix B portrays the breakdown
of achieved accuracy score per model over all alternatives of the choice set. Observe that
all logit models achieve highest accuracy when predicting alternatives occurring relatively
often in the test data. The logit models achieve relatively low accuracy when predicting
fewer occurring alternatives.

Model Accuracy

MNL 48.26%
nested MNL 47.96%

cross-nested MNL 48.39%
benchmark 44.90%

Table 5.5: Performance of all Discrete Choice Models on test data. Each model predicts
the most likely next make of car given previous contract attributes. The test data contain
6,896 matched contracts.

Next, the relevance and influence of the explanatory variables is discussed. All estimated
parameters included in the standard, nested and cross-nested models are depicted in Tables
B.1, B.2 and B.3 respectively, all located in Appendix B. Note that insignificant parameters
are also displayed. These parameters serve two purposes. Firstly, insignificance of parame-
ters could serve an explanatory purpose regarding inclusion in models. Secondly, exclusion
of these parameters cause both the final log-likelihood of models and the achieved accuracy
on test data to worsen. Therefore, all insignificant estimates were maintained and used
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for prediction. Since nearly 45% of drivers stays loyal to their make, it is expected that
parameters regarding make are of great importance. Table 5.6 portrays the estimates for
these parameters. Per state of make only the two parameters with the highest estimated
value are shown. Note that for nearly all these βs, the one indicating make loyalty has the
highest value. Only the parameters

Parameter Estimate Std. Error t-stat p-value

βmake Audi Peugeot -0.854 0.248 -3.44 0.00

βmake BMW Opel 1.02 0.226 4.49 0.00
βmake BMW BMW 0.917 0.104 8.81 0.00

βmake Citroen Citroen 3.32 0.434 7.65 0.00
βmake Citroen Peugeot 2.30 0.261 8.80 0.00

βmake Ford Ford 2.70 0.165 16.39 0.00
βmake Ford Citroen 2.12 0.430 4.93 0.00

βmake Mercedes-Benz Mercedes-Benz 1.54 0.122 12.58 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Opel 0.560 0.252 2.22 0.03

βmake Nissan Nissan 3.35 0.363 9.23 0.00
βmake Nissan Opel 1.50 0.328 4.56 0.00

βmake Opel Opel 2.88 0.225 12.79 0.00
βmake Opel Peugeot 1.52 0.249 6.12 0.00

βmake Other Other 1.85 0.134 13.82 0.00
βmake Other Citroen 1.51 0.430 3.52 0.00

βmake Peugeot Peugeot 2.53 0.247 10.26 0.00
βmake Peugeot Citroen 1.76 0.429 4.11 0.00

βmake Renault Citroen 2.54 0.428 5.92 0.00
βmake Renault Renault 2.07 0.186 11.11 0.00

βmake Skoda Skoda 2.63 0.190 13.83 0.00
βmake Skoda Nissan 1.57 0.385 4.08 0.00

βmake Volkswagen Volkswagen 1.41 0.107 13.16 0.00
βmake Volkswagen Peugeot 0.573 0.240 2.39 0.02

Table 5.6: Importance of previously driven make of car for the multinomial logistic regres-
sion model. The two βs with the highest value are shown per previous make. The parameter
βmake Audi Audi is omitted, since this parameter is fixed at zero. Note that insignificant βs
are not taken into account. All alternatives are stated in italics. For a complete overview
of parameters the reader is referred to Table B.1.

βmake BMW BMW and βmake Renault Renault are not the estimate with the highest value for that
particular state of the variable. In addition, note that all these estimates are significant.
This table portrays the estimates of the multinomial logistic regression model. Similar
phenomena are observed for both the nested and cross-nested models.

Regarding the remaining explanatory variables, observe that estimates of the parame-
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ters included in all three models portray similar characteristics. Most parameters considered
important in one model, prove important for the other two models as well. Recall that the
leasing company segments drivers by country and client segment. The estimates regard-
ing these parameters indicate that segmentation by country is often more relevant than
by client segment. Noteworthy, the estimates regarding the state Norway of parameter
country are all significant for prediction. This is the only branch of the company for which
true data is provided. The categorical variable fuel type seems to play an important pre-
dictive role, even though that the distribution of the states of this parameter is dis-balanced.
In addition, the parameter vehicle segment proves its relevance depending on the state of
the variable. It seems that the states chosen to serve as nests prove slightly more predictive
power than the excluded states. Observe that nearly all states of the variable body style

do not add much explanatory power to the model. Only the states Car Van and Delivery

Van add some strength to the model. Regarding the numerical variables included, the vari-
able catalogue price proves its explanatory power for all alternatives except Volvo. In
addition, the parameters mileage month and standard discount percentage influence
most drivers when choosing a new make of vehicle.

5.2 Feedforward Neural Networks

Prior to discussing performance of the final feedforward neural network, the structure of this
network is addressed. Recall that this structure is solely determined by the evolutionary
algorithm. The final network structure is given in Table 5.7. The final network consists of
one input, two hidden and one output layer. The hidden layers contain 347 and 154 neurons
respectively. Both hidden layers use the Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) activation function
to transform their inputs. For both layers’ activation function the parameter α is fixed at
one by default. In addition to the final network choosing ELU, most successful networks
neglected the more traditional sigmoid and tanh activation functions, and used either ReLU
or ELU to transform their inputs. Note the surprisingly few number of epochs used for
training the network. In addition, the network is trained on mini-batches of size 2105 using
the optimization function RMSProp. To avoid possible overfitting, the dropout technique
can potentially be added to the network. The final network only uses this technique prior to
the second layer with a relatively high ratio of 0.279. Lastly, note the determined embedding
sizes of each categorical variable.

Figure 5.1 portrays some relevant statistics of the evolutionary algorithm over time. The
maximum, minimum, mean and standard deviation of fitness are shown per iteration. Recall
that the fitness of an individual is measured by obtaining the accuracy of prediction on test
data. Observe that the maximum fitness value barely increased. One individual of the first
generation achieved an accuracy of 49.97% on test data. Only two individuals performed
better than this individual of the first generation, one of which being an individual part of
the third generation achieving an accuracy of 50.20% on test data. The highest accuracy
value was obtained in the fourth generation. Observe that the following generation tried
to escape this potential local optimum. New individuals tried to explore new areas of
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Hyper-Parameter Value(s)

hidden layers 2
neurons per layer 347, 154
activation functions ELU, ELU
epochs 12
batch size 2105
optimizers RMSProp
learning rate 0.002178
dropout ratio NA, 0.279

Hyper-Parameter Value(s)

embedding sizebody style 2
embedding sizeclient segment 2
embedding sizecountry 3
embedding sizefuel type 1
embedding sizelease type 1
embedding sizemake 3
embedding sizeswitch quarter 2
embedding sizevehicle segment 2
embedding sizevehicle type 1

Table 5.7: Hyper-parameters of best performing neural network. All hyper-parameters are
determined by the evolutionary optimization algorithm.

the fitness-landscape. Doing so increased diversity among the population. Despite these
efforts, no individual found an area of the landscape resulting in higher accuracy. Note that
towards the last generation of individuals, the population converged in the direction of the
previously obtained highest fitness value. In the last generation of individuals, almost no
variation among individuals existed. The population converged either to a local or global
optimum.

Figure 5.1: Evolutionary Algorithm Statistics over time.

Post termination of the evolutionary algorithm, the final network structure is determined
and a one-hot network is constructed based on the hyper-parameters of the final network. As
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discussed in section 4.7, this one-hot network is identical to the embedding network except
for the way of handling categorical variables. Table 5.8 states the achieved accuracy of the
final network and the benchmark model addressed in the previous section. In addition, the
last column states the time both networks needed to learn the optimal weights. Due to
the stochastic nature of neural networks and the fact that many different structures for the
embedding network were tried, the one-hot network was randomly initialized ten different
times. The accuracy stated in Table 5.8 refers to the highest achieved accuracy of one of
the networks on test data. The training time stated in this table is the average of all ten
networks’ training time. Observe that the embedding network outperforms all ten instances
of the one-hot network. Additionally, observe that training the embedding network takes
nearly 2.5 times less than a one-hot network. As stated in the previous section, Table B.4
denotes a breakdown of achieved accuracy per model over all alternatives of the choice
set. Both networks achieve similar results. However, the embedding network manages to
significantly perform better when predicting the alternative Other. Additionally, note that
both types of networks are better able to predict minority alternatives with respect to the
logit models.

Model Accuracy Training Time

Embedding Neural Net 50.51% 136.60
One-Hot Neural Net 49.68% 333.49

benchmark 44.90%

Table 5.8: Performance and training time (in seconds) of both types of neural networks.
In addition, performance of the benchmark model is stated. Each model predicts the most
likely next make of car given previous contract attributes. The test data contain 6,896
matched contracts.

The achieved loss values of the final embedding network and the best achieving one-hot
network are displayed in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b respectively. Ideally, these curves are smooth
and L-shaped. A troublesome observation is that the validation loss worsens over time.
Recall from section 4.4 that typically, to avoid overfitting, training of a network is terminated
once performance of the network on validation data worsens. Since dropout techniques are
imposed to avoid overfitting, worsening of performance on validation data is not considered
as stopping criterion. Nonetheless, these curves indicate that the found relationships by the
network are the result of sampling noise.

Lastly, the learned embeddings are discussed. Figures 5.3a and 5.3b portray the learned
embeddings in 3-dimensional space for the categorical variables make and country respec-
tively. In addition, for each state of the categorical variables make and country, Tables
5.9 and 5.10 present the nearest state to and furthest state from the concerned state. The
nearest state is defined as the state of the categorical variable that is most similar based
on cosine similarity, whilst the furthest state is defined as the least similar state based on
the same measure. Cosine similarity measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors.
This measure is calculated as stated below,
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(a) Embedding-network (b) One-hot-network

Figure 5.2: Loss values of training and validation data over time for both types of networks.

cos θ =
x · y

||x|| ∗ ||y||
,

in which x and y denote vectors, || · || denotes the norm of · and θ defines the angle between
x and y. Cosine similarity outputs values in the range [−1, 1], with a value of 1 depicting
equal vectors and a similarity score of -1 meaning vectors pointing in opposite directions.
Hence, if states of a categorical have similar effect on the loss function of the network it can
be expected that these states contain a high cosine similarity score.

(a) make (b) country

Figure 5.3: The learned embeddings by the network, mapped to 3-dimensional space for
the categorical variables make (left) and country (right).

Observe that the most similar states of make are Nissan and Skoda, having almost identical
contribution to the loss function. The state Volkswagen can be considered a separate entity
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containing the most unique characteristics. Looking at the variable country, observe that
France shares almost no characteristics with other states whatsoever. In general, the states
of country share less unobserved characteristics than make. Interestingly enough, the state
Italy shares the most characteristics with Other. These are the two states containing the
least number of observations.

make Nearest cos θ Furthest cos θ

Audi Peugeot 0.749 Nissan -0.878
BMW Renault 0.631 Volkswagen -0.759
Citroen Renault 0.658 Volvo -0.954
Ford Citroen 0.639 Mercedes-Benz -0.914
Mercedes-Benz Audi 0.707 Ford -0.914
Nissan Skoda 0.953 France -0.878
Opel Other 0.498 Peugeot -0.824
Other Skoda 0.759 Peugeot -0.886
Peugeot Audi 0.749 Other -0.886
Renault Citroen 0.658 Volvo -0.854
Skoda Nissan 0.953 Audi -0.816
Volkswagen Volvo 0.485 Renault -0.787
Volvo Skoda 0.668 Citroen -0.954

Table 5.9: Nearest and furthest neighbors based on learned embedding weights for variable
make.

country Nearest cos θ Furthest cos θ

Belgium UK 0.400 Norway -0.939
France Norway 0.097 UK -0.958
Germany UK 0.420 Spain -0.798
Italy Other 0.972 Belgium -0.543
Norway Italy 0.771 Belgium -0.939
Other Italy 0.972 France -0.690
Spain Other 0.595 Germany -0.798
UK Other 0.468 France -0.958

Table 5.10: Nearest and furthest neighbors based on learned embedding weights for variable
country.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

Logit models have historically proven successful for analyzing and predicting mode choice.
Previous research revealed promising performance of feedforward neural networks regarding
this field. This thesis presented a mode choice case study by which performance of the more
classical logit models was compared to that of infused feedforward neural networks contain-
ing embedding layers, of which the network structure was determined using an evolutionary
optimization algorithm. It was expected that these networks would outperform the logit
models. The presented results did indeed indicate better performance of such models. More
precisely, these models generalize better on unseen data, obtaining higher accuracy on test
data.

Regarding logit models, a standard multinomial logistic regression model was estimated
first. Due to a guarantee of convergence, such models prove extremely convenient when
relaxing assumptions on the distribution of error terms. When defining a nesting structure
the estimated parameters of the standard model were taken as starting values for the pa-
rameters of the nested models. The presented results indicate that the leasing company
defined nesting structure proves accurate, with almost all estimated nest parameters being
significant. Whereas performance of the nested logistic regression model was slightly better
than that of the standard model on training data, it generalized worse on unseen data. Per-
formance of the cross-nested model was better on both training and test data. Considering
that the increase in log-likelihood of the nested model relative to the standard model was
negligible, both an increase in log-likelihood and accuracy on test data was observed for the
cross-nested model. Even though the nesting structure used for the cross-nested model was
considered accurate, the training data did not support the entire allocation of makes across
nests. Relaxing assumptions on error term distribution does indeed improve performance of
models, albeit slight. From estimation results it can be concluded that correlations across
alternatives indeed exist, hence assigning each make one or multiple nests is justified.

The achieved accuracy on test data by both types of neural networks justify relaxation
of assumptions. These networks do not assume linear uncorrelated inputs and the absence
of correlation across alternatives, resulting in better performance than logit models. Not
only did both types of networks outperform all logit models, both networks were also able
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to better predict minority alternatives. This property could prove convenient when all
vehicles of the leasing company’s fleet are included in the choice set. It is expected that
neural networks are able to predict relatively low-occurring alternatives better than logit
models when the entire fleet is included. The addition of embedding layers indeed improves
performance and decreases training time. The embedding layer mapping the variable make

onto continuous space ratifies the decision of dividing alternatives into nests. It allows for
grouping together different makes of vehicles. Comparing the distribution of makes mapped
onto continuous space with the allocation of makes in the cross-nested model, no overlap is
observed. Nonetheless, when dividing makes into nests for a (cross-)nested model, embed-
ding layers can prove useful. The learned embeddings can be used to redefine the nesting
structure of makes. In addition, these embeddings can be used by the leasing company
to segment their fleet of vehicles. Embedding layers did prove their usefulness. However,
such layers will most likely prove more important when dealing with categorical variables
containing more unique states. These variables will cause sparser training data. Addition-
ally, training time improved significantly, but it is to be expected that embedding layers
exponentially reduce training time for networks containing categorical variables with many
unique states. Of course, one cannot conclude that embedding networks are better than
one-hot networks. The determined optimal structure of the embedding network might not
be the optimal structure of the one-hot network. If the optimal network structure was
determined for a one-hot network, using this structure for an embedding network might
result in better performance of the one-hot network. Nonetheless, it can be concluded that
embedding networks significantly reduce training time, simply by the fact that less network
weights need be estimated. Determining the structure of the final network through evo-
lutionary optimization did prove its practicality. Determining the structure by trial and
error was considered too prone for error and impractical, whereas an entire grid-search
of hyper-parameters was too time consuming. Evolutionary algorithms have proven their
strength in discovering high-fitness areas of the fitness landscape, and conveniently combine
the best aspects of trial and error and grid-search procedures. The constructed evolutionary
algorithm showed both quality and novelty aspects through generations. It showed early
convergence towards a promising fitness-region, followed by an attempt to escape this po-
tential local optimum. Towards the last generation, almost no variation among individuals
existed, hence convergence towards an optimum took place.

The learning curves of both types of networks shown in Figure 5.2 illustrate the most
troublesome part of this thesis. These figures indicate that the data is not fit for modeling
and prediction. The fact that the training loss curve was not smoothly L-shaped and
the minimum validation loss value was observed at the first epoch, strengthen this belief.
Possible explanations for the incapability of modeling are the following. Firstly, the absence
of driver IDs cause the data to be an approximation of true switch behavior. Recall from
chapter 2 that this absence makes flawlessly matching contracts impossible. The data
resulting from the matching procedure might exhibit non-existing relationships influencing
the predictive power of the models. Another result from the absence of driver IDs is that no
individual-specific information is provided. All explanatory variables either regard vehicle
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or contract attributes. The belief is that individual-specific variables (age, income etc.) will
add great predictive power and cause the data to be less noisy.

In future research, it can be examined if the two families of models can supplement each
other. An ensemble of a (cross-nested) logit model and a neural network could potentially
outperform any individual model. In addition, the learned embeddings can be used as
input for logit models as well. This will significantly reduce estimation time, resulting in
more nesting structures able to be tested. On the downside, the ease of interpretation of
logit models will become less since categorical variables will be split in dimensions rather
than states of the variable. For the evolutionary algorithm a bigger population size, more
generations and a higher degree of variation should be tested. A bigger population size
and more generations might improve the final network’s achieved accuracy. However, a
more powerful computer or cloud-computing need be used. Evolutionary algorithms for
neural network structure determination are computationally expensive, hence the choice of
algorithm parameters.

In conclusion, this thesis aimed to empirically compare infused feedforward neural net-
works with variants of logit models on a mode choice problem. As expected, neural networks
achieved higher accuracy of prediction on unseen data. Both the addition of embedding lay-
ers, and optimization of the network structure through proven their usefulness. Regarding
logit models, relaxing assumptions on error term distribution allows for better capturing
of correlations across alternatives. For the leasing company to use the models discussed in
this thesis, the company should keep track of the drivers of their vehicles. Doing so will
allow for accurate matching of contracts, whilst concurrently enhancing predictive power
by addition of explanatory variables.
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Appendix A

Data Statistics

#Days Freq Perc

0 3290 29.73
-1 769 6.95
-3 383 3.46
-2 331 2.99
-4 311 2.81
-7 287 2.59
-5 264 2.39
-6 263 2.38
-8 191 1.73

-14 166 1.50
-13 160 1.45

1 159 1.44
-12 149 1.35
-11 133 1.20
-15 129 1.17

#Days Freq Perc

-9 123 1.11
-10 115 1.04
-21 110 0.99
-16 103 0.93
-20 90 0.81
-18 84 0.76
-17 83 0.75
-22 80 0.72
-19 75 0.68
-35 70 0.63
-27 69 0.62
-24 66 0.60
-28 64 0.58

3 61 0.55
-23 57 0.52

Table A.1: Table showing the data used to create Figure 2.1a. The first column shows
the number of days between the start of a new contract and the termination date of the
old contract. Hence, a negative number means that the new contract commenced prior
to termination of the old contract. The second column illustrates the frequency of these
differences occurring. Lastly, the third column portrays the percentage of these frequencies
relative to the total number of matched contracts. Note that only the 30 most occurring
entries are shown.
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Perc. Mileage Difference Frequency Percentage

0.00 2293 20.72
50.00 279 2.52
25.00 278 2.51
33.33 271 2.45

-33.33 202 1.83
-25.00 193 1.74
-20.00 193 1.74
100.00 164 1.48
-16.67 160 1.45
20.00 160 1.45
66.67 118 1.07

-50.00 104 0.94
-14.29 104 0.94
11.11 94 0.85

-12.50 93 0.84
-57.66 88 0.80
16.67 80 0.72
14.29 76 0.69

-10.00 73 0.66
-1.92 73 0.66
12.50 59 0.53

-11.11 56 0.51
-40.00 54 0.49
42.86 51 0.46
60.00 50 0.45

-28.57 47 0.42
9.09 45 0.41

150.00 43 0.39
-9.09 42 0.38
15.38 41 0.37

Table A.2: Table showing the data used to create Figure 2.1b. The first column shows the
percentage increase or decrease between the driven mileage per month of the terminated
contract, and the agreed upon mileage per month for the new contract. Hence, a negative
percentage indicated the mileage per month stated in the new contract is lower than the
driven mileage per month of the terminated contract. The second column illustrates the
frequency of these percentages occurring. Lastly, the third column portrays the percentage
of these frequencies relative to the total number of matched contracts. Note that only the
30 most occurring entries are shown.
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Appendix B

Estimates

Parameter Estimate Std. Error t-stat p-value

ASCBMW 0.781 0.402 1.94 0.05
ASCCitroen -2.21 0.556 -3.98 0.00
ASCFord -0.210 0.376 -0.56 0.58
ASCMercedes-Benz 0.501 0.367 1.36 0.17
ASCNissan -0.00868 0.525 -0.02 0.99
ASCOpel -1.60 0.441 -3.63 0.00
ASCOther 2.22 0.332 6.69 0.00
ASCPeugeot -2.61 0.414 -6.30 0.00
ASCRenault -0.881 0.374 -2.35 0.02
ASCSkoda -1.89 0.552 -3.43 0.00
ASCVolkswagen 0.570 0.330 1.73 0.08
ASCVolvo 1.63 0.493 3.32 0.00

βbody style APV MPV Monovolume BMW -0.170 0.154 -1.10 0.27
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Citroen 0.424 0.239 1.77 0.08
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Ford 0.495 0.184 2.69 0.01
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Mercedes-Benz -0.510 0.173 -2.95 0.00
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Nissan -0.0995 0.237 -0.42 0.67
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Opel -0.263 0.251 -1.05 0.30
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Other -0.565 0.165 -3.43 0.00
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Peugeot 0.400 0.172 2.33 0.02
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Renault -0.0803 0.200 -0.40 0.69
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Skoda -0.269 0.240 -1.12 0.26
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Volkswagen 0.250 0.150 1.67 0.10
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Volvo -0.198 0.210 -0.94 0.35

βbody style Car Van BMW -0.544 0.405 -1.34 0.18
βbody style Car Van Citroen -1.30 0.412 -3.16 0.00
βbody style Car Van Ford -1.92 0.387 -4.95 0.00
βbody style Car Van Mercedes-Benz -0.910 0.426 -2.14 0.03
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βbody style Car Van Nissan -1.30 0.444 -2.92 0.00
βbody style Car Van Opel -1.58 0.427 -3.70 0.00
βbody style Car Van Other -0.773 0.339 -2.28 0.02
βbody style Car Van Peugeot -0.689 0.364 -1.90 0.06
βbody style Car Van Renault -0.716 0.366 -1.96 0.05
βbody style Car Van Skoda -1.30 0.473 -2.75 0.01
βbody style Car Van Volkswagen -0.703 0.333 -2.11 0.03
βbody style Car Van Volvo -0.941 0.535 -1.76 0.08

βbody style Delivery Van BMW -0.419 0.374 -1.12 0.26
βbody style Delivery Van Citroen -1.88 0.392 -4.78 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Ford -0.725 0.332 -2.18 0.03
βbody style Delivery Van Mercedes-Benz 0.432 0.345 1.25 0.21
βbody style Delivery Van Nissan -1.05 0.397 -2.65 0.01
βbody style Delivery Van Opel -1.10 0.385 -2.86 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Other -1.13 0.305 -3.71 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Peugeot -1.16 0.334 -3.48 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Renault -0.835 0.332 -2.52 0.01
βbody style Delivery Van Skoda -0.816 0.439 -1.86 0.06
βbody style Delivery Van Volkswagen -0.543 0.295 -1.84 0.07
βbody style Delivery Van Volvo 0.274 0.375 0.73 0.46

βbody style Hatchback BMW -0.0761 0.121 -0.63 0.53
βbody style Hatchback Citroen -0.405 0.253 -1.60 0.11
βbody style Hatchback Ford -0.450 0.174 -2.58 0.01
βbody style Hatchback Mercedes-Benz -0.299 0.136 -2.20 0.03
βbody style Hatchback Nissan -0.415 0.198 -2.09 0.04
βbody style Hatchback Opel -1.20 0.224 -5.37 0.00
βbody style Hatchback Other -0.389 0.131 -2.97 0.00
βbody style Hatchback Peugeot -0.186 0.186 -1.00 0.32
βbody style Hatchback Renault -0.194 0.187 -1.04 0.30
βbody style Hatchback Skoda -0.868 0.218 -3.99 0.00
βbody style Hatchback Volkswagen -0.232 0.133 -1.74 0.08
βbody style Hatchback Volvo 0.0202 0.176 0.11 0.91

βbody style Other BMW -0.0812 0.145 -0.56 0.57
βbody style Other Citroen -0.518 0.322 -1.61 0.11
βbody style Other Ford -0.355 0.220 -1.61 0.11
βbody style Other Mercedes-Benz -0.168 0.160 -1.05 0.29
βbody style Other Nissan -0.181 0.291 -0.62 0.53
βbody style Other Opel -0.411 0.260 -1.58 0.11
βbody style Other Other -0.259 0.172 -1.51 0.13
βbody style Other Peugeot -0.265 0.244 -1.08 0.28
βbody style Other Renault -0.213 0.235 -0.91 0.36
βbody style Other Skoda -0.161 0.242 -0.67 0.51
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βbody style Other Volkswagen -0.0901 0.159 -0.57 0.57
βbody style Other Volvo 0.0455 0.204 0.22 0.82

βbody style Sedan BMW -0.0411 0.125 -0.33 0.74
βbody style Sedan Citroen 0.345 0.280 1.23 0.22
βbody style Sedan Ford 0.0588 0.188 0.31 0.75
βbody style Sedan Mercedes-Benz -0.244 0.138 -1.77 0.08
βbody style Sedan Nissan 0.0284 0.251 0.11 0.91
βbody style Sedan Opel -0.738 0.236 -3.13 0.00
βbody style Sedan Other 0.0698 0.146 0.48 0.63
βbody style Sedan Peugeot 0.136 0.210 0.65 0.52
βbody style Sedan Renault -0.0757 0.210 -0.36 0.72
βbody style Sedan Skoda -0.203 0.229 -0.88 0.38
βbody style Sedan Volkswagen 0.0784 0.140 0.56 0.58
βbody style Sedan Volvo -0.0274 0.187 -0.15 0.88

βbody style Stationwagon BMW -0.167 0.113 -1.47 0.14
βbody style Stationwagon Citroen -0.532 0.252 -2.11 0.03
βbody style Stationwagon Ford 0.0355 0.168 0.21 0.83
βbody style Stationwagon Mercedes-Benz -0.278 0.125 -2.23 0.03
βbody style Stationwagon Nissan -0.293 0.204 -1.44 0.15
βbody style Stationwagon Opel -0.733 0.222 -3.31 0.00
βbody style Stationwagon Other -0.0663 0.126 -0.53 0.60
βbody style Stationwagon Peugeot 0.112 0.189 0.59 0.55
βbody style Stationwagon Renault -0.0887 0.186 -0.48 0.63
βbody style Stationwagon Skoda -0.110 0.206 -0.54 0.59
βbody style Stationwagon Volkswagen 0.249 0.128 1.94 0.05
βbody style Stationwagon Volvo 0.0853 0.160 0.53 0.59

βcatalogue price BMW 0.411 0.0895 4.59 0.00
βcatalogue price Citroen -1.81 0.140 -12.92 0.00
βcatalogue price Ford -1.45 0.113 -12.84 0.00
βcatalogue price Mercedes-Benz 0.295 0.0966 3.06 0.00
βcatalogue price Nissan -1.35 0.155 -8.73 0.00
βcatalogue price Opel -1.86 0.132 -14.10 0.00
βcatalogue price Other -0.318 0.0934 -3.41 0.00
βcatalogue price Peugeot -1.57 0.117 -13.36 0.00
βcatalogue price Renault -1.10 0.112 -9.79 0.00
βcatalogue price Skoda -1.19 0.142 -8.41 0.00
βcatalogue price Volkswagen -0.788 0.0894 -8.82 0.00
βcatalogue price Volvo 0.214 0.143 1.50 0.13

βclient segment Corporate BMW 0.0549 0.0672 0.82 0.41
βclient segment Corporate Citroen 0.216 0.0880 2.45 0.01
βclient segment Corporate Ford -0.148 0.0723 -2.05 0.04
βclient segment Corporate Mercedes-Benz 0.0265 0.0774 0.34 0.73
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βclient segment Corporate Nissan -0.774 0.0902 -8.58 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Opel 0.185 0.0854 2.17 0.03
βclient segment Corporate Other -0.0805 0.0619 -1.30 0.19
βclient segment Corporate Peugeot 0.399 0.0689 5.78 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Renault 0.544 0.0742 7.33 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Skoda -0.307 0.101 -3.03 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Volkswagen 0.0515 0.0612 0.84 0.40
βclient segment Corporate Volvo -0.183 0.100 -1.83 0.07

βclient segment International BMW 0.354 0.0686 5.16 0.00
βclient segment International Citroen 0.628 0.0853 7.36 0.00
βclient segment International Ford -0.128 0.0778 -1.64 0.10
βclient segment International Mercedes-Benz 0.407 0.0779 5.23 0.00
βclient segment International Nissan -1.22 0.103 -11.81 0.00
βclient segment International Opel 0.0433 0.0936 0.46 0.64
βclient segment International Other -0.583 0.0681 -8.56 0.00
βclient segment International Peugeot 0.162 0.0710 2.29 0.02
βclient segment International Renault 0.904 0.0747 12.10 0.00
βclient segment International Skoda 0.000226 0.101 0.00 1.00
βclient segment International Volkswagen 0.0225 0.0628 0.36 0.72
βclient segment International Volvo -0.0529 0.100 -0.53 0.60

βcommercial discount amount BMW 0.0103 0.0216 0.48 0.63
βcommercial discount amount Citroen -0.0139 0.0295 -0.47 0.64
βcommercial discount amount Ford 0.0648 0.0259 2.50 0.01
βcommercial discount amount Mercedes-Benz -0.0485 0.0226 -2.15 0.03
βcommercial discount amount Nissan 0.0933 0.0326 2.86 0.00
βcommercial discount amount Opel -0.0155 0.0246 -0.63 0.53
βcommercial discount amount Other 0.0324 0.0222 1.46 0.14
βcommercial discount amount Peugeot 0.0196 0.0256 0.76 0.44
βcommercial discount amount Renault 0.00618 0.0283 0.22 0.83
βcommercial discount amount Skoda -0.00380 0.0282 -0.13 0.89
βcommercial discount amount Volkswagen 0.0865 0.0236 3.67 0.00
βcommercial discount amount Volvo -0.109 0.0262 -4.16 0.00

βcontract duration BMW 0.0225 0.0247 0.91 0.36
βcontract duration Citroen -0.190 0.0320 -5.95 0.00
βcontract duration Ford -0.111 0.0274 -4.06 0.00
βcontract duration Mercedes-Benz -0.141 0.0246 -5.74 0.00
βcontract duration Nissan -0.195 0.0427 -4.57 0.00
βcontract duration Opel -0.125 0.0299 -4.18 0.00
βcontract duration Other -0.187 0.0249 -7.50 0.00
βcontract duration Peugeot 0.0183 0.0290 0.63 0.53
βcontract duration Renault -0.0555 0.0271 -2.05 0.04
βcontract duration Skoda 0.148 0.0374 3.95 0.00
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βcontract duration Volkswagen 0.0645 0.0241 2.68 0.01
βcontract duration Volvo 0.0332 0.0384 0.86 0.39

βcountry Belgium BMW 0.189 0.0957 1.98 0.05
βcountry Belgium Citroen 0.118 0.156 0.75 0.45
βcountry Belgium Ford -0.691 0.121 -5.72 0.00
βcountry Belgium Mercedes-Benz 0.0191 0.103 0.19 0.85
βcountry Belgium Nissan -0.716 0.198 -3.62 0.00
βcountry Belgium Opel -1.28 0.124 -10.28 0.00
βcountry Belgium Other -0.123 0.0995 -1.24 0.22
βcountry Belgium Peugeot 0.0826 0.148 0.56 0.58
βcountry Belgium Renault -0.320 0.121 -2.64 0.01
βcountry Belgium Skoda -0.549 0.160 -3.43 0.00
βcountry Belgium Volkswagen 0.0100 0.101 0.10 0.92
βcountry Belgium Volvo 0.413 0.153 2.69 0.01

βcountry France BMW -0.737 0.113 -6.51 0.00
βcountry France Citroen 1.48 0.161 9.19 0.00
βcountry France Ford -0.206 0.132 -1.56 0.12
βcountry France Mercedes-Benz -0.924 0.120 -7.71 0.00
βcountry France Nissan 0.0226 0.200 0.11 0.91
βcountry France Opel -1.21 0.144 -8.44 0.00
βcountry France Other -0.580 0.114 -5.11 0.00
βcountry France Peugeot 2.55 0.149 17.20 0.00
βcountry France Renault 1.24 0.124 9.96 0.00
βcountry France Skoda -1.43 0.190 -7.55 0.00
βcountry France Volkswagen 0.641 0.110 5.85 0.00
βcountry France Volvo -1.15 0.180 -6.42 0.00

βcountry Germany BMW 0.0911 0.118 0.77 0.44
βcountry Germany Citroen -0.148 0.208 -0.71 0.48
βcountry Germany Ford 0.846 0.135 6.25 0.00
βcountry Germany Mercedes-Benz 0.205 0.121 1.70 0.09
βcountry Germany Nissan -2.70 0.384 -7.05 0.00
βcountry Germany Opel -0.898 0.147 -6.12 0.00
βcountry Germany Other -1.66 0.142 -11.70 0.00
βcountry Germany Peugeot -1.80 0.267 -6.75 0.00
βcountry Germany Renault -1.54 0.179 -8.61 0.00
βcountry Germany Skoda -0.939 0.192 -4.89 0.00
βcountry Germany Volkswagen 0.307 0.117 2.63 0.01
βcountry Germany Volvo -0.978 0.184 -5.32 0.00

βcountry Italy BMW -0.0195 0.112 -0.17 0.86
βcountry Italy Citroen 0.910 0.171 5.32 0.00
βcountry Italy Ford 0.606 0.122 4.96 0.00
βcountry Italy Mercedes-Benz -0.649 0.139 -4.69 0.00
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βcountry Italy Nissan 0.522 0.176 2.97 0.00
βcountry Italy Opel -0.458 0.135 -3.40 0.00
βcountry Italy Other 1.15 0.106 10.90 0.00
βcountry Italy Peugeot 1.74 0.145 11.95 0.00
βcountry Italy Renault 0.354 0.136 2.60 0.01
βcountry Italy Skoda -0.499 0.192 -2.61 0.01
βcountry Italy Volkswagen 0.564 0.115 4.92 0.00
βcountry Italy Volvo 0.0527 0.192 0.27 0.78

βcountry Norway BMW -1.30 0.359 -3.62 0.00
βcountry Norway Citroen 6.89 0.560 12.31 0.00
βcountry Norway Ford 6.27 0.439 14.28 0.00
βcountry Norway Mercedes-Benz -1.29 0.388 -3.32 0.00
βcountry Norway Nissan 5.83 0.609 9.56 0.00
βcountry Norway Opel 5.82 0.522 11.14 0.00
βcountry Norway Other 1.61 0.368 4.38 0.00
βcountry Norway Peugeot 8.15 0.465 17.54 0.00
βcountry Norway Renault 3.44 0.442 7.78 0.00
βcountry Norway Skoda 5.82 0.559 10.40 0.00
βcountry Norway Volkswagen 4.81 0.354 13.62 0.00
βcountry Norway Volvo -0.198 0.556 -0.36 0.72

βcountry Other BMW -0.301 0.127 -2.37 0.02
βcountry Other Citroen -2.20 0.556 -3.96 0.00
βcountry Other Ford 0.726 0.148 4.92 0.00
βcountry Other Mercedes-Benz -0.749 0.142 -5.28 0.00
βcountry Other Nissan 0.0922 0.252 0.37 0.71
βcountry Other Opel -0.755 0.188 -4.01 0.00
βcountry Other Other 0.289 0.132 2.20 0.03
βcountry Other Peugeot 0.891 0.224 3.98 0.00
βcountry Other Renault -0.933 0.224 -4.17 0.00
βcountry Other Skoda 1.21 0.180 6.75 0.00
βcountry Other Volkswagen 1.39 0.123 11.25 0.00
βcountry Other Volvo 0.693 0.184 3.77 0.00

βcountry Spain BMW -0.460 0.161 -2.86 0.00
βcountry Spain Citroen -0.281 0.215 -1.31 0.19
βcountry Spain Ford 0.0621 0.162 0.38 0.70
βcountry Spain Mercedes-Benz -0.871 0.173 -5.04 0.00
βcountry Spain Nissan 0.558 0.246 2.27 0.02
βcountry Spain Opel -0.173 0.170 -1.02 0.31
βcountry Spain Other 1.02 0.138 7.41 0.00
βcountry Spain Peugeot 2.03 0.174 11.66 0.00
βcountry Spain Renault 1.49 0.150 9.92 0.00
βcountry Spain Skoda -1.03 0.230 -4.49 0.00
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βcountry Spain Volkswagen 1.23 0.137 8.99 0.00
βcountry Spain Volvo -0.120 0.222 -0.54 0.59

βfuel type Diesel BMW -0.112 0.0885 -1.26 0.21
βfuel type Diesel Citroen 0.342 0.149 2.29 0.02
βfuel type Diesel Ford 0.268 0.103 2.61 0.01
βfuel type Diesel Mercedes-Benz -0.196 0.0950 -2.06 0.04
βfuel type Diesel Nissan -0.405 0.126 -3.22 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Opel 0.388 0.105 3.70 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Other -0.412 0.0810 -5.09 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Peugeot 0.909 0.138 6.60 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Renault 0.852 0.142 6.01 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Skoda 0.293 0.131 2.24 0.03
βfuel type Diesel Volkswagen 0.160 0.0909 1.76 0.08
βfuel type Diesel Volvo -0.198 0.139 -1.42 0.15

βlease type Financial lease BMW -0.270 0.131 -2.06 0.04
βlease type Financial lease Citroen 0.791 0.171 4.61 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Ford 0.940 0.139 6.78 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Mercedes-Benz 0.672 0.109 6.19 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Nissan -1.04 0.437 -2.38 0.02
βlease type Financial lease Opel 0.632 0.175 3.60 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Other -0.619 0.163 -3.80 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Peugeot -0.273 0.212 -1.29 0.20
βlease type Financial lease Renault -0.239 0.188 -1.27 0.20
βlease type Financial lease Skoda 0.342 0.214 1.60 0.11
βlease type Financial lease Volkswagen 0.0552 0.137 0.40 0.69
βlease type Financial lease Volvo -0.996 0.263 -3.78 0.00

βmake Audi BMW -0.929 0.104 -8.89 0.00
βmake Audi Citroen -0.738 0.442 -1.67 0.10
βmake Audi Ford -1.79 0.166 -10.80 0.00
βmake Audi Mercedes-Benz -0.985 0.113 -8.69 0.00
βmake Audi Nissan -1.18 0.356 -3.32 0.00
βmake Audi Opel -0.958 0.239 -4.01 0.00
βmake Audi Other -1.22 0.125 -9.76 0.00
βmake Audi Peugeot -0.854 0.248 -3.44 0.00
βmake Audi Renault -2.09 0.195 -10.72 0.00
βmake Audi Skoda -1.02 0.165 -6.21 0.00
βmake Audi Volkswagen -1.25 0.109 -11.43 0.00
βmake Audi Volvo -3.16 0.117 -27.08 0.00

βmake BMW BMW 0.917 0.104 8.81 0.00
βmake BMW Citroen 0.395 0.450 0.88 0.38
βmake BMW Ford -0.865 0.171 -5.06 0.00
βmake BMW Mercedes-Benz -0.00883 0.116 -0.08 0.94
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βmake BMW Nissan 0.453 0.339 1.33 0.18
βmake BMW Opel 1.02 0.226 4.49 0.00
βmake BMW Other -0.321 0.130 -2.46 0.01
βmake BMW Peugeot 0.212 0.258 0.82 0.41
βmake BMW Renault -0.779 0.198 -3.92 0.00
βmake BMW Skoda -0.315 0.177 -1.77 0.08
βmake BMW Volkswagen -0.533 0.117 -4.56 0.00
βmake BMW Volvo -2.27 0.119 -19.07 0.00

βmake Citroen BMW -0.0300 0.191 -0.16 0.88
βmake Citroen Citroen 3.32 0.434 7.65 0.00
βmake Citroen Ford 0.362 0.209 1.73 0.08
βmake Citroen Mercedes-Benz 0.236 0.199 1.19 0.24
βmake Citroen Nissan 1.40 0.368 3.82 0.00
βmake Citroen Opel 1.59 0.265 6.01 0.00
βmake Citroen Other 0.869 0.179 4.85 0.00
βmake Citroen Peugeot 2.30 0.261 8.80 0.00
βmake Citroen Renault 0.917 0.206 4.45 0.00
βmake Citroen Skoda 0.820 0.237 3.46 0.00
βmake Citroen Volkswagen 0.205 0.166 1.24 0.21
βmake Citroen Volvo -1.39 0.227 -6.12 0.00

βmake Ford BMW 0.0206 0.145 0.14 0.89
βmake Ford Citroen 2.12 0.430 4.93 0.00
βmake Ford Ford 2.70 0.165 16.39 0.00
βmake Ford Mercedes-Benz 0.177 0.149 1.19 0.24
βmake Ford Nissan 1.66 0.341 4.88 0.00
βmake Ford Opel 1.23 0.240 5.12 0.00
βmake Ford Other 0.744 0.149 5.00 0.00
βmake Ford Peugeot 1.93 0.250 7.72 0.00
βmake Ford Renault 0.524 0.194 2.71 0.01
βmake Ford Skoda 0.525 0.191 2.75 0.01
βmake Ford Volkswagen 0.225 0.136 1.65 0.10
βmake Ford Volvo -1.57 0.166 -9.50 0.00

βmake Mercedes-Benz BMW 0.399 0.121 3.30 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Citroen 0.590 0.454 1.30 0.19
βmake Mercedes-Benz Ford -0.587 0.188 -3.13 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Mercedes-Benz 1.54 0.122 12.58 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Nissan 0.726 0.376 1.93 0.05
βmake Mercedes-Benz Opel 0.560 0.252 2.22 0.03
βmake Mercedes-Benz Other 0.168 0.147 1.14 0.25
βmake Mercedes-Benz Peugeot 0.797 0.271 2.94 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Renault -0.358 0.213 -1.68 0.09
βmake Mercedes-Benz Skoda 0.0384 0.212 0.18 0.86
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βmake Mercedes-Benz Volkswagen 0.126 0.128 0.98 0.33
βmake Mercedes-Benz Volvo -1.74 0.149 -11.64 0.00

βmake Nissan BMW 0.0161 0.240 0.07 0.95
βmake Nissan Citroen 1.37 0.497 2.76 0.01
βmake Nissan Ford 0.832 0.254 3.27 0.00
βmake Nissan Mercedes-Benz -0.00160 0.250 -0.01 0.99
βmake Nissan Nissan 3.35 0.363 9.23 0.00
βmake Nissan Opel 1.50 0.328 4.56 0.00
βmake Nissan Other 1.13 0.212 5.35 0.00
βmake Nissan Peugeot 1.24 0.311 4.00 0.00
βmake Nissan Renault 0.378 0.270 1.40 0.16
βmake Nissan Skoda 0.799 0.315 2.54 0.01
βmake Nissan Volkswagen 0.634 0.207 3.07 0.00
βmake Nissan Volvo -2.22 0.319 -6.98 0.00

βmake Opel BMW -0.150 0.131 -1.14 0.25
βmake Opel Citroen 1.01 0.439 2.30 0.02
βmake Opel Ford 0.00935 0.167 0.06 0.96
βmake Opel Mercedes-Benz -0.460 0.146 -3.16 0.00
βmake Opel Nissan 1.10 0.343 3.22 0.00
βmake Opel Opel 2.88 0.225 12.79 0.00
βmake Opel Other 0.103 0.141 0.73 0.46
βmake Opel Peugeot 1.52 0.249 6.12 0.00
βmake Opel Renault -0.0217 0.193 -0.11 0.91
βmake Opel Skoda 0.0961 0.186 0.52 0.61
βmake Opel Volkswagen -0.169 0.128 -1.32 0.19
βmake Opel Volvo -2.54 0.181 -14.06 0.00

βmake Other BMW 0.267 0.129 2.06 0.04
βmake Other Citroen 1.51 0.430 3.52 0.00
βmake Other Ford 0.389 0.169 2.31 0.02
βmake Other Mercedes-Benz 0.113 0.141 0.80 0.42
βmake Other Nissan 1.37 0.332 4.12 0.00
βmake Other Opel 1.45 0.232 6.23 0.00
βmake Other Other 1.85 0.134 13.82 0.00
βmake Other Peugeot 1.19 0.250 4.77 0.00
βmake Other Renault 0.744 0.181 4.10 0.00
βmake Other Skoda 0.988 0.177 5.58 0.00
βmake Other Volkswagen 0.226 0.129 1.75 0.08
βmake Other Volvo -2.11 0.163 -12.98 0.00

βmake Peugeot BMW -0.144 0.152 -0.95 0.34
βmake Peugeot Citroen 1.76 0.429 4.11 0.00
βmake Peugeot Ford 0.636 0.174 3.66 0.00
βmake Peugeot Mercedes-Benz -0.302 0.167 -1.81 0.07
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βmake Peugeot Nissan 1.10 0.344 3.20 0.00
βmake Peugeot Opel 1.11 0.244 4.55 0.00
βmake Peugeot Other 0.356 0.151 2.35 0.02
βmake Peugeot Peugeot 2.53 0.247 10.26 0.00
βmake Peugeot Renault 0.629 0.188 3.34 0.00
βmake Peugeot Skoda 0.446 0.198 2.25 0.02
βmake Peugeot Volkswagen 0.0441 0.137 0.32 0.75
βmake Peugeot Volvo -2.47 0.216 -11.48 0.00

βmake Renault BMW 0.0258 0.154 0.17 0.87
βmake Renault Citroen 2.54 0.428 5.92 0.00
βmake Renault Ford 0.477 0.180 2.64 0.01
βmake Renault Mercedes-Benz -0.0138 0.165 -0.08 0.93
βmake Renault Nissan 1.85 0.339 5.47 0.00
βmake Renault Opel 1.42 0.241 5.91 0.00
βmake Renault Other 1.03 0.147 6.96 0.00
βmake Renault Peugeot 1.77 0.251 7.05 0.00
βmake Renault Renault 2.07 0.186 11.11 0.00
βmake Renault Skoda 0.102 0.216 0.47 0.64
βmake Renault Volkswagen 0.174 0.140 1.25 0.21
βmake Renault Volvo -1.45 0.167 -8.66 0.00

βmake Skoda BMW 0.00230 0.193 0.01 0.99
βmake Skoda Citroen 0.883 0.551 1.60 0.11
βmake Skoda Ford 0.0138 0.223 0.06 0.95
βmake Skoda Mercedes-Benz 0.207 0.197 1.05 0.29
βmake Skoda Nissan 1.57 0.385 4.08 0.00
βmake Skoda Opel 0.624 0.295 2.11 0.03
βmake Skoda Other 0.753 0.182 4.13 0.00
βmake Skoda Peugeot 0.692 0.321 2.15 0.03
βmake Skoda Renault -0.264 0.299 -0.88 0.38
βmake Skoda Skoda 2.63 0.190 13.83 0.00
βmake Skoda Volkswagen 0.275 0.171 1.61 0.11
βmake Skoda Volvo -1.83 0.230 -7.99 0.00

βmake Volkswagen BMW -0.179 0.111 -1.61 0.11
βmake Volkswagen Citroen 0.675 0.425 1.59 0.11
βmake Volkswagen Ford -0.120 0.154 -0.78 0.44
βmake Volkswagen Mercedes-Benz -0.0323 0.119 -0.27 0.79
βmake Volkswagen Nissan 0.657 0.328 2.00 0.05
βmake Volkswagen Opel 0.433 0.226 1.92 0.06
βmake Volkswagen Other -0.0858 0.127 -0.67 0.50
βmake Volkswagen Peugeot 0.573 0.240 2.39 0.02
βmake Volkswagen Renault -0.480 0.178 -2.70 0.01
βmake Volkswagen Skoda 0.516 0.156 3.31 0.00
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βmake Volkswagen Volkswagen 1.41 0.107 13.16 0.00
βmake Volkswagen Volvo -2.02 0.122 -16.62 0.00

βmileage month BMW -0.0480 0.0252 -1.90 0.06
βmileage month Citroen 0.0948 0.0320 2.97 0.00
βmileage month Ford 0.158 0.0284 5.56 0.00
βmileage month Mercedes-Benz -0.109 0.0259 -4.22 0.00
βmileage month Nissan 0.0186 0.0413 0.45 0.65
βmileage month Opel 0.145 0.0314 4.61 0.00
βmileage month Other -0.0796 0.0263 -3.03 0.00
βmileage month Peugeot 0.254 0.0273 9.30 0.00
βmileage month Renault 0.166 0.0275 6.04 0.00
βmileage month Skoda 0.450 0.0357 12.60 0.00
βmileage month Volkswagen 0.207 0.0234 8.81 0.00
βmileage month Volvo 0.0440 0.0386 1.14 0.25

βstandard discount percentage BMW -0.0406 0.0494 -0.82 0.41
βstandard discount percentage Citroen 0.246 0.0504 4.87 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Ford 0.125 0.0454 2.74 0.01
βstandard discount percentage Mercedes-Benz 0.191 0.0478 4.00 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Nissan 0.209 0.0779 2.69 0.01
βstandard discount percentage Opel 0.316 0.0517 6.12 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Other 0.154 0.0448 3.44 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Peugeot 0.150 0.0474 3.17 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Renault 0.182 0.0446 4.08 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Skoda 0.471 0.0675 6.98 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Volkswagen 0.198 0.0434 4.57 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Volvo 0.306 0.0688 4.45 0.00

βswitch quarter 1 BMW 0.0556 0.0544 1.02 0.31
βswitch quarter 1 Citroen -0.382 0.0752 -5.09 0.00
βswitch quarter 1 Ford -0.166 0.0640 -2.60 0.01
βswitch quarter 1 Mercedes-Benz -0.133 0.0591 -2.24 0.02
βswitch quarter 1 Nissan 0.000391 0.0964 0.00 1.00
βswitch quarter 1 Opel -0.0908 0.0703 -1.29 0.20
βswitch quarter 1 Other -0.0638 0.0581 -1.10 0.27
βswitch quarter 1 Peugeot -0.276 0.0619 -4.45 0.00
βswitch quarter 1 Renault -0.155 0.0606 -2.56 0.01
βswitch quarter 1 Skoda 0.0863 0.0808 1.07 0.29
βswitch quarter 1 Volkswagen -0.195 0.0522 -3.74 0.00
βswitch quarter 1 Volvo -0.00612 0.0806 -0.08 0.94

βswitch quarter 2 BMW 0.0258 0.0526 0.49 0.62
βswitch quarter 2 Citroen -0.197 0.0720 -2.74 0.01
βswitch quarter 2 Ford -0.142 0.0629 -2.26 0.02
βswitch quarter 2 Mercedes-Benz -0.0735 0.0560 -1.31 0.19
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βswitch quarter 2 Nissan 0.0520 0.0919 0.57 0.57
βswitch quarter 2 Opel -0.00547 0.0665 -0.08 0.93
βswitch quarter 2 Other -0.278 0.0574 -4.84 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Peugeot -0.285 0.0614 -4.65 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Renault -0.368 0.0619 -5.95 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Skoda 0.0199 0.0799 0.25 0.80
βswitch quarter 2 Volkswagen -0.222 0.0509 -4.36 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Volvo -0.0492 0.0786 -0.63 0.53

βswitch quarter 3 BMW -0.0774 0.0532 -1.45 0.15
βswitch quarter 3 Citroen -0.307 0.0735 -4.18 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Ford -0.149 0.0611 -2.45 0.01
βswitch quarter 3 Mercedes-Benz -0.0251 0.0554 -0.45 0.65
βswitch quarter 3 Nissan -0.171 0.0941 -1.81 0.07
βswitch quarter 3 Opel 0.0206 0.0659 0.31 0.75
βswitch quarter 3 Other -0.0944 0.0549 -1.72 0.09
βswitch quarter 3 Peugeot -0.285 0.0613 -4.65 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Renault -0.383 0.0606 -6.32 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Skoda -0.179 0.0810 -2.21 0.03
βswitch quarter 3 Volkswagen -0.298 0.0507 -5.88 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Volvo -0.268 0.0818 -3.28 0.00

βtotal accessories amount BMW -0.0963 0.0211 -4.56 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Citroen 0.0589 0.0301 1.96 0.05
βtotal accessories amount Ford 0.0815 0.0248 3.29 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Mercedes-Benz -0.0830 0.0226 -3.68 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Nissan -0.0312 0.0393 -0.79 0.43
βtotal accessories amount Opel 0.131 0.0267 4.89 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Other -0.187 0.0234 -7.99 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Peugeot -0.0748 0.0262 -2.85 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Renault 0.0486 0.0249 1.95 0.05
βtotal accessories amount Skoda 0.0300 0.0322 0.93 0.35
βtotal accessories amount Volkswagen -0.112 0.0211 -5.30 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Volvo -0.0331 0.0320 -1.04 0.30

βtotal options amount BMW -0.0750 0.0277 -2.70 0.01
βtotal options amount Citroen -0.187 0.0313 -5.97 0.00
βtotal options amount Ford -0.158 0.0286 -5.51 0.00
βtotal options amount Mercedes-Benz -0.0118 0.0312 -0.38 0.70
βtotal options amount Nissan -0.0754 0.0389 -1.94 0.05
βtotal options amount Opel -0.0748 0.0297 -2.52 0.01
βtotal options amount Other -0.0864 0.0260 -3.32 0.00
βtotal options amount Peugeot -0.0482 0.0287 -1.68 0.09
βtotal options amount Renault -0.0164 0.0285 -0.57 0.57
βtotal options amount Skoda -0.141 0.0381 -3.69 0.00
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βtotal options amount Volkswagen -0.134 0.0258 -5.22 0.00
βtotal options amount Volvo -0.0668 0.0398 -1.68 0.09

βufwt amount BMW -0.0523 0.0219 -2.38 0.02
βufwt amount Citroen 0.0334 0.0291 1.15 0.25
βufwt amount Ford -0.0853 0.0253 -3.37 0.00
βufwt amount Mercedes-Benz -0.124 0.0232 -5.34 0.00
βufwt amount Nissan -0.112 0.0359 -3.12 0.00
βufwt amount Opel -0.113 0.0268 -4.20 0.00
βufwt amount Other -0.129 0.0227 -5.69 0.00
βufwt amount Peugeot -0.124 0.0242 -5.10 0.00
βufwt amount Renault 0.0393 0.0247 1.59 0.11
βufwt amount Skoda 0.0399 0.0349 1.14 0.25
βufwt amount Volkswagen -0.0188 0.0212 -0.89 0.37
βufwt amount Volvo 0.0458 0.0344 1.33 0.18

βvehicle segment B BMW -0.329 0.169 -1.94 0.05
βvehicle segment B Citroen 0.713 0.250 2.85 0.00
βvehicle segment B Ford 0.421 0.180 2.34 0.02
βvehicle segment B Mercedes-Benz -0.192 0.184 -1.04 0.30
βvehicle segment B Nissan -0.484 0.243 -1.99 0.05
βvehicle segment B Opel 0.675 0.221 3.05 0.00
βvehicle segment B Other 0.487 0.156 3.13 0.00
βvehicle segment B Peugeot 0.0766 0.199 0.39 0.70
βvehicle segment B Renault 1.28 0.196 6.52 0.00
βvehicle segment B Skoda -0.144 0.254 -0.57 0.57
βvehicle segment B Volkswagen -0.0843 0.158 -0.53 0.59
βvehicle segment B Volvo -0.953 0.279 -3.42 0.00

βvehicle segment C BMW -0.211 0.109 -1.95 0.05
βvehicle segment C Citroen 0.424 0.218 1.95 0.05
βvehicle segment C Ford 0.496 0.136 3.64 0.00
βvehicle segment C Mercedes-Benz -0.197 0.120 -1.64 0.10
βvehicle segment C Nissan -0.229 0.192 -1.19 0.23
βvehicle segment C Opel 1.21 0.180 6.74 0.00
βvehicle segment C Other 0.00401 0.117 0.03 0.97
βvehicle segment C Peugeot 0.252 0.167 1.51 0.13
βvehicle segment C Renault 0.198 0.167 1.19 0.24
βvehicle segment C Skoda 0.551 0.179 3.08 0.00
βvehicle segment C Volkswagen 0.129 0.117 1.11 0.27
βvehicle segment C Volvo -0.863 0.160 -5.40 0.00

βvehicle segment D BMW -0.404 0.0926 -4.37 0.00
βvehicle segment D Citroen 0.225 0.228 0.99 0.32
βvehicle segment D Ford 0.0758 0.129 0.59 0.56
βvehicle segment D Mercedes-Benz -0.300 0.103 -2.93 0.00
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βvehicle segment D Nissan -0.315 0.200 -1.58 0.11
βvehicle segment D Opel 0.957 0.177 5.39 0.00
βvehicle segment D Other -0.431 0.111 -3.88 0.00
βvehicle segment D Peugeot 0.00567 0.168 0.03 0.97
βvehicle segment D Renault -0.00376 0.167 -0.02 0.98
βvehicle segment D Skoda 0.309 0.176 1.76 0.08
βvehicle segment D Volkswagen 0.0562 0.108 0.52 0.60
βvehicle segment D Volvo -0.732 0.137 -5.34 0.00

βvehicle segment E BMW -0.486 0.102 -4.74 0.00
βvehicle segment E Citroen -0.0521 0.415 -0.13 0.90
βvehicle segment E Ford -0.151 0.185 -0.82 0.41
βvehicle segment E Mercedes-Benz -0.406 0.113 -3.60 0.00
βvehicle segment E Nissan -0.414 0.333 -1.24 0.21
βvehicle segment E Opel 1.06 0.219 4.82 0.00
βvehicle segment E Other -0.372 0.138 -2.69 0.01
βvehicle segment E Peugeot -0.265 0.281 -0.95 0.34
βvehicle segment E Renault 0.212 0.236 0.90 0.37
βvehicle segment E Skoda 0.0700 0.233 0.30 0.76
βvehicle segment E Volkswagen -0.247 0.133 -1.85 0.06
βvehicle segment E Volvo -0.694 0.154 -4.52 0.00

βvehicle segment LCV BMW -0.172 0.358 -0.48 0.63
βvehicle segment LCV Citroen 2.38 0.334 7.13 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Ford 1.73 0.278 6.23 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Mercedes-Benz 0.972 0.291 3.34 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Nissan 0.966 0.383 2.52 0.01
βvehicle segment LCV Opel 2.09 0.338 6.18 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Other 0.536 0.278 1.93 0.05
βvehicle segment LCV Peugeot 1.24 0.294 4.23 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Renault 2.03 0.294 6.92 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Skoda 1.05 0.409 2.56 0.01
βvehicle segment LCV Volkswagen 0.955 0.266 3.59 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Volvo 0.279 0.387 0.72 0.47

βvehicle segment MPV BMW 0.220 0.136 1.62 0.11
βvehicle segment MPV Citroen 0.395 0.197 2.00 0.05
βvehicle segment MPV Ford -0.0512 0.147 -0.35 0.73
βvehicle segment MPV Mercedes-Benz 0.0207 0.148 0.14 0.89
βvehicle segment MPV Nissan 0.00443 0.229 0.02 0.98
βvehicle segment MPV Opel 0.685 0.206 3.32 0.00
βvehicle segment MPV Other 0.0355 0.147 0.24 0.81
βvehicle segment MPV Peugeot -0.189 0.147 -1.28 0.20
βvehicle segment MPV Renault 0.404 0.177 2.29 0.02
βvehicle segment MPV Skoda 0.558 0.203 2.75 0.01
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βvehicle segment MPV Volkswagen 0.289 0.131 2.20 0.03
βvehicle segment MPV Volvo -0.333 0.190 -1.76 0.08

βvehicle segment Other BMW -0.0940 0.258 -0.36 0.72
βvehicle segment Other Citroen 0.441 0.331 1.33 0.18
βvehicle segment Other Ford 0.779 0.279 2.79 0.01
βvehicle segment Other Mercedes-Benz 0.287 0.271 1.06 0.29
βvehicle segment Other Nissan -0.449 0.361 -1.24 0.21
βvehicle segment Other Opel 0.671 0.328 2.04 0.04
βvehicle segment Other Other 0.201 0.240 0.84 0.40
βvehicle segment Other Peugeot 0.255 0.302 0.84 0.40
βvehicle segment Other Renault 0.361 0.307 1.18 0.24
βvehicle segment Other Skoda -0.298 0.490 -0.61 0.54
βvehicle segment Other Volkswagen 0.197 0.258 0.76 0.44
βvehicle segment Other Volvo -0.913 0.489 -1.87 0.06

βvehicle type Car BMW -0.441 0.349 -1.26 0.21
βvehicle type Car Citroen -2.11 0.262 -8.06 0.00
βvehicle type Car Ford -1.12 0.275 -4.09 0.00
βvehicle type Car Mercedes-Benz -0.00713 0.303 -0.02 0.98
βvehicle type Car Nissan -1.13 0.308 -3.67 0.00
βvehicle type Car Opel -0.461 0.300 -1.54 0.12
βvehicle type Car Other -1.59 0.264 -6.01 0.00
βvehicle type Car Peugeot -1.81 0.258 -7.01 0.00
βvehicle type Car Renault -1.81 0.257 -7.04 0.00
βvehicle type Car Skoda 0.543 0.465 1.17 0.24
βvehicle type Car Volkswagen -1.32 0.263 -5.00 0.00
βvehicle type Car Volvo 0.254 0.411 0.62 0.54

Table B.1: Overview of all estimated parameters for the multinomial logistic regression
model. Each parameter name (β) is structured as follows. The first part, stated in font,
is considered the explanatory variable. The second part of the name, stated in italics, is
considered an alternative of the choice set.

Parameter Estimate Std. Error t-stat p-value

ASCBMW 0.460 0.243 1.89 0.06
ASCCitroen -3.14 0.523 -6.01 0.00
ASCFord -0.810 0.403 -2.01 0.04
ASCMercedes-Benz 0.250 0.224 1.12 0.26
ASCNissan 0.718 0.681 1.05 0.29
ASCOpel -2.09 0.576 -3.63 0.00
ASCOther 1.98 0.367 5.41 0.00
ASCPeugeot -2.92 0.730 -4.00 0.00
ASCRenault -1.80 0.321 -5.62 0.00
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ASCSkoda -2.36 0.673 -3.51 0.00
ASCVolkswagen 0.221 0.207 1.06 0.29
ASCVolvo 1.50 0.455 3.30 0.00

βbody style APV MPV Monovolume BMW -0.0919 0.0936 -0.98 0.33
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Citroen 0.421 0.225 1.87 0.06
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Ford 0.448 0.156 2.86 0.00
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Mercedes-Benz -0.285 0.107 -2.66 0.01
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Nissan -0.272 0.177 -1.54 0.12
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Opel -0.135 0.226 -0.60 0.55
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Other -0.500 0.132 -3.77 0.00
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Peugeot 0.398 0.145 2.74 0.01
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Renault -0.0775 0.183 -0.42 0.67
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Skoda -0.188 0.227 -0.83 0.41
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Volkswagen 0.173 0.0927 1.86 0.06
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Volvo -0.308 0.163 -1.89 0.06

βbody style Car Van BMW -0.261 0.242 -1.08 0.28
βbody style Car Van Citroen -1.14 0.346 -3.29 0.00
βbody style Car Van Ford -1.67 0.308 -5.41 0.00
βbody style Car Van Mercedes-Benz -0.433 0.256 -1.69 0.09
βbody style Car Van Nissan -0.898 0.316 -2.84 0.00
βbody style Car Van Opel -1.34 0.330 -4.05 0.00
βbody style Car Van Other -0.654 0.248 -2.64 0.01
βbody style Car Van Peugeot -0.593 0.291 -2.04 0.04
βbody style Car Van Renault -0.553 0.289 -1.91 0.06
βbody style Car Van Skoda -1.05 0.390 -2.70 0.01
βbody style Car Van Volkswagen -0.400 0.211 -1.90 0.06
βbody style Car Van Volvo -0.632 0.357 -1.77 0.08

βbody style Delivery Van BMW -0.218 0.230 -0.95 0.34
βbody style Delivery Van Citroen -1.68 0.338 -4.96 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Ford -0.654 0.262 -2.50 0.01
βbody style Delivery Van Mercedes-Benz 0.315 0.214 1.47 0.14
βbody style Delivery Van Nissan -0.837 0.270 -3.10 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Opel -0.900 0.300 -3.00 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Other -0.933 0.225 -4.15 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Peugeot -0.958 0.255 -3.76 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Renault -0.634 0.267 -2.38 0.02
βbody style Delivery Van Skoda -0.654 0.347 -1.88 0.06
βbody style Delivery Van Volkswagen -0.334 0.184 -1.81 0.07
βbody style Delivery Van Volvo -0.0137 0.319 -0.04 0.97

βbody style Hatchback BMW -0.0488 0.0742 -0.66 0.51
βbody style Hatchback Citroen -0.403 0.247 -1.63 0.10
βbody style Hatchback Ford -0.425 0.147 -2.89 0.00
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Predicting Lessee Switch Behavior

βbody style Hatchback Mercedes-Benz -0.168 0.0840 -1.99 0.05
βbody style Hatchback Nissan -0.364 0.139 -2.61 0.01
βbody style Hatchback Opel -1.04 0.218 -4.77 0.00
βbody style Hatchback Other -0.341 0.106 -3.22 0.00
βbody style Hatchback Peugeot -0.222 0.192 -1.16 0.25
βbody style Hatchback Renault -0.171 0.177 -0.97 0.33
βbody style Hatchback Skoda -0.793 0.195 -4.07 0.00
βbody style Hatchback Volkswagen -0.138 0.0837 -1.64 0.10
βbody style Hatchback Volvo -0.125 0.151 -0.83 0.41

βbody style Other BMW -0.0507 0.0876 -0.58 0.56
βbody style Other Citroen -0.479 0.311 -1.54 0.12
βbody style Other Ford -0.359 0.187 -1.92 0.06
βbody style Other Mercedes-Benz -0.0756 0.0969 -0.78 0.44
βbody style Other Nissan -0.272 0.198 -1.37 0.17
βbody style Other Opel -0.380 0.221 -1.72 0.08
βbody style Other Other -0.230 0.139 -1.65 0.10
βbody style Other Peugeot -0.227 0.210 -1.08 0.28
βbody style Other Renault -0.194 0.220 -0.88 0.38
βbody style Other Skoda -0.196 0.207 -0.94 0.34
βbody style Other Volkswagen -0.0496 0.0989 -0.50 0.62
βbody style Other Volvo -0.0350 0.161 -0.22 0.83

βbody style Sedan BMW -0.0261 0.0760 -0.34 0.73
βbody style Sedan Citroen 0.288 0.273 1.05 0.29
βbody style Sedan Ford 0.0191 0.159 0.12 0.90
βbody style Sedan Mercedes-Benz -0.132 0.0846 -1.57 0.12
βbody style Sedan Nissan -0.0550 0.171 -0.32 0.75
βbody style Sedan Opel -0.646 0.219 -2.95 0.00
βbody style Sedan Other -0.0263 0.122 -0.22 0.83
βbody style Sedan Peugeot 0.0540 0.198 0.27 0.78
βbody style Sedan Renault -0.114 0.201 -0.57 0.57
βbody style Sedan Skoda -0.219 0.197 -1.11 0.27
βbody style Sedan Volkswagen 0.0439 0.0870 0.50 0.61
βbody style Sedan Volvo -0.0981 0.145 -0.68 0.50

βbody style Stationwagon BMW -0.103 0.0690 -1.49 0.14
βbody style Stationwagon Citroen -0.597 0.246 -2.42 0.02
βbody style Stationwagon Ford -0.0228 0.143 -0.16 0.87
βbody style Stationwagon Mercedes-Benz -0.149 0.0771 -1.94 0.05
βbody style Stationwagon Nissan -0.249 0.145 -1.72 0.09
βbody style Stationwagon Opel -0.640 0.212 -3.02 0.00
βbody style Stationwagon Other -0.107 0.102 -1.05 0.29
βbody style Stationwagon Peugeot 0.0265 0.183 0.14 0.88
βbody style Stationwagon Renault -0.136 0.177 -0.77 0.44
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βbody style Stationwagon Skoda -0.140 0.176 -0.80 0.43
βbody style Stationwagon Volkswagen 0.165 0.0800 2.06 0.04
βbody style Stationwagon Volvo -0.0387 0.131 -0.30 0.77

βcatalogue price BMW 0.269 0.0574 4.69 0.00
βcatalogue price Citroen -1.75 0.133 -13.23 0.00
βcatalogue price Ford -1.40 0.0955 -14.70 0.00
βcatalogue price Mercedes-Benz 0.212 0.0606 3.50 0.00
βcatalogue price Nissan -0.852 0.181 -4.70 0.00
βcatalogue price Opel -1.75 0.113 -15.50 0.00
βcatalogue price Other -0.310 0.0762 -4.06 0.00
βcatalogue price Peugeot -1.52 0.0994 -15.32 0.00
βcatalogue price Renault -1.04 0.102 -10.21 0.00
βcatalogue price Skoda -1.14 0.119 -9.56 0.00
βcatalogue price Volkswagen -0.542 0.0637 -8.50 0.00
βcatalogue price Volvo -0.0690 0.155 -0.44 0.66

βclient segment Corporate BMW 0.0314 0.0413 0.76 0.45
βclient segment Corporate Citroen 0.190 0.0834 2.28 0.02
βclient segment Corporate Ford -0.123 0.0743 -1.65 0.10
βclient segment Corporate Mercedes-Benz 0.00105 0.0475 0.02 0.98
βclient segment Corporate Nissan -0.594 0.100 -5.93 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Opel 0.148 0.0750 1.98 0.05
βclient segment Corporate Other -0.161 0.0547 -2.95 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Peugeot 0.346 0.0721 4.80 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Renault 0.520 0.0688 7.55 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Skoda -0.289 0.0955 -3.03 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Volkswagen 0.0271 0.0390 0.70 0.49
βclient segment Corporate Volvo -0.230 0.0716 -3.22 0.00

βclient segment International BMW 0.211 0.0443 4.76 0.00
βclient segment International Citroen 0.579 0.0793 7.30 0.00
βclient segment International Ford -0.155 0.0721 -2.15 0.03
βclient segment International Mercedes-Benz 0.234 0.0510 4.58 0.00
βclient segment International Nissan -1.05 0.120 -8.79 0.00
βclient segment International Opel -0.0258 0.0808 -0.32 0.75
βclient segment International Other -0.638 0.0563 -11.33 0.00
βclient segment International Peugeot 0.109 0.0615 1.77 0.08
βclient segment International Renault 0.859 0.0681 12.61 0.00
βclient segment International Skoda -0.0749 0.0866 -0.86 0.39
βclient segment International Volkswagen 0.0103 0.0396 0.26 0.80
βclient segment International Volvo -0.337 0.111 -3.04 0.00

βcommercial discount amount BMW 0.00466 0.0134 0.35 0.73
βcommercial discount amount Citroen -0.0307 0.0270 -1.14 0.26
βcommercial discount amount Ford 0.0397 0.0231 1.72 0.09
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βcommercial discount amount Mercedes-Benz -0.0321 0.0144 -2.23 0.03
βcommercial discount amount Nissan 0.0548 0.0246 2.22 0.03
βcommercial discount amount Opel -0.0221 0.0226 -0.98 0.33
βcommercial discount amount Other 0.0116 0.0181 0.64 0.52
βcommercial discount amount Peugeot 0.000337 0.0209 0.02 0.99
βcommercial discount amount Renault -0.0119 0.0258 -0.46 0.64
βcommercial discount amount Skoda -0.0128 0.0241 -0.53 0.60
βcommercial discount amount Volkswagen 0.0470 0.0165 2.85 0.00
βcommercial discount amount Volvo -0.0650 0.0278 -2.34 0.02

βcontract duration BMW 0.0132 0.0154 0.86 0.39
βcontract duration Citroen -0.190 0.0294 -6.45 0.00
βcontract duration Ford -0.0895 0.0277 -3.23 0.00
βcontract duration Mercedes-Benz -0.0893 0.0161 -5.55 0.00
βcontract duration Nissan -0.179 0.0301 -5.97 0.00
βcontract duration Opel -0.102 0.0296 -3.44 0.00
βcontract duration Other -0.165 0.0216 -7.65 0.00
βcontract duration Peugeot 0.00325 0.0299 0.11 0.91
βcontract duration Renault -0.0541 0.0242 -2.24 0.03
βcontract duration Skoda 0.123 0.0466 2.64 0.01
βcontract duration Volkswagen 0.0395 0.0158 2.50 0.01
βcontract duration Volvo -0.0412 0.0406 -1.02 0.31

βcountry Belgium BMW 0.113 0.0601 1.88 0.06
βcountry Belgium Citroen 0.100 0.148 0.68 0.50
βcountry Belgium Ford -0.763 0.116 -6.55 0.00
βcountry Belgium Mercedes-Benz 0.0332 0.0644 0.52 0.61
βcountry Belgium Nissan -0.427 0.166 -2.58 0.01
βcountry Belgium Opel -1.16 0.167 -6.95 0.00
βcountry Belgium Other -0.142 0.0815 -1.75 0.08
βcountry Belgium Peugeot -0.0608 0.202 -0.30 0.76
βcountry Belgium Renault -0.343 0.111 -3.10 0.00
βcountry Belgium Skoda -0.626 0.142 -4.42 0.00
βcountry Belgium Volkswagen 0.0468 0.0648 0.72 0.47
βcountry Belgium Volvo 0.345 0.108 3.20 0.00

βcountry France BMW -0.461 0.0748 -6.15 0.00
βcountry France Citroen 1.50 0.152 9.86 0.00
βcountry France Ford -0.114 0.118 -0.96 0.34
βcountry France Mercedes-Benz -0.555 0.0837 -6.63 0.00
βcountry France Nissan -0.161 0.159 -1.01 0.31
βcountry France Opel -0.863 0.328 -2.63 0.01
βcountry France Other -0.525 0.0934 -5.62 0.00
βcountry France Peugeot 2.22 0.428 5.19 0.00
βcountry France Renault 1.26 0.114 11.13 0.00
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βcountry France Skoda -1.14 0.309 -3.69 0.00
βcountry France Volkswagen 0.467 0.0714 6.55 0.00
βcountry France Volvo -0.791 0.169 -4.69 0.00

βcountry Germany BMW 0.0452 0.0741 0.61 0.54
βcountry Germany Citroen -0.175 0.198 -0.88 0.38
βcountry Germany Ford 0.617 0.236 2.61 0.01
βcountry Germany Mercedes-Benz 0.141 0.0764 1.85 0.06
βcountry Germany Nissan -2.13 0.325 -6.56 0.00
βcountry Germany Opel -0.728 0.226 -3.22 0.00
βcountry Germany Other -1.54 0.123 -12.55 0.00
βcountry Germany Peugeot -1.44 0.383 -3.76 0.00
βcountry Germany Renault -1.57 0.169 -9.32 0.00
βcountry Germany Skoda -0.855 0.200 -4.27 0.00
βcountry Germany Volkswagen 0.246 0.0747 3.28 0.00
βcountry Germany Volvo -1.10 0.140 -7.86 0.00

βcountry Italy BMW -0.0212 0.0690 -0.31 0.76
βcountry Italy Citroen 0.838 0.161 5.21 0.00
βcountry Italy Ford 0.458 0.136 3.38 0.00
βcountry Italy Mercedes-Benz -0.393 0.0881 -4.46 0.00
βcountry Italy Nissan 0.625 0.131 4.77 0.00
βcountry Italy Opel -0.381 0.170 -2.24 0.02
βcountry Italy Other 1.01 0.0935 10.80 0.00
βcountry Italy Peugeot 1.42 0.300 4.73 0.00
βcountry Italy Renault 0.277 0.124 2.24 0.03
βcountry Italy Skoda -0.478 0.173 -2.76 0.01
βcountry Italy Volkswagen 0.355 0.0756 4.70 0.00
βcountry Italy Volvo 0.386 0.198 1.96 0.05

βcountry Norway BMW -0.876 0.227 -3.86 0.00
βcountry Norway Citroen 6.33 0.534 11.87 0.00
βcountry Norway Ford 5.74 0.372 15.42 0.00
βcountry Norway Mercedes-Benz -0.893 0.245 -3.65 0.00
βcountry Norway Nissan 3.52 0.735 4.80 0.00
βcountry Norway Opel 5.49 0.528 10.41 0.00
βcountry Norway Other 1.29 0.303 4.27 0.00
βcountry Norway Peugeot 7.39 0.484 15.27 0.00
βcountry Norway Renault 2.87 0.404 7.10 0.00
βcountry Norway Skoda 5.19 0.496 10.45 0.00
βcountry Norway Volkswagen 3.23 0.283 11.41 0.00
βcountry Norway Volvo 0.515 0.576 0.90 0.37

βcountry Other BMW -0.208 0.0789 -2.64 0.01
βcountry Other Citroen -2.37 0.589 -4.02 0.00
βcountry Other Ford 0.569 0.137 4.15 0.00
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βcountry Other Mercedes-Benz -0.466 0.0933 -5.00 0.00
βcountry Other Nissan 0.138 0.177 0.78 0.44
βcountry Other Opel -0.580 0.320 -1.82 0.07
βcountry Other Other 0.233 0.108 2.15 0.03
βcountry Other Peugeot 0.748 0.201 3.71 0.00
βcountry Other Renault -1.03 0.214 -4.82 0.00
βcountry Other Skoda 0.985 0.192 5.13 0.00
βcountry Other Volkswagen 0.936 0.0905 10.35 0.00
βcountry Other Volvo 0.638 0.130 4.90 0.00

βcountry Spain BMW -0.299 0.101 -2.96 0.00
βcountry Spain Citroen -0.417 0.201 -2.08 0.04
βcountry Spain Ford -0.0956 0.135 -0.71 0.48
βcountry Spain Mercedes-Benz -0.521 0.114 -4.57 0.00
βcountry Spain Nissan 0.497 0.166 2.99 0.00
βcountry Spain Opel -0.176 0.188 -0.94 0.35
βcountry Spain Other 0.819 0.115 7.11 0.00
βcountry Spain Peugeot 1.62 0.332 4.89 0.00
βcountry Spain Renault 1.35 0.130 10.41 0.00
βcountry Spain Skoda -1.00 0.268 -3.73 0.00
βcountry Spain Volkswagen 0.816 0.0973 8.39 0.00
βcountry Spain Volvo 0.186 0.218 0.86 0.39

βfuel type Diesel BMW -0.0769 0.0539 -1.43 0.15
βfuel type Diesel Citroen 0.344 0.142 2.42 0.02
βfuel type Diesel Ford 0.277 0.0866 3.20 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Mercedes-Benz -0.126 0.0582 -2.17 0.03
βfuel type Diesel Nissan -0.385 0.0861 -4.47 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Opel 0.396 0.0886 4.47 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Other -0.387 0.0657 -5.90 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Peugeot 0.829 0.150 5.54 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Renault 0.858 0.135 6.36 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Skoda 0.323 0.114 2.84 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Volkswagen 0.103 0.0572 1.81 0.07
βfuel type Diesel Volvo -0.253 0.0980 -2.58 0.01

βlease type Financial lease BMW -0.165 0.0803 -2.06 0.04
βlease type Financial lease Citroen 0.674 0.155 4.36 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Ford 0.738 0.136 5.44 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Mercedes-Benz 0.401 0.0728 5.50 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Nissan -1.15 0.283 -4.07 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Opel 0.496 0.147 3.39 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Other -0.814 0.140 -5.80 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Peugeot -0.295 0.205 -1.44 0.15
βlease type Financial lease Renault -0.353 0.173 -2.04 0.04
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βlease type Financial lease Skoda 0.261 0.195 1.34 0.18
βlease type Financial lease Volkswagen 0.0438 0.0851 0.51 0.61
βlease type Financial lease Volvo -1.07 0.196 -5.43 0.00

βmake Audi BMW -0.565 0.0732 -7.72 0.00
βmake Audi Citroen -0.540 0.443 -1.22 0.22
βmake Audi Ford -1.56 0.155 -10.06 0.00
βmake Audi Mercedes-Benz -0.607 0.0767 -7.92 0.00
βmake Audi Nissan -1.51 0.290 -5.22 0.00
βmake Audi Opel -0.855 0.226 -3.79 0.00
βmake Audi Other -1.55 0.220 -7.03 0.00
βmake Audi Peugeot -0.729 0.230 -3.16 0.00
βmake Audi Renault -1.91 0.188 -10.13 0.00
βmake Audi Skoda -0.847 0.149 -5.69 0.00
βmake Audi Volkswagen -0.768 0.0828 -9.28 0.00
βmake Audi Volvo -2.69 0.131 -20.51 0.00

βmake BMW BMW 0.549 0.0727 7.55 0.00
βmake BMW Citroen 0.252 0.449 0.56 0.58
βmake BMW Ford -0.913 0.192 -4.75 0.00
βmake BMW Mercedes-Benz -0.0183 0.0706 -0.26 0.80
βmake BMW Nissan -0.517 0.361 -1.43 0.15
βmake BMW Opel 0.640 0.293 2.18 0.03
βmake BMW Other -0.981 0.214 -4.58 0.00
βmake BMW Peugeot 0.0373 0.227 0.16 0.87
βmake BMW Renault -0.951 0.190 -5.00 0.00
βmake BMW Skoda -0.406 0.164 -2.48 0.01
βmake BMW Volkswagen -0.328 0.0745 -4.41 0.00
βmake BMW Volvo -2.13 0.142 -15.01 0.00

βmake Citroen BMW -0.0195 0.116 -0.17 0.87
βmake Citroen Citroen 3.27 0.428 7.66 0.00
βmake Citroen Ford 0.474 0.248 1.91 0.06
βmake Citroen Mercedes-Benz 0.160 0.121 1.32 0.19
βmake Citroen Nissan 0.616 0.356 1.73 0.08
βmake Citroen Opel 1.51 0.224 6.74 0.00
βmake Citroen Other 0.272 0.247 1.10 0.27
βmake Citroen Peugeot 2.08 0.271 7.68 0.00
βmake Citroen Renault 0.836 0.184 4.54 0.00
βmake Citroen Skoda 0.897 0.252 3.57 0.00
βmake Citroen Volkswagen 0.104 0.102 1.02 0.31
βmake Citroen Volvo -1.09 0.205 -5.30 0.00

βmake Ford BMW 0.00275 0.0886 0.03 0.98
βmake Ford Citroen 2.08 0.427 4.88 0.00
βmake Ford Ford 2.51 0.174 14.44 0.00
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βmake Ford Mercedes-Benz 0.0924 0.0916 1.01 0.31
βmake Ford Nissan 0.724 0.387 1.87 0.06
βmake Ford Opel 1.35 0.260 5.21 0.00
βmake Ford Other 0.150 0.231 0.65 0.51
βmake Ford Peugeot 1.89 0.213 8.86 0.00
βmake Ford Renault 0.456 0.179 2.55 0.01
βmake Ford Skoda 0.784 0.369 2.13 0.03
βmake Ford Volkswagen 0.131 0.0843 1.55 0.12
βmake Ford Volvo -1.19 0.200 -5.92 0.00

βmake Mercedes-Benz BMW 0.227 0.0751 3.02 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Citroen 0.238 0.453 0.52 0.60
βmake Mercedes-Benz Ford -0.894 0.189 -4.74 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Mercedes-Benz 0.907 0.0989 9.18 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Nissan -0.331 0.355 -0.93 0.35
βmake Mercedes-Benz Opel 0.0843 0.245 0.34 0.73
βmake Mercedes-Benz Other -0.674 0.225 -3.00 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Peugeot 0.341 0.289 1.18 0.24
βmake Mercedes-Benz Renault -0.712 0.205 -3.48 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Skoda -0.335 0.185 -1.80 0.07
βmake Mercedes-Benz Volkswagen 0.0639 0.0793 0.81 0.42
βmake Mercedes-Benz Volvo -1.78 0.151 -11.82 0.00

βmake Nissan BMW 0.0289 0.146 0.20 0.84
βmake Nissan Citroen 1.25 0.485 2.57 0.01
βmake Nissan Ford 0.677 0.208 3.25 0.00
βmake Nissan Mercedes-Benz 0.0154 0.152 0.10 0.92
βmake Nissan Nissan 2.04 0.497 4.10 0.00
βmake Nissan Opel 1.25 0.314 3.99 0.00
βmake Nissan Other 0.742 0.196 3.78 0.00
βmake Nissan Peugeot 1.03 0.275 3.75 0.00
βmake Nissan Renault 0.248 0.242 1.02 0.31
βmake Nissan Skoda 0.767 0.270 2.84 0.00
βmake Nissan Volkswagen 0.389 0.131 2.97 0.00
βmake Nissan Volvo -1.30 0.438 -2.97 0.00

βmake Opel BMW -0.0993 0.0800 -1.24 0.21
βmake Opel Citroen 1.06 0.437 2.42 0.02
βmake Opel Ford 0.285 0.287 0.99 0.32
βmake Opel Mercedes-Benz -0.273 0.0899 -3.04 0.00
βmake Opel Nissan 0.196 0.403 0.49 0.63
βmake Opel Opel 2.66 0.322 8.26 0.00
βmake Opel Other -0.419 0.235 -1.79 0.07
βmake Opel Peugeot 1.56 0.212 7.33 0.00
βmake Opel Renault -0.00513 0.181 -0.03 0.98
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βmake Opel Skoda 0.414 0.324 1.28 0.20
βmake Opel Volkswagen -0.139 0.0801 -1.73 0.08
βmake Opel Volvo -1.94 0.234 -8.30 0.00

βmake Other BMW 0.152 0.0795 1.92 0.06
βmake Other Citroen 1.43 0.428 3.35 0.00
βmake Other Ford 0.347 0.156 2.23 0.03
βmake Other Mercedes-Benz 0.0714 0.0863 0.83 0.41
βmake Other Nissan 0.855 0.263 3.25 0.00
βmake Other Opel 1.23 0.234 5.25 0.00
βmake Other Other 1.12 0.263 4.24 0.00
βmake Other Peugeot 1.02 0.230 4.43 0.00
βmake Other Renault 0.631 0.168 3.76 0.00
βmake Other Skoda 0.919 0.150 6.13 0.00
βmake Other Volkswagen 0.137 0.0801 1.71 0.09
βmake Other Volvo -1.27 0.351 -3.62 0.00

βmake Peugeot BMW -0.0967 0.0927 -1.04 0.30
βmake Peugeot Citroen 1.77 0.426 4.16 0.00
βmake Peugeot Ford 0.752 0.191 3.94 0.00
βmake Peugeot Mercedes-Benz -0.182 0.102 -1.77 0.08
βmake Peugeot Nissan 0.279 0.372 0.75 0.45
βmake Peugeot Opel 1.17 0.211 5.56 0.00
βmake Peugeot Other -0.193 0.241 -0.80 0.43
βmake Peugeot Peugeot 2.36 0.272 8.66 0.00
βmake Peugeot Renault 0.610 0.173 3.52 0.00
βmake Peugeot Skoda 0.642 0.260 2.47 0.01
βmake Peugeot Volkswagen 0.00464 0.0848 0.05 0.96
βmake Peugeot Volvo -1.83 0.271 -6.77 0.00

βmake Renault BMW -0.00197 0.0940 -0.02 0.98
βmake Renault Citroen 2.49 0.424 5.87 0.00
βmake Renault Ford 0.501 0.178 2.81 0.00
βmake Renault Mercedes-Benz -0.00207 0.101 -0.02 0.98
βmake Renault Nissan 0.958 0.373 2.57 0.01
βmake Renault Opel 1.29 0.218 5.93 0.00
βmake Renault Other 0.412 0.233 1.77 0.08
βmake Renault Peugeot 1.55 0.263 5.90 0.00
βmake Renault Renault 1.99 0.170 11.74 0.00
βmake Renault Skoda 0.236 0.273 0.86 0.39
βmake Renault Volkswagen 0.0558 0.0871 0.64 0.52
βmake Renault Volvo -0.959 0.220 -4.36 0.00

βmake Skoda BMW -0.00327 0.117 -0.03 0.98
βmake Skoda Citroen 0.888 0.536 1.66 0.10
βmake Skoda Ford 0.195 0.322 0.60 0.55
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βmake Skoda Mercedes-Benz 0.120 0.120 1.00 0.32
βmake Skoda Nissan 0.670 0.401 1.67 0.09
βmake Skoda Opel 0.719 0.280 2.57 0.01
βmake Skoda Other 0.127 0.252 0.51 0.61
βmake Skoda Peugeot 0.700 0.280 2.50 0.01
βmake Skoda Renault -0.340 0.283 -1.20 0.23
βmake Skoda Skoda 2.39 0.208 11.48 0.00
βmake Skoda Volkswagen 0.148 0.106 1.40 0.16
βmake Skoda Volvo -1.47 0.236 -6.22 0.00

βmake Volkswagen BMW -0.115 0.0679 -1.69 0.09
βmake Volkswagen Citroen 0.381 0.425 0.90 0.37
βmake Volkswagen Ford -0.399 0.137 -2.90 0.00
βmake Volkswagen Mercedes-Benz -0.0295 0.0725 -0.41 0.68
βmake Volkswagen Nissan -0.417 0.352 -1.19 0.24
βmake Volkswagen Opel 0.109 0.202 0.54 0.59
βmake Volkswagen Other -0.879 0.216 -4.06 0.00
βmake Volkswagen Peugeot 0.165 0.221 0.74 0.46
βmake Volkswagen Renault -0.808 0.172 -4.71 0.00
βmake Volkswagen Skoda 0.167 0.141 1.19 0.24
βmake Volkswagen Volkswagen 0.843 0.0864 9.75 0.00
βmake Volkswagen Volvo -2.03 0.131 -15.54 0.00

βmileage month BMW -0.0309 0.0154 -2.01 0.04
βmileage month Citroen 0.0679 0.0296 2.29 0.02
βmileage month Ford 0.162 0.0333 4.86 0.00
βmileage month Mercedes-Benz -0.0751 0.0161 -4.66 0.00
βmileage month Nissan -0.0312 0.0297 -1.05 0.29
βmileage month Opel 0.146 0.0326 4.47 0.00
βmileage month Other -0.0796 0.0225 -3.54 0.00
βmileage month Peugeot 0.212 0.0283 7.50 0.00
βmileage month Renault 0.140 0.0249 5.64 0.00
βmileage month Skoda 0.399 0.0473 8.43 0.00
βmileage month Volkswagen 0.130 0.0168 7.73 0.00
βmileage month Volvo 0.00708 0.0304 0.23 0.82

βstandard discount percentage BMW -0.0214 0.0309 -0.69 0.49
βstandard discount percentage Citroen 0.198 0.0436 4.53 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Ford 0.0956 0.0413 2.31 0.02
βstandard discount percentage Mercedes-Benz 0.114 0.0317 3.59 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Nissan 0.143 0.0529 2.70 0.01
βstandard discount percentage Opel 0.238 0.0525 4.53 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Other 0.118 0.0362 3.27 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Peugeot 0.102 0.0383 2.65 0.01
βstandard discount percentage Renault 0.134 0.0369 3.64 0.00
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βstandard discount percentage Skoda 0.370 0.0797 4.64 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Volkswagen 0.117 0.0294 3.99 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Volvo 0.182 0.0547 3.32 0.00

βswitch quarter 1 BMW 0.0280 0.0331 0.84 0.40
βswitch quarter 1 Citroen -0.337 0.0699 -4.82 0.00
βswitch quarter 1 Ford -0.126 0.0535 -2.36 0.02
βswitch quarter 1 Mercedes-Benz -0.0806 0.0364 -2.21 0.03
βswitch quarter 1 Nissan 0.00539 0.0673 0.08 0.94
βswitch quarter 1 Opel -0.0562 0.0592 -0.95 0.34
βswitch quarter 1 Other -0.0167 0.0478 -0.35 0.73
βswitch quarter 1 Peugeot -0.211 0.0576 -3.67 0.00
βswitch quarter 1 Renault -0.111 0.0541 -2.05 0.04
βswitch quarter 1 Skoda 0.0939 0.0747 1.26 0.21
βswitch quarter 1 Volkswagen -0.110 0.0342 -3.22 0.00
βswitch quarter 1 Volvo -0.00556 0.0615 -0.09 0.93

βswitch quarter 2 BMW 0.0112 0.0320 0.35 0.73
βswitch quarter 2 Citroen -0.151 0.0670 -2.26 0.02
βswitch quarter 2 Ford -0.0976 0.0529 -1.84 0.07
βswitch quarter 2 Mercedes-Benz -0.0491 0.0343 -1.43 0.15
βswitch quarter 2 Nissan -0.0156 0.0750 -0.21 0.84
βswitch quarter 2 Opel 0.00980 0.0606 0.16 0.87
βswitch quarter 2 Other -0.205 0.0498 -4.10 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Peugeot -0.218 0.0580 -3.76 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Renault -0.320 0.0559 -5.73 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Skoda 0.0428 0.0701 0.61 0.54
βswitch quarter 2 Volkswagen -0.133 0.0334 -4.00 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Volvo -0.0737 0.0620 -1.19 0.23

βswitch quarter 3 BMW -0.0516 0.0325 -1.59 0.11
βswitch quarter 3 Citroen -0.251 0.0685 -3.67 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Ford -0.102 0.0514 -1.99 0.05
βswitch quarter 3 Mercedes-Benz -0.0192 0.0339 -0.57 0.57
βswitch quarter 3 Nissan -0.0927 0.0641 -1.45 0.15
βswitch quarter 3 Opel 0.0291 0.0653 0.45 0.66
βswitch quarter 3 Other -0.0676 0.0459 -1.47 0.14
βswitch quarter 3 Peugeot -0.200 0.0603 -3.32 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Renault -0.326 0.0545 -5.99 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Skoda -0.112 0.0687 -1.63 0.10
βswitch quarter 3 Volkswagen -0.178 0.0345 -5.15 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Volvo -0.172 0.0634 -2.71 0.01

βtotal accessories amount BMW -0.0566 0.0136 -4.17 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Citroen 0.101 0.0287 3.51 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Ford 0.113 0.0213 5.32 0.00
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βtotal accessories amount Mercedes-Benz -0.0501 0.0142 -3.54 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Nissan -0.0357 0.0304 -1.17 0.24
βtotal accessories amount Opel 0.149 0.0268 5.54 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Other -0.133 0.0217 -6.15 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Peugeot -0.0195 0.0304 -0.64 0.52
βtotal accessories amount Renault 0.0893 0.0230 3.88 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Skoda 0.0736 0.0290 2.54 0.01
βtotal accessories amount Volkswagen -0.0700 0.0138 -5.06 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Volvo -0.0406 0.0285 -1.43 0.15

βtotal options amount BMW -0.0453 0.0173 -2.62 0.01
βtotal options amount Citroen -0.159 0.0279 -5.69 0.00
βtotal options amount Ford -0.116 0.0269 -4.32 0.00
βtotal options amount Mercedes-Benz -0.00824 0.0192 -0.43 0.67
βtotal options amount Nissan -0.0500 0.0272 -1.84 0.07
βtotal options amount Opel -0.0524 0.0251 -2.09 0.04
βtotal options amount Other -0.0567 0.0210 -2.71 0.01
βtotal options amount Peugeot -0.0212 0.0236 -0.90 0.37
βtotal options amount Renault 0.0131 0.0247 0.53 0.60
βtotal options amount Skoda -0.109 0.0321 -3.40 0.00
βtotal options amount Volkswagen -0.0824 0.0175 -4.72 0.00
βtotal options amount Volvo -0.0408 0.0279 -1.46 0.14

βufwt amount BMW -0.0328 0.0136 -2.41 0.02
βufwt amount Citroen 0.0559 0.0274 2.04 0.04
βufwt amount Ford -0.0689 0.0212 -3.25 0.00
βufwt amount Mercedes-Benz -0.0755 0.0152 -4.96 0.00
βufwt amount Nissan -0.0947 0.0251 -3.78 0.00
βufwt amount Opel -0.101 0.0231 -4.35 0.00
βufwt amount Other -0.101 0.0194 -5.19 0.00
βufwt amount Peugeot -0.0930 0.0258 -3.61 0.00
βufwt amount Renault 0.0610 0.0225 2.71 0.01
βufwt amount Skoda 0.0369 0.0362 1.02 0.31
βufwt amount Volkswagen -0.0153 0.0132 -1.16 0.25
βufwt amount Volvo 0.00821 0.0330 0.25 0.80

βvehicle segment B BMW -0.192 0.103 -1.86 0.06
βvehicle segment B Citroen 0.798 0.237 3.37 0.00
βvehicle segment B Ford 0.464 0.152 3.04 0.00
βvehicle segment B Mercedes-Benz -0.0980 0.112 -0.88 0.38
βvehicle segment B Nissan -0.0751 0.196 -0.38 0.70
βvehicle segment B Opel 0.668 0.207 3.22 0.00
βvehicle segment B Other 0.466 0.131 3.54 0.00
βvehicle segment B Peugeot 0.173 0.178 0.97 0.33
βvehicle segment B Renault 1.36 0.178 7.65 0.00
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βvehicle segment B Skoda 0.0861 0.267 0.32 0.75
βvehicle segment B Volkswagen -0.0529 0.0982 -0.54 0.59
βvehicle segment B Volvo -0.415 0.248 -1.67 0.09

βvehicle segment C BMW -0.119 0.0665 -1.78 0.07
βvehicle segment C Citroen 0.476 0.211 2.25 0.02
βvehicle segment C Ford 0.516 0.115 4.49 0.00
βvehicle segment C Mercedes-Benz -0.111 0.0730 -1.52 0.13
βvehicle segment C Nissan -0.169 0.131 -1.29 0.20
βvehicle segment C Opel 1.11 0.197 5.62 0.00
βvehicle segment C Other -0.0490 0.103 -0.48 0.63
βvehicle segment C Peugeot 0.343 0.174 1.98 0.05
βvehicle segment C Renault 0.243 0.158 1.54 0.12
βvehicle segment C Skoda 0.637 0.157 4.05 0.00
βvehicle segment C Volkswagen 0.0810 0.0722 1.12 0.26
βvehicle segment C Volvo -0.541 0.161 -3.36 0.00

βvehicle segment D BMW -0.241 0.0584 -4.12 0.00
βvehicle segment D Citroen 0.318 0.224 1.42 0.16
βvehicle segment D Ford 0.172 0.114 1.51 0.13
βvehicle segment D Mercedes-Benz -0.183 0.0630 -2.91 0.00
βvehicle segment D Nissan -0.301 0.138 -2.18 0.03
βvehicle segment D Opel 0.893 0.193 4.63 0.00
βvehicle segment D Other -0.356 0.0911 -3.90 0.00
βvehicle segment D Peugeot 0.132 0.166 0.80 0.43
βvehicle segment D Renault 0.0822 0.160 0.52 0.61
βvehicle segment D Skoda 0.409 0.150 2.73 0.01
βvehicle segment D Volkswagen 0.0453 0.0670 0.68 0.50
βvehicle segment D Volvo -0.509 0.122 -4.17 0.00

βvehicle segment E BMW -0.298 0.0649 -4.60 0.00
βvehicle segment E Citroen -0.00500 0.419 -0.01 0.99
βvehicle segment E Ford -0.0318 0.163 -0.19 0.85
βvehicle segment E Mercedes-Benz -0.256 0.0701 -3.65 0.00
βvehicle segment E Nissan -0.298 0.211 -1.41 0.16
βvehicle segment E Opel 0.961 0.249 3.85 0.00
βvehicle segment E Other -0.242 0.113 -2.14 0.03
βvehicle segment E Peugeot -0.0347 0.278 -0.12 0.90
βvehicle segment E Renault 0.285 0.230 1.24 0.21
βvehicle segment E Skoda 0.206 0.200 1.03 0.30
βvehicle segment E Volkswagen -0.123 0.0834 -1.47 0.14
βvehicle segment E Volvo -0.372 0.150 -2.47 0.01

βvehicle segment LCV BMW -0.0980 0.215 -0.46 0.65
βvehicle segment LCV Citroen 2.10 0.284 7.39 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Ford 1.39 0.225 6.16 0.00
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βvehicle segment LCV Mercedes-Benz 0.591 0.183 3.23 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Nissan 0.508 0.281 1.81 0.07
βvehicle segment LCV Opel 1.68 0.306 5.48 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Other 0.276 0.208 1.33 0.18
βvehicle segment LCV Peugeot 0.970 0.223 4.35 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Renault 1.78 0.236 7.53 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Skoda 0.881 0.325 2.71 0.01
βvehicle segment LCV Volkswagen 0.630 0.165 3.81 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Volvo 0.172 0.254 0.68 0.50

βvehicle segment MPV BMW 0.131 0.0820 1.60 0.11
βvehicle segment MPV Citroen 0.334 0.184 1.81 0.07
βvehicle segment MPV Ford -0.100 0.121 -0.83 0.41
βvehicle segment MPV Mercedes-Benz 0.00561 0.0891 0.06 0.95
βvehicle segment MPV Nissan -0.0481 0.159 -0.30 0.76
βvehicle segment MPV Opel 0.487 0.213 2.28 0.02
βvehicle segment MPV Other -0.0523 0.120 -0.44 0.66
βvehicle segment MPV Peugeot -0.237 0.126 -1.87 0.06
βvehicle segment MPV Renault 0.349 0.162 2.15 0.03
βvehicle segment MPV Skoda 0.451 0.187 2.42 0.02
βvehicle segment MPV Volkswagen 0.177 0.0805 2.20 0.03
βvehicle segment MPV Volvo -0.270 0.147 -1.84 0.07

βvehicle segment Other BMW -0.0466 0.156 -0.30 0.76
βvehicle segment Other Citroen 0.446 0.300 1.49 0.14
βvehicle segment Other Ford 0.660 0.254 2.60 0.01
βvehicle segment Other Mercedes-Benz 0.185 0.164 1.13 0.26
βvehicle segment Other Nissan -0.209 0.256 -0.82 0.41
βvehicle segment Other Opel 0.584 0.294 1.98 0.05
βvehicle segment Other Other 0.150 0.189 0.79 0.43
βvehicle segment Other Peugeot 0.244 0.250 0.98 0.33
βvehicle segment Other Renault 0.372 0.271 1.37 0.17
βvehicle segment Other Skoda -0.0615 0.399 -0.15 0.88
βvehicle segment Other Volkswagen 0.123 0.164 0.75 0.46
βvehicle segment Other Volvo -0.607 0.370 -1.64 0.10

βvehicle type Car BMW -0.225 0.209 -1.08 0.28
βvehicle type Car Citroen -1.67 0.189 -8.82 0.00
βvehicle type Car Ford -0.781 0.207 -3.77 0.00
βvehicle type Car Mercedes-Benz 0.0555 0.183 0.30 0.76
βvehicle type Car Nissan -0.812 0.218 -3.73 0.00
βvehicle type Car Opel -0.213 0.289 -0.74 0.46
βvehicle type Car Other -1.08 0.191 -5.65 0.00
βvehicle type Car Peugeot -1.34 0.185 -7.26 0.00
βvehicle type Car Renault -1.36 0.182 -7.48 0.00
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βvehicle type Car Skoda 0.671 0.527 1.27 0.20
βvehicle type Car Volkswagen -0.745 0.171 -4.36 0.00
βvehicle type Car Volvo 0.0799 0.351 0.23 0.82

Table B.2: Overview of all estimated parameters for the nested multinomial logistic regres-
sion model. Each parameter name (β) is structured as follows. The first part, stated in
font, is considered the explanatory variable. The second part of the name, stated in italics,
is considered an alternative of the choice set.

Parameter Estimate Std. Error t-stat p-value

ASCBMW 0.583 0.276 2.11 0.03
ASCCitroen -1.95 0.318 -6.12 0.00
ASCFord -0.243 0.250 -0.97 0.33
ASCMercedes-Benz 0.448 0.249 1.80 0.07
ASCNissan 0.487 0.318 1.53 0.13
ASCOpel -0.981 0.269 -3.64 0.00
ASCOther 1.62 0.232 7.00 0.00
ASCPeugeot -1.81 0.316 -5.73 0.00
ASCRenault -1.26 0.382 -3.29 0.00
ASCSkoda -1.16 0.292 -3.97 0.00
ASCVolkswagen -0.0609 0.256 -0.24 0.81
ASCVolvo 1.14 0.346 3.30 0.00

βbody style APV MPV Monovolume BMW -0.106 0.0980 -1.08 0.28
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Citroen 0.298 0.156 1.91 0.06
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Ford 0.294 0.120 2.46 0.01
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Mercedes-Benz -0.302 0.106 -2.86 0.00
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Nissan -0.156 0.138 -1.13 0.26
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Opel 0.0133 0.140 0.09 0.92
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Other -0.401 0.111 -3.61 0.00
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Peugeot 0.241 0.105 2.28 0.02
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Renault -0.108 0.142 -0.76 0.45
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Skoda -0.0639 0.140 -0.46 0.65
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Volkswagen 0.244 0.105 2.33 0.02
βbody style APV MPV Monovolume Volvo -0.161 0.142 -1.13 0.26

βbody style Car Van BMW -0.287 0.311 -0.92 0.36
βbody style Car Van Citroen -0.663 0.309 -2.15 0.03
βbody style Car Van Ford -1.32 0.278 -4.75 0.00
βbody style Car Van Mercedes-Benz -0.469 0.307 -1.53 0.13
βbody style Car Van Nissan -0.508 0.297 -1.71 0.09
βbody style Car Van Opel -0.802 0.285 -2.82 0.00
βbody style Car Van Other -0.448 0.258 -1.74 0.08
βbody style Car Van Peugeot -0.429 0.268 -1.60 0.11
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βbody style Car Van Renault -0.400 0.283 -1.41 0.16
βbody style Car Van Skoda -0.467 0.302 -1.55 0.12
βbody style Car Van Volkswagen -0.410 0.249 -1.65 0.10
βbody style Car Van Volvo -0.435 0.368 -1.18 0.24

βbody style Delivery Van BMW -0.253 0.250 -1.01 0.31
βbody style Delivery Van Citroen -1.28 0.288 -4.46 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Ford -0.599 0.235 -2.55 0.01
βbody style Delivery Van Mercedes-Benz 0.188 0.237 0.79 0.43
βbody style Delivery Van Nissan -0.703 0.260 -2.70 0.01
βbody style Delivery Van Opel -0.617 0.245 -2.52 0.01
βbody style Delivery Van Other -0.908 0.226 -4.02 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Peugeot -0.871 0.236 -3.70 0.00
βbody style Delivery Van Renault -0.634 0.257 -2.47 0.01
βbody style Delivery Van Skoda -0.453 0.272 -1.67 0.09
βbody style Delivery Van Volkswagen -0.446 0.217 -2.05 0.04
βbody style Delivery Van Volvo 0.0937 0.274 0.34 0.73

βbody style Hatchback BMW -0.0871 0.0801 -1.09 0.28
βbody style Hatchback Citroen -0.279 0.177 -1.58 0.11
βbody style Hatchback Ford -0.332 0.118 -2.81 0.00
βbody style Hatchback Mercedes-Benz -0.204 0.0861 -2.37 0.02
βbody style Hatchback Nissan -0.216 0.121 -1.78 0.07
βbody style Hatchback Opel -0.610 0.134 -4.56 0.00
βbody style Hatchback Other -0.256 0.0950 -2.69 0.01
βbody style Hatchback Peugeot -0.145 0.125 -1.17 0.24
βbody style Hatchback Renault -0.139 0.153 -0.91 0.36
βbody style Hatchback Skoda -0.458 0.132 -3.48 0.00
βbody style Hatchback Volkswagen -0.153 0.0996 -1.54 0.12
βbody style Hatchback Volvo -0.0306 0.116 -0.26 0.79

βbody style Other BMW -0.0759 0.0893 -0.85 0.40
βbody style Other Citroen -0.281 0.223 -1.26 0.21
βbody style Other Ford -0.320 0.148 -2.16 0.03
βbody style Other Mercedes-Benz -0.134 0.0959 -1.40 0.16
βbody style Other Nissan -0.121 0.170 -0.71 0.48
βbody style Other Opel -0.136 0.153 -0.89 0.37
βbody style Other Other -0.201 0.119 -1.69 0.09
βbody style Other Peugeot -0.162 0.159 -1.02 0.31
βbody style Other Renault -0.178 0.184 -0.97 0.33
βbody style Other Skoda -0.0661 0.141 -0.47 0.64
βbody style Other Volkswagen -0.119 0.119 -1.00 0.32
βbody style Other Volvo 0.0279 0.131 0.21 0.83

βbody style Sedan BMW -0.0482 0.0794 -0.61 0.54
βbody style Sedan Citroen 0.208 0.194 1.07 0.28
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βbody style Sedan Ford 0.00472 0.123 0.04 0.97
βbody style Sedan Mercedes-Benz -0.163 0.0854 -1.91 0.06
βbody style Sedan Nissan 0.0531 0.150 0.35 0.72
βbody style Sedan Opel -0.308 0.138 -2.24 0.03
βbody style Sedan Other 0.0133 0.101 0.13 0.90
βbody style Sedan Peugeot 0.0748 0.137 0.55 0.58
βbody style Sedan Renault -0.0736 0.169 -0.43 0.66
βbody style Sedan Skoda -0.0473 0.134 -0.35 0.72
βbody style Sedan Volkswagen 0.0651 0.103 0.63 0.53
βbody style Sedan Volvo -0.0683 0.122 -0.56 0.57

βbody style Stationwagon BMW -0.121 0.0752 -1.61 0.11
βbody style Stationwagon Citroen -0.225 0.179 -1.26 0.21
βbody style Stationwagon Ford -0.0196 0.111 -0.18 0.86
βbody style Stationwagon Mercedes-Benz -0.187 0.0803 -2.33 0.02
βbody style Stationwagon Nissan -0.132 0.121 -1.09 0.28
βbody style Stationwagon Opel -0.304 0.128 -2.37 0.02
βbody style Stationwagon Other -0.0699 0.0877 -0.80 0.43
βbody style Stationwagon Peugeot 0.0597 0.124 0.48 0.63
βbody style Stationwagon Renault -0.0667 0.151 -0.44 0.66
βbody style Stationwagon Skoda -0.00987 0.120 -0.08 0.93
βbody style Stationwagon Volkswagen 0.175 0.0948 1.85 0.06
βbody style Stationwagon Volvo 0.00271 0.106 0.03 0.98

βcatalogue price BMW 0.280 0.0846 3.32 0.00
βcatalogue price Citroen -1.32 0.104 -12.67 0.00
βcatalogue price Ford -1.03 0.0805 -12.80 0.00
βcatalogue price Mercedes-Benz 0.230 0.0777 2.96 0.00
βcatalogue price Nissan -0.603 0.0973 -6.20 0.00
βcatalogue price Opel -1.21 0.0857 -14.11 0.00
βcatalogue price Other -0.175 0.0630 -2.78 0.01
βcatalogue price Peugeot -1.07 0.0853 -12.52 0.00
βcatalogue price Renault -0.814 0.0837 -9.72 0.00
βcatalogue price Skoda -0.694 0.0876 -7.93 0.00
βcatalogue price Volkswagen -0.589 0.0672 -8.76 0.00
βcatalogue price Volvo 0.153 0.0954 1.60 0.11

βclient segment Corporate BMW 0.0400 0.0456 0.88 0.38
βclient segment Corporate Citroen 0.229 0.0660 3.47 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Ford -0.0886 0.0490 -1.81 0.07
βclient segment Corporate Mercedes-Benz 0.0146 0.0466 0.31 0.75
βclient segment Corporate Nissan -0.488 0.0658 -7.42 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Opel 0.133 0.0549 2.42 0.02
βclient segment Corporate Other -0.0787 0.0442 -1.78 0.07
βclient segment Corporate Peugeot 0.277 0.0471 5.87 0.00
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βclient segment Corporate Renault 0.421 0.0549 7.66 0.00
βclient segment Corporate Skoda -0.152 0.0605 -2.52 0.01
βclient segment Corporate Volkswagen 0.0601 0.0462 1.30 0.19
βclient segment Corporate Volvo -0.159 0.0633 -2.51 0.01

βclient segment International BMW 0.226 0.0670 3.38 0.00
βclient segment International Citroen 0.488 0.0724 6.74 0.00
βclient segment International Ford -0.0587 0.0512 -1.15 0.25
βclient segment International Mercedes-Benz 0.235 0.0609 3.85 0.00
βclient segment International Nissan -0.844 0.0826 -10.22 0.00
βclient segment International Opel 0.0472 0.0630 0.75 0.45
βclient segment International Other -0.424 0.0492 -8.63 0.00
βclient segment International Peugeot 0.105 0.0498 2.12 0.03
βclient segment International Renault 0.706 0.0599 11.80 0.00
βclient segment International Skoda 0.0454 0.0662 0.69 0.49
βclient segment International Volkswagen 0.0647 0.0496 1.30 0.19
βclient segment International Volvo -0.152 0.0679 -2.23 0.03

βcommercial discount amount BMW 0.00175 0.0148 0.12 0.91
βcommercial discount amount Citroen 0.0226 0.0216 1.04 0.30
βcommercial discount amount Ford 0.0408 0.0175 2.34 0.02
βcommercial discount amount Mercedes-Benz -0.0283 0.0146 -1.93 0.05
βcommercial discount amount Nissan 0.0486 0.0215 2.26 0.02
βcommercial discount amount Opel -0.00753 0.0158 -0.48 0.63
βcommercial discount amount Other 0.0166 0.0149 1.11 0.27
βcommercial discount amount Peugeot 0.00716 0.0165 0.43 0.66
βcommercial discount amount Renault 0.00817 0.0203 0.40 0.69
βcommercial discount amount Skoda 0.000739 0.0194 0.04 0.97
βcommercial discount amount Volkswagen 0.0623 0.0161 3.86 0.00
βcommercial discount amount Volvo -0.0684 0.0188 -3.64 0.00

βcontract duration BMW 0.00694 0.0161 0.43 0.67
βcontract duration Citroen -0.114 0.0250 -4.55 0.00
βcontract duration Ford -0.0729 0.0208 -3.51 0.00
βcontract duration Mercedes-Benz -0.0810 0.0170 -4.76 0.00
βcontract duration Nissan -0.133 0.0259 -5.14 0.00
βcontract duration Opel -0.0688 0.0180 -3.81 0.00
βcontract duration Other -0.127 0.0201 -6.30 0.00
βcontract duration Peugeot 0.00575 0.0186 0.31 0.76
βcontract duration Renault -0.0287 0.0221 -1.30 0.19
βcontract duration Skoda 0.0845 0.0230 3.67 0.00
βcontract duration Volkswagen 0.0479 0.0187 2.56 0.01
βcontract duration Volvo 0.00227 0.0235 0.10 0.92

βcountry Belgium BMW 0.116 0.0603 1.92 0.06
βcountry Belgium Citroen 0.245 0.106 2.32 0.02

Estimates 99 Jan-Willem Feilzer



Predicting Lessee Switch Behavior

βcountry Belgium Ford -0.342 0.0832 -4.11 0.00
βcountry Belgium Mercedes-Benz 0.0326 0.0629 0.52 0.60
βcountry Belgium Nissan -0.340 0.111 -3.06 0.00
βcountry Belgium Opel -0.724 0.0825 -8.78 0.00
βcountry Belgium Other -0.110 0.0703 -1.56 0.12
βcountry Belgium Peugeot 0.156 0.0992 1.58 0.12
βcountry Belgium Renault -0.177 0.0857 -2.07 0.04
βcountry Belgium Skoda -0.334 0.0920 -3.63 0.00
βcountry Belgium Volkswagen 0.0535 0.0756 0.71 0.48
βcountry Belgium Volvo 0.337 0.0899 3.74 0.00

βcountry France BMW -0.489 0.146 -3.34 0.00
βcountry France Citroen 1.33 0.102 12.97 0.00
βcountry France Ford 0.0104 0.103 0.10 0.92
βcountry France Mercedes-Benz -0.576 0.133 -4.34 0.00
βcountry France Nissan -0.0606 0.121 -0.50 0.62
βcountry France Opel -0.583 0.126 -4.63 0.00
βcountry France Other -0.371 0.0976 -3.80 0.00
βcountry France Peugeot 1.76 0.126 13.94 0.00
βcountry France Renault 1.09 0.115 9.50 0.00
βcountry France Skoda -0.794 0.145 -5.47 0.00
βcountry France Volkswagen 0.656 0.104 6.30 0.00
βcountry France Volvo -0.678 0.137 -4.96 0.00

βcountry Germany BMW 0.0736 0.0746 0.99 0.32
βcountry Germany Citroen 0.215 0.149 1.45 0.15
βcountry Germany Ford 0.688 0.104 6.64 0.00
βcountry Germany Mercedes-Benz 0.146 0.0766 1.91 0.06
βcountry Germany Nissan -1.56 0.218 -7.17 0.00
βcountry Germany Opel -0.386 0.0868 -4.45 0.00
βcountry Germany Other -1.11 0.118 -9.43 0.00
βcountry Germany Peugeot -1.22 0.253 -4.82 0.00
βcountry Germany Renault -1.16 fixed
βcountry Germany Skoda -0.482 0.113 -4.27 0.00
βcountry Germany Volkswagen 0.353 0.0857 4.12 0.00
βcountry Germany Volvo -0.647 0.122 -5.31 0.00

βcountry Italy BMW -0.0524 0.0863 -0.61 0.54
βcountry Italy Citroen 0.844 0.109 7.75 0.00
βcountry Italy Ford 0.431 0.0801 5.38 0.00
βcountry Italy Mercedes-Benz -0.415 0.0980 -4.24 0.00
βcountry Italy Nissan 0.512 0.0998 5.13 0.00
βcountry Italy Opel -0.234 0.0850 -2.75 0.01
βcountry Italy Other 0.841 0.0794 10.58 0.00
βcountry Italy Peugeot 1.19 0.111 10.72 0.00
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Predicting Lessee Switch Behavior

βcountry Italy Renault 0.320 0.0853 3.75 0.00
βcountry Italy Skoda -0.341 0.123 -2.78 0.01
βcountry Italy Volkswagen 0.397 0.0873 4.55 0.00
βcountry Italy Volvo 0.164 0.119 1.37 0.17

βcountry Norway BMW -0.924 0.353 -2.62 0.01
βcountry Norway Citroen 5.28 0.397 13.33 0.00
βcountry Norway Ford 4.55 0.322 14.15 0.00
βcountry Norway Mercedes-Benz -0.925 0.326 -2.84 0.00
βcountry Norway Nissan 2.69 0.389 6.90 0.00
βcountry Norway Opel 4.07 0.335 12.17 0.00
βcountry Norway Other 0.893 0.247 3.61 0.00
βcountry Norway Peugeot 5.61 0.382 14.70 0.00
βcountry Norway Renault 2.46 0.306 8.06 0.00
βcountry Norway Skoda 3.46 0.352 9.81 0.00
βcountry Norway Volkswagen 3.65 0.271 13.48 0.00
βcountry Norway Volvo -0.221 0.378 -0.58 0.56

βcountry Other BMW -0.216 0.111 -1.94 0.05
βcountry Other Citroen -1.10 0.441 -2.49 0.01
βcountry Other Ford 0.600 0.102 5.86 0.00
βcountry Other Mercedes-Benz -0.444 0.113 -3.91 0.00
βcountry Other Nissan 0.0510 0.145 0.35 0.72
βcountry Other Opel -0.303 0.112 -2.71 0.01
βcountry Other Other 0.125 0.0921 1.36 0.17
βcountry Other Peugeot 0.689 0.145 4.73 0.00
βcountry Other Renault -0.655 0.139 -4.72 0.00
βcountry Other Skoda 0.768 0.110 7.00 0.00
βcountry Other Volkswagen 1.09 0.0992 10.98 0.00
βcountry Other Volvo 0.440 0.113 3.91 0.00

βcountry Spain BMW -0.272 0.165 -1.65 0.10
βcountry Spain Citroen 0.202 0.169 1.20 0.23
βcountry Spain Ford 0.209 0.115 1.81 0.07
βcountry Spain Mercedes-Benz -0.500 0.159 -3.15 0.00
βcountry Spain Nissan 0.550 0.137 4.03 0.00
βcountry Spain Opel 0.108 0.112 0.97 0.33
βcountry Spain Other 0.841 0.0946 8.90 0.00
βcountry Spain Peugeot 1.52 0.128 11.86 0.00
βcountry Spain Renault 1.32 0.136 9.72 0.00
βcountry Spain Skoda -0.545 0.155 -3.51 0.00
βcountry Spain Volkswagen 1.01 0.117 8.62 0.00
βcountry Spain Volvo 0.162 0.167 0.97 0.33

βfuel type Diesel BMW -0.0710 0.0547 -1.30 0.19
βfuel type Diesel Citroen 0.275 0.103 2.67 0.01
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βfuel type Diesel Ford 0.209 0.0688 3.05 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Mercedes-Benz -0.137 0.0569 -2.41 0.02
βfuel type Diesel Nissan -0.359 0.0792 -4.53 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Opel 0.277 0.0667 4.16 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Other -0.355 0.0597 -5.95 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Peugeot 0.560 0.0917 6.11 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Renault 0.665 0.117 5.69 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Skoda 0.223 0.0750 2.98 0.00
βfuel type Diesel Volkswagen 0.132 0.0645 2.05 0.04
βfuel type Diesel Volvo -0.201 0.0835 -2.41 0.02

βlease type Financial lease BMW -0.0574 0.0962 -0.60 0.55
βlease type Financial lease Citroen 0.527 0.147 3.59 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Ford 0.666 0.113 5.88 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Mercedes-Benz 0.460 0.0917 5.02 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Nissan -0.770 0.249 -3.10 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Opel 0.432 0.114 3.79 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Other -0.501 0.124 -4.03 0.00
βlease type Financial lease Peugeot -0.199 0.140 -1.42 0.16
βlease type Financial lease Renault -0.262 0.161 -1.62 0.10
βlease type Financial lease Skoda 0.270 0.130 2.07 0.04
βlease type Financial lease Volkswagen -0.00378 0.115 -0.03 0.97
βlease type Financial lease Volvo -0.628 0.170 -3.70 0.00

βmake Audi BMW -0.541 0.105 -5.14 0.00
βmake Audi Citroen -0.764 0.263 -2.91 0.00
βmake Audi Ford -1.18 0.142 -8.29 0.00
βmake Audi Mercedes-Benz -0.626 0.0947 -6.62 0.00
βmake Audi Nissan -1.34 0.141 -9.55 0.00
βmake Audi Opel -0.661 0.134 -4.95 0.00
βmake Audi Other -1.13 fixed
βmake Audi Peugeot -0.459 0.167 -2.74 0.01
βmake Audi Renault -1.66 0.130 -12.76 0.00
βmake Audi Skoda -0.531 0.106 -5.02 0.00
βmake Audi Volkswagen -0.868 0.0665 -13.05 0.00
βmake Audi Volvo -2.25 fixed

βmake BMW BMW 0.572 0.156 3.65 0.00
βmake BMW Citroen -0.0402 0.279 -0.14 0.89
βmake BMW Ford -0.599 0.133 -4.50 0.00
βmake BMW Mercedes-Benz 0.0387 0.134 0.29 0.77
βmake BMW Nissan -0.341 0.199 -1.72 0.09
βmake BMW Opel 0.550 0.152 3.62 0.00
βmake BMW Other -0.549 0.110 -4.99 0.00
βmake BMW Peugeot 0.158 0.191 0.82 0.41
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βmake BMW Renault -0.755 0.186 -4.05 0.00
βmake BMW Skoda -0.0488 0.127 -0.38 0.70
βmake BMW Volkswagen -0.498 0.142 -3.52 0.00
βmake BMW Volvo -1.68 0.0609 -27.65 0.00

βmake Citroen BMW 0.0533 0.128 0.42 0.68
βmake Citroen Citroen 2.15 0.296 7.28 0.00
βmake Citroen Ford 0.301 0.159 1.89 0.06
βmake Citroen Mercedes-Benz 0.201 0.141 1.43 0.15
βmake Citroen Nissan 0.436 0.241 1.81 0.07
βmake Citroen Opel 0.843 0.158 5.34 0.00
βmake Citroen Other 0.392 0.172 2.28 0.02
βmake Citroen Peugeot 1.54 0.218 7.07 0.00
βmake Citroen Renault 0.663 0.164 4.04 0.00
βmake Citroen Skoda 0.635 0.156 4.08 0.00
βmake Citroen Volkswagen 0.469 0.152 3.09 0.00
βmake Citroen Volvo -1.05 0.124 -8.45 0.00

βmake Ford BMW 0.169 0.117 1.44 0.15
βmake Ford Citroen 1.16 0.297 3.92 0.00
βmake Ford Ford 1.77 0.210 8.43 0.00
βmake Ford Mercedes-Benz 0.234 0.125 1.87 0.06
βmake Ford Nissan 0.425 0.260 1.63 0.10
βmake Ford Opel 0.734 0.167 4.38 0.00
βmake Ford Other 0.181 0.193 0.94 0.35
βmake Ford Peugeot 1.34 0.236 5.67 0.00
βmake Ford Renault 0.319 0.207 1.54 0.12
βmake Ford Skoda 0.534 0.148 3.60 0.00
βmake Ford Volkswagen 0.250 0.162 1.54 0.12
βmake Ford Volvo -1.24 0.122 -10.20 0.00

βmake Mercedes-Benz BMW 0.438 0.218 2.01 0.04
βmake Mercedes-Benz Citroen 0.164 0.299 0.55 0.58
βmake Mercedes-Benz Ford -0.383 0.155 -2.47 0.01
βmake Mercedes-Benz Mercedes-Benz 0.968 0.210 4.61 0.00
βmake Mercedes-Benz Nissan -0.0520 0.256 -0.20 0.84
βmake Mercedes-Benz Opel 0.296 0.198 1.50 0.13
βmake Mercedes-Benz Other -0.132 0.181 -0.73 0.47
βmake Mercedes-Benz Peugeot 0.573 0.244 2.35 0.02
βmake Mercedes-Benz Renault -0.364 0.220 -1.65 0.10
βmake Mercedes-Benz Skoda 0.168 0.165 1.02 0.31
βmake Mercedes-Benz Volkswagen 0.00646 0.165 0.04 0.97
βmake Mercedes-Benz Volvo -1.23 0.146 -8.44 0.00

βmake Nissan BMW 0.0623 0.144 0.43 0.67
βmake Nissan Citroen 0.846 0.307 2.75 0.01
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βmake Nissan Ford 0.603 0.178 3.39 0.00
βmake Nissan Mercedes-Benz 0.0276 0.149 0.19 0.85
βmake Nissan Nissan 1.92 0.258 7.44 0.00
βmake Nissan Opel 0.809 0.188 4.31 0.00
βmake Nissan Other 0.901 0.167 5.40 0.00
βmake Nissan Peugeot 0.937 0.223 4.20 0.00
βmake Nissan Renault 0.350 0.207 1.69 0.09
βmake Nissan Skoda 0.623 0.189 3.30 0.00
βmake Nissan Volkswagen 0.590 0.149 3.95 0.00
βmake Nissan Volvo -1.20 0.215 -5.60 0.00

βmake Opel BMW 0.00710 0.111 0.06 0.95
βmake Opel Citroen 0.353 0.269 1.31 0.19
βmake Opel Ford 0.0436 0.124 0.35 0.72
βmake Opel Mercedes-Benz -0.200 0.111 -1.80 0.07
βmake Opel Nissan -0.0536 0.229 -0.23 0.81
βmake Opel Opel 1.59 0.157 10.11 0.00
βmake Opel Other -0.372 0.139 -2.68 0.01
βmake Opel Peugeot 1.07 0.203 5.27 0.00
βmake Opel Renault -0.184 0.171 -1.08 0.28
βmake Opel Skoda 0.263 0.126 2.08 0.04
βmake Opel Volkswagen -0.171 0.135 -1.26 0.21
βmake Opel Volvo -1.92 0.0750 -25.64 0.00

βmake Other BMW 0.165 0.0852 1.94 0.05
βmake Other Citroen 0.750 0.267 2.81 0.00
βmake Other Ford 0.233 0.135 1.72 0.08
βmake Other Mercedes-Benz 0.0560 0.0909 0.62 0.54
βmake Other Nissan 0.666 0.195 3.41 0.00
βmake Other Opel 0.623 0.126 4.94 0.00
βmake Other Other 1.14 0.159 7.21 0.00
βmake Other Peugeot 0.813 0.185 4.39 0.00
βmake Other Renault 0.577 0.133 4.33 0.00
βmake Other Skoda 0.640 0.117 5.49 0.00
βmake Other Volkswagen 0.146 0.105 1.39 0.16
βmake Other Volvo -1.29 0.0650 -19.81 0.00

βmake Peugeot BMW -0.0186 0.102 -0.18 0.85
βmake Peugeot Citroen 0.865 0.268 3.23 0.00
βmake Peugeot Ford 0.453 0.143 3.18 0.00
βmake Peugeot Mercedes-Benz -0.131 0.111 -1.18 0.24
βmake Peugeot Nissan 0.197 0.220 0.90 0.37
βmake Peugeot Opel 0.571 0.144 3.96 0.00
βmake Peugeot Other 0.0318 0.138 0.23 0.82
βmake Peugeot Peugeot 1.70 0.219 7.78 0.00
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βmake Peugeot Renault 0.411 0.156 2.63 0.01
βmake Peugeot Skoda 0.382 0.131 2.92 0.00
βmake Peugeot Volkswagen 0.105 0.127 0.83 0.41
βmake Peugeot Volvo -1.72 0.100 -17.18 0.00

βmake Renault BMW 0.0285 0.0976 0.29 0.77
βmake Renault Citroen 1.54 0.266 5.81 0.00
βmake Renault Ford 0.348 0.123 2.83 0.00
βmake Renault Mercedes-Benz 0.000752 0.0987 0.01 0.99
βmake Renault Nissan 0.732 0.195 3.74 0.00
βmake Renault Opel 0.675 0.131 5.14 0.00
βmake Renault Other 0.541 0.0996 5.43 0.00
βmake Renault Peugeot 1.19 0.187 6.35 0.00
βmake Renault Renault 1.66 0.138 12.04 0.00
βmake Renault Skoda 0.150 0.128 1.17 0.24
βmake Renault Volkswagen 0.364 0.105 3.45 0.00
βmake Renault Volvo -0.982 0.133 -7.40 0.00

βmake Skoda BMW 0.162 0.139 1.17 0.24
βmake Skoda Citroen 0.436 0.337 1.30 0.20
βmake Skoda Ford 0.0426 0.160 0.27 0.79
βmake Skoda Mercedes-Benz 0.225 0.141 1.59 0.11
βmake Skoda Nissan 0.412 0.256 1.61 0.11
βmake Skoda Opel 0.296 0.185 1.60 0.11
βmake Skoda Other 0.184 0.174 1.06 0.29
βmake Skoda Peugeot 0.472 0.227 2.08 0.04
βmake Skoda Renault -0.305 0.249 -1.23 0.22
βmake Skoda Skoda 1.68 0.173 9.67 0.00
βmake Skoda Volkswagen 0.147 0.162 0.91 0.36
βmake Skoda Volvo -1.44 0.148 -9.74 0.00

βmake Volkswagen BMW -0.0868 0.0730 -1.19 0.23
βmake Volkswagen Citroen 0.671 0.259 2.60 0.01
βmake Volkswagen Ford -0.0749 0.0975 -0.77 0.44
βmake Volkswagen Mercedes-Benz -0.0795 0.0587 -1.36 0.18
βmake Volkswagen Nissan -0.222 0.168 -1.32 0.19
βmake Volkswagen Opel 0.151 0.119 1.27 0.20
βmake Volkswagen Other -0.399 0.0574 -6.95 0.00
βmake Volkswagen Peugeot 0.465 0.168 2.76 0.01
βmake Volkswagen Renault -0.416 0.115 -3.61 0.00
βmake Volkswagen Skoda 0.388 0.0870 4.45 0.00
βmake Volkswagen Volkswagen 1.16 0.0699 16.66 0.00
βmake Volkswagen Volvo -1.60 0.0614 -26.07 0.00

βmileage month BMW -0.0338 0.0169 -2.01 0.04
βmileage month Citroen 0.0648 0.0225 2.88 0.00
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βmileage month Ford 0.0998 0.0191 5.23 0.00
βmileage month Mercedes-Benz -0.0660 0.0174 -3.80 0.00
βmileage month Nissan -0.0304 0.0260 -1.17 0.24
βmileage month Opel 0.0981 0.0201 4.88 0.00
βmileage month Other -0.0718 0.0197 -3.64 0.00
βmileage month Peugeot 0.151 0.0203 7.45 0.00
βmileage month Renault 0.115 0.0208 5.53 0.00
βmileage month Skoda 0.253 0.0235 10.80 0.00
βmileage month Volkswagen 0.145 0.0167 8.68 0.00
βmileage month Volvo 0.00703 0.0242 0.29 0.77

βstandard discount percentage BMW -0.0264 0.0313 -0.84 0.40
βstandard discount percentage Citroen 0.133 0.0357 3.73 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Ford 0.0529 0.0312 1.70 0.09
βstandard discount percentage Mercedes-Benz 0.0766 0.0307 2.50 0.01
βstandard discount percentage Nissan 0.108 0.0426 2.53 0.01
βstandard discount percentage Opel 0.164 0.0320 5.10 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Other 0.0870 0.0317 2.75 0.01
βstandard discount percentage Peugeot 0.0608 0.0317 1.92 0.05
βstandard discount percentage Renault 0.0855 0.0312 2.74 0.01
βstandard discount percentage Skoda 0.258 0.0418 6.18 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Volkswagen 0.112 0.0307 3.65 0.00
βstandard discount percentage Volvo 0.139 0.0433 3.21 0.00

βswitch quarter 1 BMW 0.0288 0.0337 0.85 0.39
βswitch quarter 1 Citroen -0.300 0.0533 -5.62 0.00
βswitch quarter 1 Ford -0.113 0.0417 -2.72 0.01
βswitch quarter 1 Mercedes-Benz -0.0633 0.0354 -1.79 0.07
βswitch quarter 1 Nissan -0.0166 0.0585 -0.28 0.78
βswitch quarter 1 Opel -0.0792 0.0422 -1.88 0.06
βswitch quarter 1 Other -0.0240 0.0398 -0.60 0.55
βswitch quarter 1 Peugeot -0.174 0.0414 -4.21 0.00
βswitch quarter 1 Renault -0.120 0.0451 -2.67 0.01
βswitch quarter 1 Skoda 0.0515 0.0474 1.09 0.28
βswitch quarter 1 Volkswagen -0.151 0.0372 -4.04 0.00
βswitch quarter 1 Volvo -0.00899 0.0524 -0.17 0.86

βswitch quarter 2 BMW 0.0123 0.0329 0.37 0.71
βswitch quarter 2 Citroen -0.147 0.0500 -2.93 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Ford -0.0961 0.0404 -2.38 0.02
βswitch quarter 2 Mercedes-Benz -0.0396 0.0340 -1.16 0.24
βswitch quarter 2 Nissan -0.000860 0.0566 -0.02 0.99
βswitch quarter 2 Opel -0.0327 0.0405 -0.81 0.42
βswitch quarter 2 Other -0.183 0.0395 -4.64 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Peugeot -0.176 0.0409 -4.30 0.00
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βswitch quarter 2 Renault -0.282 0.0449 -6.28 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Skoda 0.00668 0.0464 0.14 0.89
βswitch quarter 2 Volkswagen -0.161 0.0359 -4.49 0.00
βswitch quarter 2 Volvo -0.0430 0.0505 -0.85 0.39

βswitch quarter 3 BMW -0.0410 0.0324 -1.27 0.21
βswitch quarter 3 Citroen -0.223 0.0504 -4.43 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Ford -0.110 0.0397 -2.77 0.01
βswitch quarter 3 Mercedes-Benz -0.0143 0.0337 -0.42 0.67
βswitch quarter 3 Nissan -0.107 0.0569 -1.89 0.06
βswitch quarter 3 Opel -0.0295 0.0402 -0.73 0.46
βswitch quarter 3 Other -0.0731 0.0385 -1.90 0.06
βswitch quarter 3 Peugeot -0.172 0.0410 -4.20 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Renault -0.299 0.0453 -6.59 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Skoda -0.130 0.0481 -2.69 0.01
βswitch quarter 3 Volkswagen -0.232 0.0363 -6.39 0.00
βswitch quarter 3 Volvo -0.156 0.0515 -3.02 0.00

βtotal accessories amount BMW -0.0538 0.0139 -3.88 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Citroen 0.0392 0.0210 1.86 0.06
βtotal accessories amount Ford 0.0613 0.0164 3.74 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Mercedes-Benz -0.0479 0.0137 -3.49 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Nissan -0.0520 0.0242 -2.15 0.03
βtotal accessories amount Opel 0.0830 0.0163 5.10 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Other -0.136 0.0182 -7.49 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Peugeot -0.0501 0.0165 -3.03 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Renault 0.0332 0.0188 1.76 0.08
βtotal accessories amount Skoda 0.0273 0.0191 1.43 0.15
βtotal accessories amount Volkswagen -0.0652 0.0142 -4.60 0.00
βtotal accessories amount Volvo -0.0367 0.0203 -1.81 0.07

βtotal options amount BMW -0.0446 0.0166 -2.68 0.01
βtotal options amount Citroen -0.148 0.0228 -6.49 0.00
βtotal options amount Ford -0.102 0.0197 -5.19 0.00
βtotal options amount Mercedes-Benz -0.00731 0.0180 -0.41 0.68
βtotal options amount Nissan -0.0441 0.0232 -1.90 0.06
βtotal options amount Opel -0.0426 0.0181 -2.36 0.02
βtotal options amount Other -0.0484 0.0176 -2.76 0.01
βtotal options amount Peugeot -0.0336 0.0188 -1.79 0.07
βtotal options amount Renault -0.00579 0.0191 -0.30 0.76
βtotal options amount Skoda -0.0822 0.0226 -3.64 0.00
βtotal options amount Volkswagen -0.104 0.0179 -5.82 0.00
βtotal options amount Volvo -0.0373 0.0252 -1.48 0.14

βufwt amount BMW -0.0353 0.0164 -2.15 0.03
βufwt amount Citroen 0.0254 0.0231 1.10 0.27
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βufwt amount Ford -0.0481 0.0179 -2.68 0.01
βufwt amount Mercedes-Benz -0.0714 0.0171 -4.18 0.00
βufwt amount Nissan -0.0755 0.0236 -3.20 0.00
βufwt amount Opel -0.0732 0.0181 -4.05 0.00
βufwt amount Other -0.0822 0.0184 -4.46 0.00
βufwt amount Peugeot -0.0705 0.0168 -4.21 0.00
βufwt amount Renault 0.0529 0.0217 2.44 0.01
βufwt amount Skoda 0.0155 0.0203 0.76 0.45
βufwt amount Volkswagen 0.00823 0.0177 0.46 0.64
βufwt amount Volvo 0.0225 0.0215 1.05 0.29

βvehicle segment B BMW -0.124 0.103 -1.20 0.23
βvehicle segment B Citroen 0.527 0.172 3.06 0.00
βvehicle segment B Ford 0.302 0.118 2.56 0.01
βvehicle segment B Mercedes-Benz -0.0403 0.108 -0.37 0.71
βvehicle segment B Nissan -0.114 0.150 -0.76 0.45
βvehicle segment B Opel 0.355 0.124 2.87 0.00
βvehicle segment B Other 0.414 0.101 4.09 0.00
βvehicle segment B Peugeot 0.0722 0.130 0.55 0.58
βvehicle segment B Renault 1.09 0.145 7.53 0.00
βvehicle segment B Skoda -0.0199 0.147 -0.14 0.89
βvehicle segment B Volkswagen 0.107 0.114 0.94 0.35
βvehicle segment B Volvo -0.370 0.176 -2.10 0.04

βvehicle segment C BMW -0.102 0.0689 -1.48 0.14
βvehicle segment C Citroen 0.280 0.153 1.83 0.07
βvehicle segment C Ford 0.374 0.0918 4.07 0.00
βvehicle segment C Mercedes-Benz -0.0837 0.0724 -1.16 0.25
βvehicle segment C Nissan -0.187 0.110 -1.70 0.09
βvehicle segment C Opel 0.684 0.101 6.80 0.00
βvehicle segment C Other -0.0172 0.0785 -0.22 0.83
βvehicle segment C Peugeot 0.208 0.111 1.87 0.06
βvehicle segment C Renault 0.193 0.137 1.41 0.16
βvehicle segment C Skoda 0.341 0.104 3.26 0.00
βvehicle segment C Volkswagen 0.163 0.0852 1.91 0.06
βvehicle segment C Volvo -0.501 0.104 -4.81 0.00

βvehicle segment D BMW -0.236 0.0691 -3.41 0.00
βvehicle segment D Citroen 0.230 0.156 1.47 0.14
βvehicle segment D Ford 0.0994 0.0854 1.16 0.24
βvehicle segment D Mercedes-Benz -0.169 0.0695 -2.44 0.01
βvehicle segment D Nissan -0.282 0.114 -2.47 0.01
βvehicle segment D Opel 0.536 0.0988 5.42 0.00
βvehicle segment D Other -0.278 0.0788 -3.53 0.00
βvehicle segment D Peugeot 0.0617 0.112 0.55 0.58
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βvehicle segment D Renault 0.0684 0.141 0.49 0.63
βvehicle segment D Skoda 0.170 0.0994 1.71 0.09
βvehicle segment D Volkswagen 0.144 0.0833 1.73 0.08
βvehicle segment D Volvo -0.437 0.0933 -4.68 0.00

βvehicle segment E BMW -0.308 0.0856 -3.60 0.00
βvehicle segment E Citroen 0.0406 0.257 0.16 0.87
βvehicle segment E Ford -0.0929 0.133 -0.70 0.48
βvehicle segment E Mercedes-Benz -0.258 0.0841 -3.07 0.00
βvehicle segment E Nissan -0.354 0.186 -1.90 0.06
βvehicle segment E Opel 0.609 0.125 4.87 0.00
βvehicle segment E Other -0.236 0.0987 -2.39 0.02
βvehicle segment E Peugeot -0.129 0.196 -0.66 0.51
βvehicle segment E Renault 0.192 0.191 1.00 0.31
βvehicle segment E Skoda 0.0310 0.129 0.24 0.81
βvehicle segment E Volkswagen -0.147 0.102 -1.44 0.15
βvehicle segment E Volvo -0.409 0.106 -3.85 0.00

βvehicle segment LCV BMW -0.0645 0.241 -0.27 0.79
βvehicle segment LCV Citroen 1.63 0.266 6.13 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Ford 1.25 0.220 5.66 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Mercedes-Benz 0.583 0.222 2.62 0.01
βvehicle segment LCV Nissan 0.505 0.247 2.05 0.04
βvehicle segment LCV Opel 1.26 0.221 5.70 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Other 0.382 0.206 1.86 0.06
βvehicle segment LCV Peugeot 0.896 0.223 4.02 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Renault 1.63 0.227 7.16 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Skoda 0.572 0.263 2.18 0.03
βvehicle segment LCV Volkswagen 0.768 0.204 3.77 0.00
βvehicle segment LCV Volvo 0.302 0.295 1.02 0.31

βvehicle segment MPV BMW 0.111 0.0796 1.40 0.16
βvehicle segment MPV Citroen 0.354 0.129 2.74 0.01
βvehicle segment MPV Ford 0.0208 0.0941 0.22 0.82
βvehicle segment MPV Mercedes-Benz 0.0231 0.0840 0.27 0.78
βvehicle segment MPV Nissan 0.00950 0.127 0.07 0.94
βvehicle segment MPV Opel 0.357 0.112 3.19 0.00
βvehicle segment MPV Other 0.0367 0.0938 0.39 0.70
βvehicle segment MPV Peugeot -0.0752 0.0906 -0.83 0.41
βvehicle segment MPV Renault 0.416 0.128 3.26 0.00
βvehicle segment MPV Skoda 0.294 0.118 2.48 0.01
βvehicle segment MPV Volkswagen 0.267 0.0906 2.95 0.00
βvehicle segment MPV Volvo -0.187 0.128 -1.46 0.14

βvehicle segment Other BMW -0.0136 0.158 -0.09 0.93
βvehicle segment Other Citroen 0.220 0.247 0.89 0.37
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βvehicle segment Other Ford 0.548 0.186 2.95 0.00
βvehicle segment Other Mercedes-Benz 0.211 0.160 1.32 0.19
βvehicle segment Other Nissan -0.220 0.216 -1.02 0.31
βvehicle segment Other Opel 0.368 0.192 1.92 0.06
βvehicle segment Other Other 0.156 0.163 0.96 0.34
βvehicle segment Other Peugeot 0.125 0.195 0.64 0.52
βvehicle segment Other Renault 0.386 0.223 1.73 0.08
βvehicle segment Other Skoda -0.0444 0.265 -0.17 0.87
βvehicle segment Other Volkswagen 0.251 0.185 1.35 0.18
βvehicle segment Other Volvo -0.556 0.320 -1.74 0.08

βvehicle type Car BMW -0.403 0.239 -1.69 0.09
βvehicle type Car Citroen -1.57 0.189 -8.32 0.00
βvehicle type Car Ford -0.828 0.190 -4.36 0.00
βvehicle type Car Mercedes-Benz -0.163 0.230 -0.71 0.48
βvehicle type Car Nissan -0.868 0.212 -4.09 0.00
βvehicle type Car Opel -0.421 0.197 -2.14 0.03
βvehicle type Car Other -1.17 0.191 -6.12 0.00
βvehicle type Car Peugeot -1.25 0.181 -6.91 0.00
βvehicle type Car Renault -1.33 0.183 -7.30 0.00
βvehicle type Car Skoda 0.0824 0.256 0.32 0.75
βvehicle type Car Volkswagen -1.01 0.188 -5.36 0.00
βvehicle type Car Volvo 0.124 0.304 0.41 0.68

Table B.3: Overview of all estimated parameters for the cross-nested multinomial logistic
regression model. Each parameter name (β) is structured as follows. The first part, stated
in font , is considered the explanatory variable. The second part of the name, stated in
italics, is considered an alternative of the choice set.
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#Obs. MNL n-MNL cn-MNL Embed. One-Hot

Audi 553 46.65% 46.29% 47.20% 44.30% 45.21%
BMW 567 39.15% 39.33% 39.15% 41.62% 40.92%

Citroen 307 25.08% 24.43% 24.43% 23.45% 27.69%
Ford 621 57.17% 56.84% 57.17% 56.36% 57.49%

Mercedes-Benz 568 45.95% 45.77% 45.77% 44.37% 45.77%
Nissan 187 12.30% 12.30% 11.23% 42.25% 46.52%

Opel 303 42.90% 41.91% 42.57% 43.56% 42.57%
Other 802 45.76% 45.76% 45.39% 54.61% 45.89%

Peugeot 831 36.10% 36.22% 37.42% 43.68% 41.40%
Renault 906 69.65% 69.21% 69.98% 67.11% 68.10%

Skoda 232 41.38% 40.95% 41.81% 42.67% 43.53%
Volkswagen 847 63.28% 63.64% 63.75% 63.99% 62.46%

Volvo 172 41.86% 35.47% 39.53% 38.95% 38.95%

Table B.4: Performance breakdown of all models on test data. The rows indicate the
alternatives of the choice set, the columns indicate the achieved accuracy per model per
alternative of the choice set. The first column states the number of observations of the
corresponding alternative in the test data. Per alternative, the best performing model is
indicated by a bold accuracy score.
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